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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1

Introduction

Light is one of the basic necessities of life. It is a portion of the electromagnetic
(EM) waves that transport energy across space. Depending on the source, light
can be categorized as: daylight and artificial light. Daylight comes from the EM
radiation of the sun. It consists of EM waves in both the invisible region and
visible region. The invisible component consists mainly of portions of infrared
(IR) and ultraviolet (UV) light. The visible part is defined as having wavelengths
in the range of 400 nm to 700 nm, between the UV light and IR light. Light is
omnipresent, yet it is often under-appreciated. Light is however vital in providing
visibility for humans to interact with the surrounding world.

1.1.1

Artificial light

Artificial light results from “man-made” light sources such as lamps. The early
generation of electric lamps were incandescent lamps, carbon arc lamps and gas
discharge lamps. These early lamp technologies used a lot of energy, had short
lifespans and were expensive to produce. Driven by the need to address these
issues, research programs focused on fluorescent lamp technologies in the early
twentieth century. These lamps lasted longer and were much more efficient than
incandescent lamps. In the latter part of the twentieth century, a breakthrough in
diode physics took place showing that by simply coating blue diodes with yellow
phosphor results in white light, and that white light could also be produced using
a combination of red, green and blue diodes. These inventions have resulted in
one of the fastest growing lighting innovations in the form of light emitting diodes
(LEDs). LEDs offer substantial energy reduction and long lifetime. Although
the cost of LEDs is still high, the lighting industry is working hard to improve
both the quality of light and the energy efficiency while reducing their costs.

1.1.2

Solid state lighting

Solid-state lighting (SSL) refers to a type of lighting that uses semiconductor
LEDs or organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) as sources of illumination. Compared to incandescent lighting, SSL consists of semiconductors that convert electricity into light with less heat generation and reduced energy dissipation. Also,
SSL promises a longer design lifetime. Specifically, compact fluorescent lamp
(CFLs) have a lifetime of about 6000 hours and thereafter fail, i.e. produce zero
light output afterwards. In contrast, a LED lamp considers its “end-of-life” at
60% of its rated light output, and this lifetime is roughly 30,000 hours [1]. Among
SSL technologies, the LED is becoming the preferred light source of the future
2
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for many lighting applications. Most common “white” LEDs convert blue light
from a solid-state device to provide an approximate white light spectrum using
a luminescent phosphor. A combination of red, green and blue (RGB) LEDs are
also used to produce white light, as well as produce a larger spectrum of colors.
In addition to energy savings and long lifetime, LED lighting opens up new
opportunities within the domain of lighting, and beyond. Some of the opportunities that relate to lighting are summarized below:
1. Color control: LED technology offers the possibility of full color control
over the visible light spectrum. Having excellent quality LEDs in the red,
green, and blue primary colors greatly facilitates color mixing. Further,
modern digital LED driver solutions support accurate color mixing by providing precise current control. LED-based color control technology has
been adopted in new lighting controls and consumer electronics applications [2], [3], [4], [5].
2. Dimming control: LED sources are inherently dimmable and instantaneously controllable, and they can be readily integrated with sensor and
control systems, thus enabling deep energy savings through the use of occupancy sensing, daylight harvesting, and local control of light levels [6],
[7], [8], [9].
3. Visible light communication: The high-speed modulation capability of semiconductor LED light sources allows for visible light communication (VLC)
while providing flicker-free illumination. With VLC, a LED light source
transmits information by modulating its light output. A number of applications in interactive and networked lighting control, consumer electronics,
indoor positioning and connected vehicles [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], have
considered LED based VLC.

1.1.3

LEDs for illumination

Illumination may be considered to be the primary function of a LED light source.
In general lighting applications, e.g. office lighting, the white light output of a
LED lighting system may be controlled. Artificial light output is adapted in accordance with occupancy conditions and daylight changes in order to save energy.
Substantial energy savings have been shown to be achieved by incorporating occupancy sensor and light sensor feedback in controlling the amount of artificial light
output from luminaires [15]. Such controls are respectively termed occupancy
controls - adapting light output depending on occupancy status, and daylight
controls - adapting light output dependent on the available amount of daylight.
3
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Such controls needs to be designed while meeting norms for office lighting, e.g.
as specified in European norms EN12464-1 [16]. Feedback related to occupancy
and daylight is typically captured using motion sensors and light sensors respectively. A passive infrared sensor is a typical motion sensor used for occupancy
control in commercial lighting systems. The presence of a user is determined as
a detection from the motion sensor within a time window. Occupancy status
then determines a set-point to be achieved at a light sensor. Photodetectors
are typical light sensors used in commercial lighting systems. A photodetector
measures the net contribution of reflected daylight and artificial light within its
field-of-view. For practical reasons, the occupancy and light sensors are situated at the ceiling along with the luminaires. Using measurements from these
sensors, a lighting controller determines the dimming levels of luminaires in the
lighting system so as to minimize energy consumption while achieving specified
illumination constraints.
In consumer applications, color control and interaction in LED lighting becomes additionally relevant. Control based on multi-color LEDs opens up the
opportunity for innovative infotainment applications, especially in homes. Examples are the Philips HueTM home lighting system and Osram LightifyTM system,
wherein the color and brightness of lamps may be controlled to create a particular ambience. Such control may be done from smartphones or tablets via a
wireless bridge. A related example is StoryLightTM that brings Disney stories
to life via interaction of an app. When a page on an e-book on a smart device
is flipped, the light color of the StoryLight lamp changes to match the story.
Another example is Philips AmbilightTM that enriches the television viewing experience. Multi-color LEDs are put around the rear of a TV. They are used to
radiate colorful light that matches to the TV frames in real-time, filling a room
with perfect ambient light.

1.1.4

LEDs for information transmission

Visible light communication refers to transmission of information by modulating a light source and reception by an optical receiver. A LED light source,
on account of its fast switching and easy controllability, can be used as a VLC
transmitter while providing flick-free illumination. Visible light communication,
as a service beyond illumination, has recently been investigated as a means of
communication to augment traditional radio communications. An example application is indoor positioning. With VLC, each luminaire in a LED lighting
system sends its unique identifier that can be decoded by image processing at a
user smartphone upon signal reception. Such a VLC based indoor positioning
system enables sub-meter accuracy in localizing users. The luminaires provide all
4
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Figure 1.1: Illustration of emission and sensitivity spectra of red, green and blue
LEDs at room temperature.
of the benefits of LED-based illumination, including energy savings in comparison
to conventional lighting, while also providing additional localization functionality. VLC has also been considered in other applications like commissioning of
lighting systems, networked lighting, contextualizing IoT data and consumer infotainment [12], [17], [18], [19].
A large body of work has focused on VLC systems using LEDs for data
transmission and dedicated light sensors (e.g. photodetectors and cameras) as
VLC receivers. In many such scenarios, VLC provides a downlink channel, the
uplink channel is realized by other means such as conventional RF like WiFi [20],
[21]. Alternatively, a dedicated light sensor collocated with the LED luminaire
can be used as a VLC receiver, at the cost of extra sensors and complex circuitry.

1.2

LEDs for sensing

Thus far, LEDs have been used for illumination and more recently for transmitting information. We explore a new functionality - that of sensing. The use of a
LED as a light sensor has long been known [22]. As a light sensor, a LED has a
wavelength band specific sensitivity, in a band that is below the wavelength band
over which it illuminates. This property is illustrated in Fig. 1.1, showing rela5
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Figure 1.2: LED current-voltage characteristics and three sensing modes.
tive emission and sensitivity spectra of the RGB LEDs at room temperature [23].
The x-axis represents the visible light wavelength range in nanometer (nm). The
solid lines correspond to the amplitude of emission characteristics of red, green
and blue LEDs driven at a nominal forward current. The dashed lines represent
the amplitude of the photosensitivity of each RGB LED chip. Both the emission
and sensitivity spectra are normalized to a range between 0 and 1.
There are three modes of operation for a LED as a light sensor: open-circuit
mode, short-circuit mode and reverse bias mode. These modes correspond to
different phases of the LED current-voltage characteristics plot, as shown in
Fig. 1.2.
1. Open-circuit mode (photovoltaic mode): in this mode, a LED is disconnected from power Vcc and is switched OFF. It is connected to a large load
resistor in parallel, i.e. RL → ∞. This corresponds to the load line (green
color) close to the x-axis, and its intersections with the current-voltage
curves under different light levels give the photovoltage values. Thus, a
photovoltage is measured across the load resistor RL . In this mode, the
6
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Table 1.1: LED as a light sensor: operation mode and linearity.
Bias
None
Zero bias
Reverse bias

Sensing mode
Photovoltaic mode
Short-circuit mode
Photoconductive mode

Linearity
Non-linear
Linear
Linear

photovoltage relates non-linearly to the measured light level. Specifically,
their relation follows a logarithmic manner. An example of such a mode is
a solar panel. In this mode, it conducts electricity when exposed to light
at appropriate frequencies.
2. Reverse bias mode (photoconductive mode): in this mode, the LED is
disconnected from power Vcc and is reverse-biased by an external voltage
Vr . This corresponds to the load line (blue color) in the third phase of the
current-voltage plot. This mode benefits with linearity over a wide range:
Ip = Rλ × E,

(1.1)

where Ip , Rλ and E are respectively the photocurrent signal, the LED responsivity and the measured light power. According to the load line, the
photocurrent Ip > 0 under dark conditions in the absence of any ambient
light (E = 0). Thus, the measurement in this mode is biased by a current, denoted by Idark . The dark current Idark is determined by the reverse
saturation current, applied reverse bias voltage and absolute temperature.
Further, this mode requires a reverse bias voltage that is expensive to provide in modern LED drivers.
3. Short-circuit mode: in this mode, the anode pin of the LED is grounded
and a circuit loop is formed. This mode corresponds to the load line (red
color) on the negative y-axis with zero load resistance. The photocurrent
Ip relates linearly to the measured light level E by Eq. (1.1). Further, the
photocurrent signal Ip is unbiased in this case since Idark = 0 for E = 0. The
photocurrent Ip is amplified and transformed into a voltage signal Uph (t),
which can be measured using a standard analog-to-digital converter (ADC).
The sensing functionality of LEDs is summarized in Table 1.1. Only when
being switched OFF and with proper bias can a LED serve as a light sensor. We
shall refer to such an OFF period as sensing slot. The LED sensing functionality
can be integrated into the existing LED applications (color sensing and control,
daylight adaptive control and VLC) by properly incorporating the sensing slot
with the dimming waveform in two ways:
7
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1. Time multiplexing of a dedicated sensing slot and an analog dimming waveform, which dims the LEDs by adjusting the LED current level. Specifically,
dedicated OFF periods are reserved between dimming waveform for sensing functionality. The duration and frequency of the sensing slot must be
designed properly to avoid perceivable flicker.
2. Time sharing of dedicated sensing slot and a pulse-width modulated waveform (PWM). In PWM dimming control applications, the control signal is
in the form of a cyclic pulse-width modulated waveform. The duty cycle of
the PWM waveform determines the dimming level. As a LED dims down,
it can reuse the OFF period of PWM waveform to perform sensing. In
VLC applications, the sensing slot can be overlapped with the OFF period
of an on-off-keying symbol.
In this thesis, our main goals are therefore:
Main goals:
(i) To create new LED systems and applications exploiting the wavelengthsensitive sensing function of LEDs;
(ii) To demonstrate feasibility of such systems by developing proof-of-concept
prototypes and study their sensing and illumination performance.

1.3

Applications with sensing LEDs

In this section, we revisit three LED-based applications: color sensing and control, daylight adaptive control and VLC. We consider integration of the LED
sensing functionality in these applications.

1.3.1

Color sensing and control

The use of LEDs in lamps is enabling new applications and products that enable
users to control and interact with LED lamps in innovative ways. A simple use
case is illustrated in Fig. 1.3a wherein the color coming from the screen of a
smartphone is used to adapt the light output of an RGB LED lamp using a color
sensing mechanism. In Fig. 1.3b, we demonstrate a ColorTransporter device. By
default, it switches OFF to sense color emitted by a source lamp. It can pick
up colors when it is brought in the proximity of the light source. It then holds
this color until a user resets the sensing state using an external button. With
this ColorTransporter device, the color can then be transported to a destination
8
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(a) Color sensing LED luminaire adapts its color
to the screen of a smart
phone.

(b) ColorTransporter picks up primary colors (red, green,
blue) from LED lamps.

(c) Interactive color control.

Figure 1.3: Color control application.
light source. The destination light source is another LED lamp, which reuses the
RGB LEDs for color sensing and illumination.
The complete interactive color control application is shown in Fig. 1.3c. The
application is to transport color from a source lamp A to another destination
lamp B using a ColorTransporter T. In this illustration, Lamp A is a commercial
LivingColorTM lamp, which outputs preset colors by mixing the light output
from RGB LEDs. At the first stage, the source color of lamp A is preset to emit
the desired color (red in this case) via a touch panel. Meanwhile, the lamp B and
the ColorTransporter T stay at sensing state and self-calibrate by monitoring the
ambient color noise for a short interval. Subsequently, when the ColorTransporter
T is brought in the proximity of lamp A, it picks up the red color. The previously
collected noise measurements are stored locally and used in a color estimation
9
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step. Finally, when the ColorTransporter is brought in the proximity of lamp B,
the lamp picks up the red color from device T.
This work focuses on tackling the following technical questions in such an
application.
1. How to sense multiple colors within a reasonable sensing range?
2. How to sense without causing flicker in illumination?
3. How to maintain low complexity of the described interactive LED lamps?
In this thesis, our first sub-goal is therefore:
Sub-goal 1: To develop a prototype system that uses RGB LED wavelength selectivity to provide new ways of light interaction, without dedicated light sensors.
Our work addresses the main technical questions in the following ways.
1. The sensing function is realized with red, green and blue LEDs as three
band-pass optical filters and sensors, and devising color estimation algorithms using these RGB channel measurements. Such an approach is feasible given the wavelength selectivity of RGB LEDs shown by their sensing
spectra in Fig. 1.1.
2. The source and destination lamps implement a driving protocol, wherein
illumination and sensing are performed in a time-division multiplexing manner. Switching between two modes is scheduled such that the light output
is modulated at a rate higher than twice the main frequency, resulting in
color sensing without causing illumination flicker.
3. The proposed LED lamps can sense and control color without dedicated
light sensors, which saves the cost of having a dedicated sensor. Further,
the photovoltaic sensing mode is selected resulting in minor hardware modification limited to adding one extra load resistor. As such, the color sensing
functionality comes mainly in the form of software algorithms that can be
integrated into a micro-controller unit.

1.3.2

Daylight adaptive control

In the previous color sensing application, RGB LEDs were reused to sense over
the full color band. In this section, we explore the LED sensitivity in the invisible
light band. Specifically, we consider the phosphor-converted white (pc-white)
LED consisting of a blue LED die and yellow phosphor material. Its emitting
and sensing spectra are depicted in Fig. 1.4a.
10
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(a) Emitting and sensing spectra of phosphor-converted white LEDs.

(b) Benchmark daylight adaptive lighting control system with LED luminaires
and dedicated photodetectors.

(c) Proposed daylight adaptive lighting control system with daylight-sensing
LED luminaires.

Figure 1.4: Daylight adaptive lighting control application.
The normalized emitting spectrum of the pc-white LED consists of blue luminescence and long phosphorescence [24], as shown by the solid line in Fig. 1.4a.
The dashed line in Fig. 1.4a shows the normalized sensing spectrum of the blue
LED [23], with an about 70 nm shift towards the UV band. Note that the UV-A
wavelength range is also within the pass-band (370 nm to 450 nm) of the blue
LED sensing spectrum. Therefore, the blue color LED is sensitive to UV-A light.
In addition, UV-A light can pass through phosphor with very limited radiation
energy loss [25]. Thus, the pc-white LED is also sensitive to UV-A light. In
general, UV light is not purposely emitted by any artificial light. Therefore, the
measured photocurrent of a pc-white LED is primarily due to daylight contribution.
We now integrate the daylight sensing functionality of pc-white LED into
daylight control lighting systems. In such systems, the light output from the luminaires is adapted to produce artificial illumination in accordance with chang11
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ing daylight such that the net achieved illumination level meets the desired value
while saving energy [8], [26].
In state-of-art daylight adaptive lighting control systems [9], [15], the achieved
illumination level is monitored using dedicated light sensors collocated with luminaires as depicted in Fig. 1.4b. The control target is to reach illumination
level at workspaces in accordance with office lighting norms [16], e.g. at least
500 lux in occupied space and 300 lux elsewhere. The desired illumination level
at workspaces is mapped to target set-points to be achieved at the light sensor
via a night-time calibration phase. Using feedback in the form of light sensor
measurements, the lighting controller seeks to achieve the target set-points by
adapting the dimming levels of the luminaires. Such photodetector based lighting
control systems have the following drawbacks:
1. The use of additional photodetectors leads to extra cost and installation
complexity.
2. A photodetector measures both the daylight and artificial light from all the
luminaires that is reflected back within its field-of-view. Thus, careful design of closed-loop feedback control is required to obtain the dimming levels
of the luminaires so as to maintain stability and system responsiveness to
illumination changes.
3. Under environmental changes, the reflectance values of the surfaces beneath
the photodetectors may vary with time. Examples of such changes are the
movement of desks and placement of a bright object on a dark desk surface.
This leads to more (or less, depending on the reflectance of the objects)
artificial light as well as daylight being reflected back at the light sensor.
As a result, this can lead to large deviations in the achieved illumination
level from the desired value [27], [28].
Fig. 1.4c depicts the proposed daylight adaptive lighting system with daylightsensing LED luminaires. An array of pc-white LEDs can perform the dual functionality of illumination and daylight sensing, obviating the need of additional
light sensors. Reusing pc-white LEDs for daylight-adaptive control improves system performance. Specifically, the pc-white LEDs do not sense any artificial light,
which makes the proposed system more robust to artificial reflectance changes
in comparison to a photodetector-based closed-loop lighting control system. Integration of daylight sensing functionality brings a list of technical challenges:
1. How to design the driver waveform for pc-white LEDs for both daylight
sensing and illumination, without causing flicker?
12
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2. How to design the lighting control law to update the luminaire light output
to adapt to daylight measurements?
In this thesis, our second sub-goal is therefore:
Sub-goal 2: To develop a daylight adaptive LED lighting system that can sense
and adapt to daylight changes, without using dedicated light sensors.
Our work addresses the main technical questions in the following ways.
1. We adopt typical PWM signals to drive pc-white LEDs and reuse the OFF
period of each PWM cycle for daylight sensing. Thus, the illumination is
flicker-free as long as the PWM frequency is above twice the main frequency.
2. An iterative control method is proposed to update the dimming level of
a daylight sensing luminaire. At each iteration, the luminaire estimates
daylight contribution and artificial light contribution by neighboring luminaires using calibration functions and implements an open-loop control
law to update self-contribution. The control algorithm targets on achieving a desired illumination at the workspace under each daylight sensing
luminaire.

1.3.3

LED-to-LED visible light communication

In addition to color and daylight, LEDs are also used to receive data coming
from VLC transmitters. A VLC link is feasible only if the sensing spectrum of
receiving LEDs overlaps partially with the emitting spectrum of transmitting
LEDs. Such a system can achieve LED-to-LED VLC, without the use dedicated
light sensors. In this section, we integrate the LED sensing functionality into the
VLC application.
We begin with the VLC transmitter. The opportunity to send data by VLC
has largely arisen because of the widespread use of LED light sources. LEDs are
semiconductor devices that switch at high speed, which allows for embedding
information into the light output. The modulation is done fast enough that
it is not perceivable to human eyes. Thus, VLC transmitters can provide a
light output suitable also for illumination purpose. One example is the VLC
transmitter in the state-of-art LiFi technology [29], wherein the same visible
light energy used for illumination is also used for communication.
Fig. 1.5 illustrates an exemplary setup of an indoor VLC system. A VLC
modem is collocated with a LED lamp and embeds information into the light output, while dimming the light output within a certain range. Note that the shown
setup provides a unidirectional VLC link, which is dedicated for the broadband
13
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Figure 1.5: Integration of indoor visible light and power line communication
Systems.

downlink, i.e., from LED lamps to VLC receivers. The transmitted information
could be a luminaire identifier for an indoor positioning application, or multimedia data streams for infotainment applications. By interfacing with a backbone
network such as a power line communication (PLC) system, much like the role
Ethernet plays towards WiFi, a VLC transmitter can draw information from a
remote database. VLC receivers can typically be consumer electronic devices
such as a smartphone, tablet and laptop.
A number of works have considered VLC systems with LED-based VLC transmitters and dedicated light sensors as VLC receivers [10], [30], [31], [32], [33], [34],
[35], [36], [37], [38], [39]. In [10], the performance of a LED lighting system that
provides illumination and VLC with photodetectors was analyzed. The possibility of achieving high data rates with VLC were shown in [30], [32], [37], [38], [39].
A hybrid communication protocol for mixing camera communication with faster
modulation designed for photodetectors was considered in [33]. However, none of
these LED transmitters can be used in a LED-to-LED VLC application. This is
because the transmission waveforms in these prior works do not support the possibility of sensing, while providing illumination. In the VLC system depicted in
Fig. 1.5, the VLC receiver can reuse the LED screen of a smart device or a LED
flashlight to receive VLC data. Meanwhile, the LED screen or LED flashlight
can provide steady light output for illumination.
This raises the following technical challenges for transmitter and receiver
14
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design in such LED-to-LED VLC systems.
1. How should the information be encoded at the LED VLC transmitter that
facilitates decoding at the LED receiver?
2. How should the transmitted optical signal be designed to realize VLC and
flicker-free illumination?
3. How does the decoding mechanism work, given that the LED is used for
both VLC reception and providing illumination?
4. How does synchronization work in such VLC systems?
Our third sub-goal in this research is therefore:
Sub-goal 3: To provide flick-free illumination and unidirectional visible light
communication between two LED devices, without dedicated light sensors.
These challenges are addressed in our proposed one-way VLC system.
1. At the VLC transmitter, data is encoded using a standard run-length limited (RLL) code with carefully added redundancy. The redundant bits
provide information of the carrier signal waveform, which facilitates decoding.
2. The VLC data is carried by a PWM signal, whose frequency is higher than
twice the main frequency for flicker-free illumination.
3. The receiver modulates a dedicated sensing bit sequence using on-off-keying
and uses the OFF periods for VLC reception. The run-length number of
the sensing bit sequence is limited to avoid illumination flicker. Decoding
is realized with threshold detection plus waveform analysis schemes.
4. The proposed decoding scheme does not require tight synchronization between the VLC transmitter and receiver. While receiving VLC data, the
receiver can also measure the phase offset in real time and adapt to keep
it within a preset range. It saves the dedicated synchronization intervals
required by state-of-art LED-to-LED VLC systems [40], [41].
After commissioning the VLC system, we need to calibrate the VLC receiver
so that the VLC data can be correctly decoded from a certain distance from
the VLC transmitter under a stable ambient light condition. Such a calibration
scheme requires a fixed communication distance between the two LED devices
and that the ambient light be constant. The effective communication range of
15
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such a system is limited by device portability and ambient light changes (e.g. slow
daylight variations). This raises the following technical challenges for transmitter
and receiver design in such LED-to-LED systems.
1. How should the receiver support adaptive threshold decoding?
2. How should the transmitter allocate the transmission power for better communication performance?
Our fourth sub-goal in this research is therefore:
Sub-goal 4: To enhance the unidirectional visible light communication with an
adaptive VLC transmitter and receiver.
These challenges are addressed in our proposed adaptive VLC system.
1. At the receiver, the impact of communication distance and ambient light
level changes on threshold values is measured and compensated.
2. At the transmitter side, we consider a weighted combination of a PWM
signal and a redundant RLL encoded OOK signal. The weights are designed
to achieve a target dimming level and enhance the transmit signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR).
The dual use of LEDs for illumination and sensing can be treated as being
analogous to transmitting and receiving information in a two-way channel [42].
Limited work has been done on bi-directional LED-to-LED VLC systems, except
for [43], [44] that considered medium access control protocols. The performance
of two-way VLC system has not been studied in literature yet. The design of
two-way LED-to-LED VLC system brings new technical challenges.
1. How to encode data such that simultaneous decoding is feasible?
2. How should the LED devices be synchronized for two-way VLC?
3. What are the communication and illumination trade-offs in such a system?
Our fifth sub-goal in this research is therefore:
Sub-goal 5: To provide flicker-free illumination and full-duplex visible light communication between two LED devices, without dedicated light sensors.
These challenges are addressed in our proposed two-way VLC system.
1. We select Manchester coding and on-off keying for transmission, which can
support simultaneous decoding using a simple exclusive-OR operation.
16
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2. We propose symbol and frame level synchronization schemes. Phase-offset
between two LED devices is measured during a dedicated time interval
reserved at the frame head, using the OFF slot of an OOK symbol. Phaseoffset compensation is executed once per frame, which provides tight synchronization for intra-frame two-way VLC.
3. We formulate the trade-off between the system rate and illumination in
such a system and show that the combination of Manchester coding and
OOK modulation achieves optimum system performance in the sense of
balancing the rate-illumination trade-off.

1.4

Outline of the thesis

In this section, we summarize the scope and key contributions of each chapter.
Chapter 2 addresses the first sub-goal in this thesis. We present a LED
system prototype with source and destination LED lamps and a LED array as
a color transporter device. A color sensing and illumination driver protocol is
presented so that the LED lamps can sense color while illuminating without
perceivable flicker. A similar protocol is used at the LED array transporter
device with the additional use of hardware triggers to have the device either
in sensing or illumination mode. Two color estimation methods are presented
to map the measured voltage on the red, green and blue channels to a sensed
color. Evaluation of the proposed methods shows that it is possible to detect
colors efficiently, with a few exceptional cases. The proposed RGB LED system
is especially attractive in consumer applications where sensor placement is either
cumbersome or expensive. The contents of Chapter 2 have been published in [5].
Chapter 3 addresses the second sub-goal in this thesis. We present a LED
luminaire prototype that can provide the dual functionality of illumination and
daylight sensing. The proposed solution avoids the extra cost and installation
complexity involved in current lighting control systems that use external photodetectors. Two driver protocols for performing daylight sensing while providing illumination are proposed. One of these protocols incurs only a nominal
loss in light output and was chosen for implementation in the luminaire prototype. An open loop control method based on the sensed daylight values and
knowledge of calibration is used to obtain the dimming levels of the luminaires
to adapt to daylight and occupancy changes. The performance of the proposed
daylight sensing lighting control system is compared with a photodetector based
system and shown to be more robust in the presence of reflectance changes in
the environment. The contents of Chapter 3 have been published in [45].
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Chapter 4 addresses the third sub-goal in this thesis. We present the design
and evaluation of a prototype system with two LED devices for asynchronous
communication while also providing illumination. The devices use the LEDs
themselves for data transmission and reception, without additional dedicated
light sensors. The built prototype is evaluated in terms of BER and illumination
flicker performance. We show that reliable communication at a rate of a few
kbps is achievable, with illumination flicker comparable to conventional PWM
dimming. The contents of Chapter 4 have been published in [46].
In Chapter 5, we present the design of a LED-based VLC system where the
LED is used for adaptive VLC transmission and reception, as well as for illumination. In the proposed design, the modulation index at the transmitter
and calibration detection thresholds at the receiver are adapted to changes in
ambient illumination conditions and limited LED device portability. Using an
experimental prototype system, we show that an increase of almost 30% in reliable communication distance is obtained in comparison to a non-adaptive VLC
system in Chapter 4. The contents of Chapter 5 are in review [47].
Chapter 6 addresses the fifth sub-goal in this thesis. We present the design of
a two-way VLC system with LEDs used as transceivers and also for illumination.
We show that for time-slotted VLC, the combination of Manchester coding and
OOK modulation achieves the optimum trade-off between system rate and illumination. This scheme is used for data transmission along with a simple XOR
decoding scheme at the receiver. At the receiver, OFF periods in the signal
waveform are used for retrieving the transmitted information. We implement a
proof-of-concept LED prototype system with a low-power single red LED and
show that data rates in the order of kbps are achieved at a distance of a few
tens of cm. For luminaires with hundreds of LEDs, a communication range in
the order of a few meters becomes feasible. The contents of Chapter 6 have been
published in [48].
Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes the conclusions and results of this thesis. We
also discuss future research challenges and directions.
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LED-based color sensing and control∗
New ways of light interaction are being enabled with the advent of
light-emitting diodes (LEDs). In this chapter, we describe a LED
system with LED lamps and a LED array, where the LED array
is used to sense color of a source lamp and then transport it to a
destination lamp to adapt its color. We present a design prototype of
the LED lamps and the LED array in order to realize the dual function
of color sensing and illumination. A driving protocol is proposed such
that color sensing may be performed, without causing an additional
flicker during illumination. Depending on the wavelength selectivity
of the LED devices, two methods for color estimation are proposed.
Experimental results are presented to evaluate the performance of the
proposed estimation method.

This chapter has been published as: S. Li and A. Pandharipande, “LED-based color sensing
and control”, IEEE Sensors Journal, vol. 15, no. 11, pp. 6116-6124, November 2015.
∗
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2.1

Introduction

Lighting is witnessing a major technology shift towards semiconductors with the
adoption of light emitting diodes (LEDs). New applications in lighting controls,
information systems, consumer electronics, smartphones have emerged based on
LEDs [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8]. Besides illumination applications, LEDs
have also been used for other functions like communication and sensing [9], [10],
[11], [12], [13]. In this paper, we explore the dual use of LEDs for color sensing
and illumination. We consider a LED system wherein a color is sensed by a LED
array device from a lamp, and then transported to another LED lamp to adapt
its color. Such a system opens up new lighting applications towards interactions
between lamps, toys, electronic devices etc. with embedded LEDs.
We consider a LED system with two RGB (red, green, blue) LED lamps,
where one is designated as a source lamp and the other, the destination lamp.
By controlling the power to each RGB LED, different colors can be generated.
This may be achieved using three software pulse width modulated (PWM) signals
generated by a micro-controller unit (MCU). We consider a LED array with RGB
LEDs as a color transporter device that is used to sense color from the source
lamp and transport it to the destination lamp, where the color of the lamp can
be adapted. This color sensing and control application is realized by making use
of LEDs as wavelength band selective sensors.
The use of a LED as a light sensor has long been known [14]. As a sensor, a LED has a wavelength band specific sensitivity, in a band that is below
the wavelength band over which it illuminates. This property is illustrated in
Fig. 2.1, showing relative emission and sensitivity spectra of an RGB LEDs at
room temperature [15]. The x-axis represents the visible light wavelength range
in nanometer (nm). The solid lines correspond to the amplitude of emission characteristics of red, green and blue LEDs driven at a particular nominal forward
current of 350 mA. The dashed lines represent the amplitude of the photosensitivity of each RGB LED chip. Both the emission and sensitivity spectra are
normalized to a range between 0 and 1.

2.1.1

Related work on color sensing

In [16], a reflective color sensor was proposed with RGB LEDs and a phototransistor. Color information was frequency-modulated by modulating the RGB
LEDs at different frequencies. Color detection was performed using a dedicated
photo-transistor and three bandpass filters. In [17], a color sensor for detecting
eight different colors within a working distance up to 5 cm was presented. Colors
were generated by turning on RGB LEDs one at a time. A dedicated photo28
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of emission and sensitivity spectra of red, green and blue
LEDs at room temperature.
transistor was used to make binary decisions on the reflected light from each
RGB channel. These previous works used a single dedicated sensor to separate
the three color components from RGB LEDs and used some form of modulation at
the transmitter. In [18], an integrated filter-less BiCMOS sensor for detecting the
three RGB primary colors was presented. The sensor consists of three different
pn junctions aligned vertically on one silicon, each of which collects generated
photo-carriers at the corresponding layer. Color was determined by relating light
wavelengths to layer depths. These works considered the use of a dedicated color
sensor which may be prohibitive in certain applications due to cost or sensor
placement constraints.

2.1.2

Contributions of this work

A design prototype of a LED system with LED lamps and LED array is presented, wherein the LED array senses color from an illuminating source lamp
and transports it to adapt the color of an illuminating destination lamp. The
prototype LED lamp and LED array consist of an emitting path and a sensing
path controlled by a MCU. A driving protocol is designed for color sensing under
the constraint that the signaling does not result in additional perceivable flicker
in illumination mode. A color estimation method using a calibrated sensitiv29
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ity matrix is considered for detecting arbitrary colors. In the case where the
sensitivity matrix is not well-conditioned, estimation is achieved using a discrete
wavelet transform (DWT) based method. In comparison, in our earlier work [19],
a simple threshold algorithm was used to detect primary colors. The proposed
LED system does not require an additional dedicated color sensor to realize the
sensing function, and is thus attractive in applications where sensor placement
is expensive and cumbersome.

2.2

LED system arrangement and prototype design

The LED lamp system consists of a source RGB LED lamp, a color transporter
device and a destination RGB LED lamp. In the considered application scenario,
a LED array is used to sense and pick the color from an illuminating source
lamp. The LED array then illuminates at the picked color and transports the
color in order to adapt the color of a destination lamp. We now describe a
prototype design implementation of the source/destination LED lamps and the
color transporter device.

2.2.1

Source and destination LED lamps

In Fig. 2.2, we illustrate the block diagram of the RGB LED lamp. It consists
of four major parts: the MCU, current regulator, sensing path and RGB LED.
Three general purpose input/output (GPIO) pins Lit R, Lit G and Lit B on
the MCU are configured to output logic-level driving signals that switch on or
off the corresponding LEDs when the output logic is high or low respectively.
The current regulator block implements a constant current source and operates
in two modes: illumination and sensing. In illumination mode, it boosts the
incoming logic high control signal high enough to light the RGB LED. In sensing
mode, it translates a logic low control signal to high impedance which isolates
the RGB LED from the current source and allows a sensing path to measure
the small photocurrent. The sensing path is built for two purposes. Firstly, it
isolates the MCU from the current regulator in order to protect the GPIO pins
ADC R, ADC G and ADC B. Secondly, it forms an RC circuit for photocurrent
measurements. The detailed structures of the current regulator and sensing path
are shown in Fig. 2.3.
Current Regulator
The current regulator consists of three transistors and four resistors. The gate
pin of the logic-level N-channel MOSFET Q1 is controlled by MCU pin Lit R in
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Fig. 2.2. The drain of the P-channel MOSFET Q3 is routed to the anode pin of
the red LED chip. The power supply must exceed Vf + Vbe in order to forwardbias the red LED. Here Vf is the forward voltage of the LED chip operating at
nominal current, and Vbe is the base-emitter voltage drop of transistor Q2.
When the current regulator is in illumination mode, pin Lit R outputs a high
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logic which switches on Q1 and Q3 and connects resistor R6 and red LED in
series. The forward current If flowing through the red LED is regulated by
resistor R6 and, for the implementation illustrated in Fig. 2.3, may be calculated
as If = Vbe /R6 = 0.7 V/2 Ohm = 350 mA. When the current regulator is in
sensing mode, pin Lit R outputs a low logic to switch off Q1. Q3 gate is pullup to Vcc (6 V) via resistors R3 and R5, switching Q3 off since its gate-source
is not reverse-biased. The current regulator output is limited by the zero gate
voltage drain current of Q3 which is in the order of 10-100 nA. Thus, the red
LED is isolated from the current source which makes photocurrent measurements
feasible by the sensing path.
Sensing Path
The sensing path consists of one zener-diode and two resistors. Pin ADC R is
mapped to an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) input channel on MCU. The
functionality of the sensing path can be explained in two modes. In illumination
mode, the ADC channel is deactivated and configured as an input GPIO pin.
The input voltage is clamped with a 3.3 V zener diode D1 in order to protect the
GPIO pins from being damaged by a large value of Vf . Further, a current limit
resistor R10 is connected in series to prevent the GPIO pin from being damaged
by a large value of If . In sensing mode, the ADC channel is activated. The LED
chip is zero-biased to operate at photovoltaic mode with the excited photocurrent
driving a load resistor R11. The voltage across resistor R11 is measured by the
ADC and used as input to the color estimation algorithm.

2.2.2

Color transporter device

The color transporter device is built with an array of RGB LEDs connected in
parallel. LEDs in parallel structure require higher forward current which can be
brought by a smaller R6 in the current regulator. The advantage of this configuration is a better resolution without the need of an additional operational
amplifier because of increased total capacitance. However, poor emission performance caused by asymmetrical forward current on each LED chip is expected.
Each RGB LED consists of three LED chips with red, green and blue color in
one package. The cathodes of these LEDs are combined and connected to the
MCU in a similar way to the sensing path depicted in Fig. 2.3. The anode pins
of LEDs with same color are combined and connected with the MCU using wires
or current regulators depending on the required driving power of the LEDs. The
color transporter device is further equipped with a switch to indicate whether it
needs to pick up a color, or needs to transport a color.
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2.3

Driving Protocol

In this section, we present the driving protocol for the LED array transporter
device and lamps to sense and emit light. The driving protocol is identical across
the source and destination lamps, and differs from the LED transporter device
in that a certain hardware trigger is used in the latter.
Fig. 2.4 illustrates the LED driver protocol wherein sensing is performed in a
time-division multiplexing manner, comprising of an emitting period (te ), decoupling period (td ), sensing period (ts ) and updating period (tu ), all constituting
one cycle. Let us consider the red channel (same design applies to blue and green
channels). In cycle i, over the emitting period te (i), the red LED is forward-biased
to emit red light. Over the decoupling period td (i), the red LED is decoupled and
starts to discharge through resistors R10 and R11 (see Fig. 2.3). The coupled
noise component from the blue and green channels is introduced during period
te (i), where part of the emitting light is reflected back to the LED chips by the
LED and lamp packaging. The period td (i) ensures that the signal-to-noise ratio
is high enough for the ADC to measure the real incident light spectrum in a
subsequent period ts (i). With the ADC measurements, the MCU continues with
an updating period tu (i) which is composed of few te (i) periods. During period
tu (i), MCU calculates a new threshold using a color estimation algorithm and
updates duty cycle of signal on pin Lit R before entering the next cycle. This
driving protocol is followed at the source and destination lamps without any
hardware triggers.
In the case of the LED transporter device, a hardware trigger is inserted at
the end of each te (i) period. It is implemented by means of an external button.
By default, the transporter device continuously works at te (i) period, emitting
an estimated color combination. One hardware trigger allows the device to enter
the sensing mode (periods td (i) and ts (i)) and pick up a color from a source lamp
(periods tu (i) and te (i + 1)). Until the next hardware trigger, the device stays at
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period te (i + 1) and keeps illuminating the sensed color, in which case the sensing
period is set to zero. This mode ensures that the device does not change color
unintentionally when brought in proximity with anther lamp. In this mode, a
destination LED lamp can sense and pick up the transported color from the LED
device.
It is known that the modulation rates higher than twice the main frequency
(100 or 120 Hz) do not cause perceivable flicker to the user. The LED off time
during td (i) and ts (i) must hence be shorter than 10 ms or 8.3 ms (depending
on the main frequencies) so that the modulation is not perceived by a user,and
also to achieve the required forward average current by increasing the current
amplitude. Thus, the upper bound of td (i) + ts (i) is given by
td (i) + ts (i) <

If
1
· (1 −
),
f0
If,max

(2.1)

where f0 is the minimum required modulation frequency before flicker occurs, If
the average forward current required by the lamp to achieve a certain illuminance
level and If,max is the rated maximum forward current of each LED chip. On the
other hand, td (i) must exceed the discharge time of the RC loop (see Fig. 2.3)
to remove self-coupling and ts (i) must exceed the ADC setup time to complete
photocurrent measurements. Thus, the lower bound for the sensing period is
td (i) + ts (i) > τ0 + τ1 + σ0 ,

(2.2)

where τ0 is the discharge time required by the anode pin voltage to drop to 0,
and τ1 is the charge time required by the incident light to raise anode voltage
from 0 to a stable level. The constant σ0 corresponds to the maximum time
required by the ADC to quantize measurements. Note that τ0 is determined by
resistors R10 and R11, and τ1 is determined by R11. Thus, R10 and R11, as
design parameters, may be adjusted to ensure that the sensing period is short
enough to limit flicker. By decreasing R10 and R11, both τ0 and τ1 are reduced.
However, more current is sinked by MCU pins and ground during period te (i),
which degrades the energy efficiency of the current regulator. The values of R10
and R11 listed in Fig. 2.3 balance this trade-off.

2.4

Color estimation method

It is feasible to detect primary colors (red, green and blue) using a simple threshold algorithm as considered in our earlier work [19]. However detecting an arbitrary color is not straightforward. In this section, we propose two color estimation
methods. One is based on a sensitivity matrix. The other one is based on the
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DWT and peak detection. Depending on the emission and sensitivity spectra of
LED devices, one of these methods is used.

2.4.1

Sensitivity matrix based color estimation method

In the RGB color space, sensing arbitrary colors requires estimation of primary
color portions based on the observations by sensing elements. We introduce a
sensitivity matrix S based on RGB channel measurements vR , vG and vB at a
reference state. The reference state means a primary color is generated by a
corresponding LED (red, green or blue) operating at a nominal forward current
from a certain distance under conditions of room temperature. The resulting S
is a 3 × 3 square matrix written as


sR,r sR,g sR,b
S = sG,r sG,g sG,b  .
(2.3)
sB,r sB,g sB,b

Each element si,j corresponds to the sensitivity of the i channel on the j colored
light, where i ∈ {R, G, B} and j ∈ {r, g, b}. For example, element sR,g indicates
the wavelength selectivity of the R channel exposed to pure green light at the
reference state.
Assume an incident light with red, green and blue light components modulated by square waves with a constant frequency but at different duty cycles qr ,
qg and qb . Under the condition of a dark environment, the R channel measurement vR equals the superposition of the red, green and blue light contributions
on R channel. It is calculated by the multiplication of the first row of matrix S
with a column vector q = [qr , qg , qb ]T . The G and B channel measurements are
given similarly. The resulting model may be written in matrix form as follows
v = Sq + n,

(2.4)

where v = [vR , vG , vB ]T is the vector containing ADC measurements on the RGB
channels, and n is a vector containing voltages if the source of the intended color
was in off state, thus capturing effect of the ambient environment. The vector
n is obtained during a calibration stage by collecting N measurements on each
RGB channel. Sample number N is determined by rounding up the product of
the PWM cycle duration T in seconds and the ADC sampling frequency fs in
Hz. By averaging the ADC measurements on each color channel, the effect of
the ambient light environment over each channel is obtained. This influence is
canceled from the averaged N measurements v[i] with i = 1, ..., N . The estimated
duty cycle vector q̂ can then be obtained as a solution to the following constraint
optimization problem,
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Figure 2.5: G-channel observation over 2T slot.

N
1 X
v[i] − n − Sqk2 ,
k
q̂ = min
q
N
0≤q≤1

(2.5)

i=1

where the inequality constraint 0 ≤ q ≤ 1 indicates that each component of q
lies between 0 and 1. A solution to the above constrained quadratic optimization
problem may be found using algorithms like the interior-point method [20], and
efficient algorithms exist that allow for implementation on a micro-controller [21,
22].
In practice, an upper triangular matrix S is observed due to the wavelength
band selectivity of RGB LEDs chips. The row vectors of S matrix must be linearly independent for (2.4) to have a unique solution. Violation of this condition
will make the method inapplicable. In such a situation, we propose a solution to
obtain qˆr and qˆg directly from observation v R using a wavelet analysis technique.

2.4.2

DWT based color estimation method

In the proposed method, we apply discrete wavelet analysis on N observations
v[1] · · · v[N ] in order to discover the transient points that correspond to the falling
and raising edges of transmitted PWM square waves. The duty cycle q is then
estimated by the ratio of transient point position to the PWM cycle duration N .
We now detail this method and start with the estimation of qb . Consider the
illustration in Fig. 2.5. The solid line corresponds to the G channel measurements
vG (mV) of a light sensing lamp over a duration 2T . The dashed line indicates
the PWM square wave applied on a blue LED of a light emitting lamp in the te
stage. During period 0 < t ≤ qb ·T , the blue LED is switched on and vG increases.
For qb · T < t ≤ T , the blue LED is switched off and vG starts to decrease. Due
the integrator formed by the RC sensing path on each RGB channel, we observe
a triangular wave. The wave transient is characterized by singular points n1 ,
p1 , n2 and p2 . Within a single T period, we find a n-p-n type of pattern and
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Figure 2.7: R-channel observation over 2T slot (case2: qr > qg ).
formulate the estimation as

tp 1 − tn 1
,
(2.6)
T
where tp1 , tn1 , tp2 and tn2 denote the sample indices of each singular point. A
robust approach to locate the singular points is by applying wavelet analysis on
the observed triangular wave. In our approach, we use the 1st -order Haar DWT
[23] which results in four distinct peaks. Two positive peaks provide locations of
p1 and p2 . Two negative peaks give locations of n1 and n2 .
In Fig. 2.6, we illustrate the R-channel response to combined red and green
light under the condition of qr < qg . During the period 0 < t ≤ qr · T , both red
and green LEDs are switched on to emit yellow light. As a response, voltage vR
increases from point n1 to reach a first peak p1 . For qr ·T < t ≤ qg ·T , the red LED
is switched off and voltage vR decreases to reach a second peak p2 . Considering
the green light is still on, the p2 value is positive. Finally for qg · T < t ≤ T ,
both red and green LEDs are switched off, resulting in a decreasing voltage vR
to zero. As such, the R channel response is found to follow a n-p-p-n pattern
with four singular transient points. Performing a 1st -order Haar DWT on signal
vR , we find two positive peaks (p1 , p2 ) and two negative peaks (n1 , n2 ).
In Fig. 2.7, we consider the case qr > qg and find that the R channel response
also follows the n-p-p-n pattern. For both patterns, the PWM cycle duration T
q̂b =
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can be calculated by tn2 − tn1 . However, it is not straightforward to relate p1 and
p2 to the falling edge of two PWM square waves. We solve this problem using
the sensitivity matrix elements sR,r and sR,g . For a RC circuit with a constant
τ , the steady state period starts from 4τ . Assuming tp1 − tn1 > 4τ , tp2 − tp1 > 4τ
and tn2 − tp2 > 4τ , the voltages corresponding to points p1 , p2 and n2 reach their
steady state values. Based on the signal model in (2.4), those steady state values
are respectively sR,r + sR,g , sR,g , 0 for the first case, and sR,r + sR,g , sR,r , 0 for
the second case. The estimation is then given as

q̂r =
q̂g =
v

−v

(t

p1 −tn1

,
T
tp2 −tn1
,
T
( t −t
p2
n1
,
T
tp1 −tn1
,
T

if |1 − ∆l
l1 | ≤ |1 −
otherwise,

∆l
l2 |

if |1 − ∆l
l1 | ≤ |1 −
otherwise,

∆l
l2 |

(2.7)

s

s

R,r
and l2 = sR,g
. In practice, the RC charging
where ∆l = vpp1 −vnp2 , l1 = sR,g
R,r
2
2
and discharging curves are distorted by ambient noise, resulting in unwanted
peaks after wavelet analysis. For better estimation resolution, observations v are
smoothed by processing through a filter f . Selection of the filter f is discussed
in the next section.

2.5

Experimental results

In this section, we first describe the experimental setup with the designed prototypes. The generation of sensitivity matrix S during the calibration stage and
DWT pre-processing is then described. Finally, we evaluate the performance of
the two proposed color estimation methods.

2.5.1

Implementation of designed prototypes

The designed prototypes of the source and destination RGB lamps are shown in
Figs. 2.8a and 2.8c. The circuit implementation of the source and destination
lamps are identical; the circuit board of the destination lamp is shaped to fit into
a circular lamp package. The MCU, current regulator and sensing path are placed
on side A of the board. A single RGB LED is placed in the middle of the other
side B. The RGB LED lamps are implemented by a single Cree XLampr MC-E
color LED. Red, green, royal blue and white LEDs are packed into one package.
Each LED chip operates at a nominal current of 350 mA and is individually
addressable. The MCU is implemented by an MSP430F2274 micro-processor
38
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(a) RGB source lamp LS .

(b) Color transporter device.

(c) RGB
lamp LD .

destination

Figure 2.8: Designed prototypes.
with two timers. Three compare registers are programmed to implement PWM
efficiently without consuming central processing unit resources. It benefits with
a real-time system running color estimation algorithm during the update stage
tu . The output of the color estimation algorithm is used to update the three
compare registers for color adaptation.
The designed prototype of the color transporter device is shown in Fig. 2.8b.
It consists of a linear array of five RGB LEDs. The driving protocol and sensing
algorithm are implemented on a portable eZ430-RF2500T target board. The
RGB LEDs are arranged in a parallel array configuration, operating at a nominal
forward current of 30 mA. These mid-power LEDs are directly driven by the
GPIO ports of the MCU. An interruptible push button is included on the target
board for user switching and is dedicated to switching the LED array between
sensing and illumination modes.

2.5.2

Sensitivity matrix generation

Two sensitivity matrices are involved in the considered applications. Matrix S 1
characterizes sensitivity of the color transporter to light emitted by a source RGB
lamp LS . Matrix S 2 specifies the sensitivity of a destination RGB lamp LD to
light emitted by the color transporter. Both matrices are generated in a similar
way.
We take the sensitivity matrix S 2 as an example. It is obtained during a
dark-state calibration stage. Lamp LD and the color transporter are spaced at
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Figure 2.9: Matrix S 2 generated at different sensing ranges.

a certain distance facing each other. The color transporter is programmed to
only emit light and the Lamp LD is dedicated to sensing light. Both MCUs
are connected to a computer via serial ports. A Matlab testbench, running on
the computer, communicates with the two ends by sending a preset PWM duty
cycle vector q to the color transporter, and receives the corresponding ADC
measurements v from the Lamp LD . Three consecutive q vectors form a scaled
identity matrix. The scaling factor is the preset duty cycle for each red, green
and blue LED chips. As such, only one LED chip is emitting light at a time.
In Fig. 2.9, we show the voltage measurements given by increasing the duty
50
. Although the light intensity and propagation
cycle vector from 0 in steps of 255
distance follow an inverse-square law, in a small distance range, the light intensity
may be approximated to fall linearly with the distance. As such, the impact of
sensing range on sensitivity matrix can be studied by simply scaling the testing
duty cycle. At each PWM duty cycle, nine voltage measurements are collected,
forming a complete matrix corresponding to a certain sensing distance. We chose
40
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250
to form the matrix S 2 .
nine ADC measurements at PWM duty cycle of 255
Further, matrix S 2 is subtracted by the small offset at origin (about 1 mV) such
as to approximate the slope of each curve. The resulting matrix S 2 is given by


135.2 19.5 6.0
2.1 47.6 .
(2.8)
S 2 =  0.9
2.6
3.5 14.4

The matrix S 1 is found in a similar way and is given as


138.1 50.1 0.6
S 1 =  0.1 92.8 277.6 .
0.4
0.5 50.2

(2.9)

Note that the sG,g element of matrix S 2 is small and that S 2 is ill-conditioned.
In this case, the DWT based method is used at the destination lamp LD for color
estimation. For the color transporter, however, the implemented green LED chip
is sufficiently sensitive to the green light from lamp LS . As such, we can choose
the constrained optimization approach in (2.5) for color estimation.

2.5.3

Pre-processing of DWT based method

In this section, we explain the pre-processing stage of the DWT based method
with an example. The color transporter is programmed to emit a preset color
200 50 T
specified by q = [ 100
255 , 255 , 255 ] . At the target lamp LD , we estimate q̂ using the
DWT method.
Fig. 2.10 shows 2N samples measured by each RGB channel at the target
lamp LD during daytime. The resulting curves are noisy and are smoothed before
applying DWT. We select a digital smoothing filter f as a Gaussian filter which
is widely used in image edge detection [24]. The coefficients of filter f are given
by
k2
1
f [k] = √
e− 2σ2 ,
(2.10)
2πσ
where σ is the standard deviation and k = 1, · · · K. We chose σ = 0.25 and the
window size K = 8. The filtered signal is then processed by the 1st -order Haar
DWT with the resulting coefficients shown in Fig. 2.11. Based on coefficient cR ,
a n-p-p-n pattern is clearly recognized and estimation is done following (2.7) as
tp 1 − tn 1
96
92 − 62
= 0.375 ≈
,
=
tn 2 − tn 1
142 − 62
255
tp − tn 1
207
127 − 62
q̂g = 2
= 0.8215 ≈
.
=
tn 2 − tn 1
142 − 62
255
q̂r =

41
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Figure 2.10: Noisy ADC measurements by RGB channels.
Based on coefficient cG , a n-p-n pattern is observed and the blue color component
is estimated using (2.6) as
q̂b =

2.5.4

tp 3 − tn 3
59
72 − 52
≈ 0.2326 ≈
.
=
tn 4 − tn 3
138 − 52
255

(2.12)

Estimation performance

In order to evaluate the performance of proposed color estimation methods, an
estimation error metric has to be determined. In the conventional RGB color
space, each component contains both the color information along with the luminance information. To eliminate the effect of variant sensing range on brightness
changes, separation of luminance from chrominance is required. Color models
such as the normalized color rgb as well as the saturation S and hue H are all
invariant to the viewing direction, object geometry and illumination [25]. We
choose the normalized color rgb for its simplicity and formulate the estimation
error vector as
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Figure 2.11: 1st -order Haar DWT coefficients.

e = |q N − q̂ N |,
1
· q,
qN =
qr + qg + qb
1
· q̂.
q̂ N =
q̂r + q̂g + q̂b

(2.13)

200 50 T
With the exemplary test vector q = [ 100
255 , 255 , 255 ] and the DWT based es96 207 59 T
timation q̂ = [ 255 , 255 , 255 ] , an error vector is calculated as [er , eg , eb ]T =
[0.0205, 0.0004, 0.0201]T for the corresponding RGB channels.
We first evaluate the performance of the sensitivity matrix based method.
The color transporter utilizes (2.5) to estimate color that is emitted by the source
lamp LS . In Fig. 2.12, we show the estimation errors when receiving combined
red and green light. At lamp LS , the blue light duty cycle qb is preset to be 0.
The duty cycles qr and qg respectively increases from 0 to approach 1 at steps of
50
255 . As such, 36 cubes are observed and are colored by the corresponding RGB
color code [qr × 255, qg × 255, qb × 255]. The estimation errors er , eg and eb of
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Figure 2.12: Estimation using (2.5) of mixed red, green and blue light (with
qb = 0).
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Figure 2.13: Estimation using (2.5) of mixed red, green and blue light (with
qg = 0).
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qr = 0).
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Figure 2.15: Estimation error of the DWT based method.
each estimated red, green and blue color components are indicated by the height
of each cube. The estimation error at origin is assigned to 1 and served as a
reference. In Fig. 2.13 and 2.14, we respectively show the estimation errors of
combined red and blue light as well as combined green and blue light. For the
considered matrix S 1 , this method gives quite small estimation errors.
Figs. 2.15a and 2.15b show the estimation errors er and eg given by the target
lamp LD which runs the DWT based estimation method. At color transporter,
the blue light duty cycle qb is preset to be 0. The duty cycles qr and qg respectively
50
. The resulting cube color is specified
increases from 0 to approach 1 in steps of 255
by the corresponding RGB color code and the cube height indicates the absolute
error value. Significant errors are observed in two cases: qr = 0 and qg = 0. In the
first case, color transporter only emits green light at different brightness levels. As
such, the observation vR transforms from the n-p-p-n pattern to a n-p-n pattern.
t −t
The estimation q̂r is determined to equal q̂g and equals p1 T n1 . Using (2.13), the
estimation error vector is calculated as e = |[0 1 0]T − [0.5 0.5 0]T | = [0.5 0.5 0],
which is consistent with the plot. The second case follows a similar explanation.
Fig. 2.15c shows the estimation error eb given by the target lamp LD which
runs the DWT based estimation method. At color transporter, the red light duty
cycle qr is preset to be 0. The duty cycles qg and qb respectively increases from
50
. Various errors are found in two cases: qg = 0
0 to approach 1 in steps of 255
and qb = 0. In the first case, color transporter emits pure blue light at different
brightness levels. Estimation of q̂g and q̂b are respectively based on observations
vR and vG . Because qr = 0 and qg = 0, the observation vR is noisy. The estimated
q̂g can be a random positive value, making the estimation error also random and
large. A similar explanation applies to the second case by considering the noisy
observation vG .
The errors in the estimation analysis above are indicative of the limits in how
many, and which, colors can be estimated and transported. Furthermore, the
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estimation analysis above was done on the duty cycle vector. The performance
analysis may also be done in a different color space such as the CIE XYZ using
appropriate transformation [26].

2.6

Conclusions

We presented a LED system prototype with source and destination LED lamps
and a LED array as a color transporter device. A color sensing and illumination
driver protocol was presented such that the LED lamps could sense color while
illuminating without perceivable flicker. A similar protocol was used at the LED
array transporter device with the additional use of hardware triggers to have the
device either in sensing or illumination mode. Two color estimation methods
were presented to map the measured voltage on the red, green and blue channels
to a sensed color. Evaluation of the proposed methods showed that it is possible
to detect colors efficiently, with the exception of a few corner cases. The proposed
RGB LED system is especially attractive in consumer applications where sensor
placement is either cumbersome or expensive.
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Chapter

3

Daylight sensing LED lighting
system∗
Adaptation of artificial light based on the available amount of daylight is known to be effective for energy savings. To achieve such
daylight control, the state-of-the-art lighting systems use external
photodetectors. The photodetector measures the combined contribution of artificial light and daylight, and closed-loop control schemes
are used to determine the dimming levels of luminaires to produce
the right amount of artificial light. In this chapter, we propose LED
luminaires that can perform the dual function of illumination and
daylight sensing, obviating the need of additional photodetectors.
We present a daylight sensing luminaire prototype and consider two
driving protocols for sensing and illumination. An open-loop control
scheme is then considered for daylight control. The proposed system
is shown to be more robust to reflectance changes in comparison with
a photodetector-based closed-loop lighting control system.

This chapter has been published as: S. Li, A. Pandharipande and F. M. J. Willems,
“Daylight sensing LED lighting system”, IEEE Sensors Journal, vol. 16, no. 9, pp. 3216-3223,
May 2016.
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3.1

Introduction

Light emitting diodes (LEDs) are being widely adopted for general lighting applications in offices, industry and homes. With LED lighting systems, the light
output can be flexibly and easily controlled. This is especially attractive for daylight adaptive lighting control for reducing the substantial portion of the electrical
energy that is consumed by lighting. In such lighting control systems, the light
output from the luminaires is adapted to produce artificial illumination in accordance with changing daylight such that the net achieved illuminance meets
illuminance requirements, while saving energy [1], [2], [3], [4]. Thus when there
is sufficient amount of daylight, the luminaires are dimmed while maintaining a
desired illuminance value at the workspaces.
In state-of-art lighting control systems, the achieved illuminance is monitored
using external photodetectors [5] at the ceiling as depicted in Fig. 3.1. In office
applications, the goal is to achieve illuminance values at workspaces higher than
desired values specified according to lighting norms, see for example [6]. The
desired illuminance values at workspaces are mapped to target set-points to be
achieved at the photodetectors via a night-time calibration phase [4]. Using
feedback in the form of photodetector measurements, the lighting controller seeks
to achieve the target set-points by adapting the dimming levels of the luminaires.
Various control methods with different objective functions have been considered
in [1], [2], [3], [4], [7]. Such photodetector based lighting control systems have
the following drawbacks:
(i) The use of additional photodetectors leads to extra cost and installation
complexity.
(ii) A photodetector measures both the daylight and artificial light from all
the luminaires that is reflected back within its field-of-view. Thus, careful
design of closed-loop feedback control is required to obtain the dimming
levels of the luminaires so as maintain stability and system responsiveness
to illumination changes [1], [3].
(iii) Under environmental changes, the reflectance values of the surfaces beneath
the photodetectors may vary with time. Examples of such changes are the
movement of desks and placement of a bright object on a dark desk surface.
This leads to more (or less, depending on the reflectance of the objects)
artificial light as well as daylight being reflected back at the photodetector.
As a result, this can lead to large deviations in the achieved illuminance
from the desired illuminance values [8], [9].
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Set-point
Lighting
controller
Dimming levels
Ceiling-mounted luminaires and
collocated photodiodes

Measures net daylight and artificial
light reflected from luminaires
300 lux
500 lux

Figure 3.1: Photodetector based lighting control system.
In this paper, we explore the dual use of a LED luminaire as a light source
as well as a light sensor. A typical LED luminaire used in general lighting applications consists of phosphor-coated blue LEDs to produce white light. We use
such a LED luminaire to operate in two modes: a light emitting mode and a
sensing mode. Both modes are time-multiplexed by a sensing and illumination
control driver protocol. In emitting mode, the LED luminaire is switched on with
a dimming level determined by a pulse width modulation (PWM) signal. During
the sensing mode, the LED luminaire is switched off and serves as a light sensor.
In this mode, the illuminance measured by the LED luminaire corresponds to
the daylight contribution. This is due to the physical property of the phosphorcoated blue LEDs to sense an ultraviolet component that is present in daylight,
but is absent in artificial light.

3.1.1

Contributions and organization of the work

We design a LED luminaire prototype, without any modifications to the LEDs or
their structure, to perform the dual function of illumination and daylight sensing.
The details of the designed daylight sensing luminaire prototype are presented
in Section 3.2.
A time-multiplexing driver protocol to provide illumination and perform daylight sensing is then proposed (Section 3.3). Key considerations in the protocol
design are that no additional perceivable flicker is caused due to the daylight
sensing function and that the loss in light output due to sensing is limited. We
then consider a calibration mechanism, akin to conventional photodetectors, to
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Lighting
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Desired workspace
illuminance

Dimming levels
Ceiling-mounted luminaires

Measures net daylight reflected

300 lux
500 lux

Figure 3.2: Proposed daylight sensing based lighting control system.

map the illuminance measurement of the daylight sensing LED luminaire to that
expected at the workspace plane. Different to the photodetector calibration that
is done using artificial lighting in dark conditions in the absence of daylight,
the LED luminaire calibration has to be done in daylight conditions. Using the
mapping obtained from calibration and sensed illuminance measurements, an
open-loop illumination control scheme to obtain luminaire dimming levels for
daylight adaptation is then considered. The proposed daylight sensing based
lighting control system is depicted in Fig. 3.2. The calibration and control methods are described in Section 3.4.
Given that the LED luminaire primarily measures the daylight contributions,
an advantage of the proposed daylight sensing based control system is that it is
more robust to the impact that reflectance changes have on a conventional photodetector based lighting control system. The performance of the proposed daylight sensing LED lighting system is compared to a photodetector based lighting
system in an experimental setup by inducing reflectance changes in the environment. These experimental results are reported in Section 3.5.
We extend our preliminary work [10] where a LED array prototype with six
LEDs was used to demonstrate the proof-of-principle of daylight sensing. The
design used a photoconductive mode, in contrast to the use of the photovoltaic
mode in this work. The photovoltaic mode of operations allows a simple implementation as will be discussed further in Section 3.2.
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Figure 3.3: Emission and sensing spectra of phosphor-coated blue LED.

3.1.2

General principle of LED as light sensor

The use of LEDs as light sensors has been known for long [11]. This property
has been used in different applications like interactive control, consumer electronics and data communication [12], [13], [14]. In sensing mode, a LED shows
wavelength-selective sensitivity over a band that is below the emission band. Such
wavelength-selective sensing behavior is consistent with the photo responsivity of
a single phosphor-coated blue LED to produce white light, as depicted in Fig. 3.3.
The emission spectrum of the white LED thus consists of the blue luminescence
and long phosphorescence [15], as shown by the solid line in Fig. 3.3. The dashed
line in Fig. 3.3 shows the relative sensitivity spectrum of the blue LED [16]. Approximately 70 nm shift is observed between the emission and sensing spectra
for the blue LED. This has been attributed to the internal piezoelectric fields,
spontaneous polarization and excitation recombination. Note that the ultraviolet A (UV-A) wavelength range is within the pass-band (370 nm to 450 nm) of
the blue LED sensing spectrum. In addition, UV-A light is able to pass through
phosphor with very limited radiation energy loss [17]. Therefore, daylight estimation is achieved by measuring the excited photocurrent which relates to the
pure daylight component.

3.2

Daylight sensing luminaire prototype

In this section, we describe the daylight sensing luminaire prototype. It consists
of a digital micro-controller unit (MCU), a phosphor-converted white LED array
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Figure 3.4: Proposed dual-mode luminaire driver block diagram.

and a dual-mode driver circuit. The MCU implements a daylight sensing protocol and a daylight adaptive controller. The dual-mode driver circuit achieves
dimming of the LED array and switches between an illumination mode and a
sensing mode.
Fig. 3.4 illustrates the dual-mode driver circuit comprising a current regulator
and a sensing path. The current regulator implements a constant current source.
The drain current, ID , of transistor Q3 can be written as

ID =

(

1
+
VBE × ( R4
0

1
R5

+

1
R6 )

, Q1 is ON
, Q1 is OFF,

(3.1)

where VBE is the voltage between the base and the emitter of transistor Q2.
Resistors R4, R5 and R6 are chosen such that the nominal forward current of
the LED array D2 is achieved. In order to provide dimming functionality for
daylight-adaptive control, switch Q1 is duty-cycled by a pulse-width-modulation
signal Dim. This control signal is the output of the daylight adaptive controller
and is provided by a MCU pin. Denoting the ON period of signal Dim with q
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Figure 3.5: Current-voltage (I-V) curve of a typical photodiode.
(0 ≤ q ≤ 1), the current regulator output io is
io = q × ID .

(3.2)

For the selected white LED array, current io can vary from 0 to 575 mA which
exceeds the maximum current that can be sunk by MCU pins. Therefore, a 3.3 V
zener diode D1 is used to prevent the MCU pin ADC from being damaged by
the current regulator. In addition, a shunt resistor R7 is used to limit the current
sunk by ground and thus increase the efficiency of the driver circuit.
The driver circuit is switched to sensing mode during the OFF period of the
Dim signal. As per (3.1), current io is null ignoring the drain-to-source leakage
current of transistor Q3. The LED array is isolated from the current regulator
and serves as a photodetector. It is zero-biased and operates at photovoltaic
mode, driving a load resistor R8. The load voltage is measured by the analog-todigital converter (ADC) of the MCU and translated to illumination level using a
calibration function. With the ADC measurements, the daylight adaptive controller updates control signal Dim at a period scheduled by the sensing protocol.
Fig. 3.5 illustrates the I-V curve of a typical photodiode under different illumination levels [18]. With reverse bias voltage Vr , an excited photocurrent Ip
is linearly related to an illumination level E by the responsivity Rλ (A/W) of
the photodiode. In general, photodetectors operate at photoconductive mode for
better response linearity. However, we choose to apply the photovoltaic mode
for two reasons. First, it is difficult to provide reverse bias voltage with limited
modifications to conventional LED driver topologies. Second, the applied reverse
bias voltage generates dark current Idark as an error factor. In contrast, in the
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photovoltaic mode, the dark current is zero because there is no external voltage
across the photodetector. Therefore, the photovoltaic mode is potentially better
to measure the reflected illumination levels using a ceiling mounted LED luminaire. In addition, it is easier to implement photovoltaic mode with one extra
load resistor (R8 in Fig. 3.4).
As shown in Fig. 3.5, linearity still holds for light loads with resistance Rf
much smaller than the internal resistance Rin of photodiode. In this case, an extra
voltage amplifier is required for high resolution. As load resistor Rf approaches
to the maximum power point, the resolution increases while maintaining linearity.
Afterwards, the increment of Rf degrades the linearity as well as resolution. In
the extreme case where Rf ≫ Rin (i.e. open circuit), photocurrent Ip relates
to illumination level in a logarithmic manner. The resulting photodiode is less
robust to noise. Therefore, the value of load resistor Rf has to be chosen so as to
retain linearity within a certain sensing range while achieving a high resolution.
In practice, LED luminaires consist of a combination of series and parallel
strings. The I-V curve of the LED array has to be characterized in order to
optimize the load resistor Rf . With the selected photovoltaic mode, we adopt
the mathematical model of a photovoltaic array considered in [19]. For a LED
array formed by Nser identical LEDs connected in series and Npar of such strings
in parallel, the following I-V equation applies
"
!
#
Nser
I)
V + Rs ( N
par
I =Ip Npar − I0 Npar exp
−1
Vt aNser
(3.3)
Nser
I)
V + Rs ( N
par
,
−
Nser
Rp ( N
)
par
where Ip and I0 are respectively the light-generated photocurrent and saturation current of a single LED. Parameters Rs and Rp are the internal series and
parallel resistance of each LED. Parameter a is the diode ideality constant and
Vt is the thermal voltage. With the I-V characteristic of LED luminaire, the
maximum power point corresponding to a certain illumination level E can be
found. Assuming that linearity is required over a sensing range upper bounded
by illumination level Eo , we first use (3.3) to find the maximum power point
corresponding to Eo and denote it by (Vmp , −Imp ). The optimized value of load
Vmp
.
resistor Rf is then determined as Imp
Apart from resolution and linearity, the bandwidth of the sensing path circuit
is also important. It not only determines the daylight sensing speed but also
impacts the illumination quality. A narrow bandwidth requires longer sensing
period, making the averaged illumination level below a visual comfort level or
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even causing flicker. The 3 dB bandwidth of the LED array can be written as
f3dB =

1
1
=
,
2πRL Ceq
2πRf CJ

(3.4)

N

Nser
CJ and RL = N
Rf are respectively the equivalent capaciwhere Ceq = Npar
ser
par
tance and load resistance of the LED array, CJ is the junction capacitance of a
single LED, and Rf is the optimized load resistance for a single LED. For the
designed sensing luminaire, the bandwidth is independent of the LED structure
and is solely determined by the capacitance and V-I characteristic of a single
LED.

3.3

Daylight sensing and illumination control driver
protocol

In this section, we explain the daylight sensing and illumination control driver
protocol implemented at the MCU. Based on the application, two control protocols are proposed as described in Figs. 3.6 and 3.7. In the first protocol, control
signal Dim is in the form of a standard PWM wave w1 with duty cycle q1 and
frequency f1 . Daylight sensing is executed at the OFF period of each PWM
cycle. Due to the existence of a sensing period, duty cycle q1 is smaller than
1. Thus, the maximum possible luminance output will not be achieved by the
luminaire. In the second protocol, control signal Dim is a product of a standard
PWM wave w1 with another square wave w2 . Wave w2 features a duty cycle q2
and frequency f2 . During the ON period of w2 , the luminaire outputs light with
a level determined by the wave w1 . The OFF period of w2 serves as a dedicated
sensing time slot during which the luminaire conducts daylight sensing. The
design details and benefits of each protocol are now discussed respectively.
The first control protocol is illustrated in Fig. 3.6 with the MCU clock number
shown over the X-axis and the Y-axis shows the waveform of control signal Dim
over Ns +Nu PWM cycles. Parameter Ns is the number of ADC samples collected
by the MCU. The averaged value is used to calculate the updated dimming level
at time cost of Nu cycles. For the first Ns cycles, each one is composed of a light
emitting period te , discharging period td and sensing period ts . Over period te ,
the luminaire is forward-biased to emit light. Over period td , the luminaire is
switched off and discharges the residual forward voltage through resistors R7 and
R8 (Fig. 3.4). Over period ts , the ADC measures the photovoltage on load resistor
R8 at a single-channel single-conversion mode. During the other Nu cycles, the
MCU not only collects Nu samples but also executes the daylight adaptive control
with the averaged Ns samples as an input. In this way, the daylight sensing and
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Figure 3.6: Illumination and sensing protocol 1.
adaptation are pipe-lined. The maximal throughput is achieved if Ns equals
Nu . Daylight sensing at each PWM cycle benefits with a fast-response system
at the cost of a constrained illumination level less than or equal to 1 − η1 , where
parameter η1 is the maximum illuminance loss given by
η1 =

td + t0 + 1/fs
,
T1

(3.5)

where T1 = 1/f1 , t0 is the setup time of the ADC and fs is the ADC sampling
frequency.
The second control protocol is depicted in Fig. 3.7 with X-axis the MCU
clock number and Y-axis the waveform of control signal Dim over Ne + Ns + Nu
PWM cycles. Parameter Ne is the number of wave w1 cycles, which consists
of pure light emitting periods te . As such, the corresponding illumination level
is unconstrained and is at the range between 0 and 1. The subsequent td plus
ts periods constructs the OFF period of one w2 cycle. Over the td period, the
luminaire is switched off and discharges the residual forward voltage. Over period
ts , the ADC measures the photovoltage on load resistor R8 at repeat single
channel mode. The collected samples are used to update the illumination level
during the last Nu cycles. Meanwhile, light emitting period te is repeated with
historical illumination level. The corresponding illumination loss is formulated
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Figure 3.7: Illumination and sensing protocol 2.
as
η2 =

td + t0 + Ns /fs
.
(Ne + Nu )T1

(3.6)

In applications where daylight sensing frequency is in the order of seconds, the
denominator is much greater than the numerator. As such, η2 is small and the
illumination level loss is negligible.

3.4

Luminaire calibration and control method

In this section, we describe the daylight sensing luminaire calibration and associated control scheme. A benchmark is set up to evaluate the luminaire performance.

3.4.1

Daylight sensing luminaire calibration and control method

Fig. 3.8 illustrates the elements of daylight sensing luminaire calibration and
control. Denote the measured photovoltage by luminaire k as vk . Let calibration
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Figure 3.8: Daylight sensing luminaire calibration setup.
function gk (.) denote the mapping of the photovoltage vk to the estimated daylight level dk at the workspace level under luminaire k. Let the dimming level of
luminaire j be lj . Denote the function fk,j (.) to be illuminance contribution of
luminaire j at the workspace under luminaire k.
The desired illumination level at workspace plane under luminaire k, Wk , is
given as
(
Wko , if workspace under luminaire k is occupied,
Wk =
(3.7)
Wku , otherwise.
An iterative control method to update lk , the dimming level of luminaire k, at
nth iteration is formulated as
( n
o
−1
Φ fk,k
ek [n]
, if|ek [n]| > εk
lk [n] =
(3.8)
lk [n − 1]
, otherwise,
P
where ek [n] = Wk − j6=k fk,j (lj [n])−dk [n] captures the amount of artificial light
to be compensated by luminaire k. The estimated daylight at the workspace level
under luminaire k is calculated as dk [n] = gk (vk [n]). A saturation function Φ{}
ensures that dimming level is within a valid range: {0 ≤ lk [n] ≤ (1 − η1 )}
in protocol 1 and {0 ≤ lk ≤ (1 − η2 )} in protocol 2. Parameter ǫk > 0 is a
deadband.

3.4.2

Benchmark lighting control system

Fig. 3.9 illustrates the benchmark setup which is different from luminaire calibration in two aspects. First, all luminaires only work at emitting mode with
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Figure 3.9: Benchmark setup.
dimming levels varying at a range between 0 and 1. Second, a dedicated photodetector is commissioned under each luminaire, capturing illumination level
of both daylight and artificial light. Denote the illumination level measured by
the ceiling-mounted photodetector collocated at luminaire k by xk , the target
illumination level at this photodetector by zk and the dimming level of luminaire
k by lk . A closed-loop control law to update lk at nth iteration is formulated as

lk [n] =



Φ(lk [n − 1] + Kp ek [n]



lk [n − 1]

Pj=J
+KI j=1
ek [n − j])
, if|ek [n]| > εk
, otherwise,

(3.9)

where ek [n] = zk − xk [n] is the error associated with the luminaire k. Parameters
KP > 0 and KI > 0 are controller coefficients chosen such that the control loop
is stable.
The target illumination level zk is obtained during a dark-room calibration
step with all luminaires set to a reference dimming level that results in a illumination level Wk⋆ . We then calculate a scaling factor for luminaire k,
ck =

Xk
,
Wk⋆
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Figure 3.10: Prototype of designed dual-mode luminaire.
where Xk and Wk⋆ are respectively the measured illumination levels from the
ceiling-mounted and workspace-mounted photodetectors. Using this calibration
factor, Wk as derived from (3.7) can be translated into a target illumination level
at ceiling-mounted photodetector at the ceiling,
zk = c k W k .

3.5

(3.11)

Experimental results

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the daylight sensing LED luminaire and compare it with a photodetector based lighting control system. For the
proposed system, daylight calibration is also evaluated by considering different
daylight conditions.

3.5.1

Experimental setup

The designed daylight sensing LED luminaire prototype is depicted in Fig. 3.10,
with the luminaire containing 68 LEDs (two LEDs in series and 34 of these
connected in parallel). Protocol 2 was used to drive the luminaire. Two such
luminaries were placed in a “ceiling-mounted configuration” inside a closed box
enclosure as shown in Fig. 3.11, emulating an indoor space. To facilitate benchmarking, two photodetectors were collocated at the luminaires. The illumination
achieved at the “workspace plane” under the luminaires was monitored using two
additional photodetectors. All measurements were collected at a computer via a
universal asynchronous receiver/transmitter (UART) interface, where the control
algorithm was implemented. The computed dimming levels from the algorithm
were used to update the dimming levels of the luminaires.
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Figure 3.11: Experimental setup with two daylight sensing luminaires.

3.5.2

Calibration functions

Calibration function gk
The calibration function gk (.) relates the photovoltage vk to the estimated daylight at the workspace under luminaire k. It was obtained at daytime with the
luminaires in daylight sensing mode. The luminaire measurement vk was collected, as well as the photodetector measurement wk . To capture the impact of
daylight variation, data was collected from 8 A.M. till 6 P.M. every two hours.
To include the impact of weather conditions, data was collected under clear sky
and overcast sky conditions. The collected data samples are shown in Table 3.1.
A best linear fit was used to obtain the calibration function gk (.) as is shown
in Fig. 3.12. Note that while the best linear fit is a reasonable fit for most of
the data points, some data points are away from the fit. It is thus conceivable
to create a simple calibration procedure using a few daylight measurements by
creating different daylight situations (e.g. by modifying blind positions).
Calibration function fk,j
The calibration function fk,j (.) relates the dimming level of luminaire j to the
artificial light contribution at the workspace under luminaire k and is obtained
during a dark-room calibration. In this case, only luminaire j is switched on to
work in light emitting mode. Its dimming level was increased from 0 to 1 at steps
of 0.1, and the illuminance values measured by the photodetector under luminaire
k were recorded. The relationship between dimming level lk and photodetector
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Time
8 a.m.
10 a.m.
12 a.m.
2 p.m.
4 p.m.
6 p.m.

Overcast sky
vk (mV) wk (lux)
0
0
0.0494
11.2
1.043
51.8
1.483
54.6
1.549
114.8
0.6652
40.6

Clear sky
vk (mV) wk (lux)
0.6206
36.75
0.4638
25.55
1.202
39.55
1.654
57.75
1.619
95.55
1.13
54.95

Table 3.1: Daylight measurements at zone k under different daylight conditions.
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Figure 3.12: Calibration mapping.
measurements were found to be linear and a best linear fit for function fk,j (.)
was obtained from the measurements.

3.5.3

Performance evaluation

The daylight sensing LED luminaires were controlled using the open-loop control
law (3.8), while the reference photodetector based lighting system was controlled
using (3.9). The following scenarios capturing changes in occupancy and daylight
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were emulated over time:
Initial state: No occupancy; no daylight
[A] Occupancy in zone k and zone j; no daylight.
[B] Occupancy in zone k and zone j; no daylight; reflective object placed in
both zones.
[C] Occupancy in zone k and zone j; daylight present; reflective object placed
in both zones.
[D] Occupancy only in zone k; daylight present; reflective object in both zones.
[E] Occupancy only in zone k; daylight present; reflective object removed from
both zones.
[F] No occupancy; daylight present.
For the closed-loop controller, photodetector measurements xk and xj were
used to update dimming levels lk and lj using (3.9). For the control parameters,
we chose the following parameters KP = 0.5/Xk , KI = 0.5KP , J = 8, and
ǫk = 0.05Xk . The photodetector set-points corresponding to occupancy were
determined to be zk = 100.3 lux and zj = 98.7 lux. The non-occupancy setpoints were obtained by applying a scaling by 0.6.
For the open-loop controller with daylight sensing luminaires, luminaire measurements vk and vj were collected via UART links and the dimming levels were
computed using (3.8) to update the luminaires.
In Figs. 3.13 and 3.14, we show the illumination performance of the benchmark system and the proposed system respectively. For the benchmark system,
the dimming levels of luminaires, the ceiling-mounted photodetector measurements and workspace-mounted photodetector measurements are shown respectively in Figs. 3.13a, 3.13b, and 3.13c. First, we consider a dark environment
with no occupancy. This is followed by scenario [A]: local occupancy in both
zones after 30 s. Luminaire k and j dim up to reach the desired illumination
level of 250 lux. Around 200 s, the scenario is changed to [B] wherein a white
colored object is placed at both zones to test the system robustness against reflectance changes. In this situation, due to the higher reflectivity of the object,
more light is reflected back to the ceiling-mounted photodetectors. Consequently,
both luminaires dim down as a response to the increased illuminance seen at the
photodetectors. As such, the workspace-mounted photodetectors record a lower
illuminance values at both zones. Then in the scenario [C], daylight is introduced after another 100 s, making under-illumination more obvious. From about
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400 s, in the scenario [D] there is non-occupancy in zone j and luminaire j dims
down to reach 150 lux. Due to decreased contribution from luminaire j, underillumination in zone k is more severe. In scenario [E], the reflective object is
removed around 480 s, which alleviates under-illumination in both zones, but
their desired illumination levels are still not met due to the presence of daylight.
Finally, in the scenario [F], there is unoccupancy in both zones and the luminaires
turn off.
For the proposed system, the dimming levels of luminaires, the photovoltage
measurements at the luminaires and workspace-mounted photodetector measurements are shown respectively in Figs. 3.14a, 3.14b, and 3.14c. In scenario [A],
there is local occupancy in both zones around 30 s. Luminaire k and j dim up
to reach the desired illumination level of 250 lux. Note that the photovoltage
measurements at the luminaires are zero, i.e. artificial light is not detected. After
around 120 s, a white colored object is placed in both zones. The dimming of
the luminaires remains unchanged. Subsequently, in the scenario [C], at around
200 s daylight is introduced. In response, luminaire k dims down. The luminaire
j does not react since the contribution of luminaire k becomes lesser as determined by the open-loop control law (3.8). In scenario [D], around 350 s there is
local occupancy only in zone k with daylight in both zones. The corresponding
luminaire dims down. In scenario [E], around 550 s, there is local occupancy only
in zone k and the reflective object is removed from both zones. The dimming
level of luminaire j goes slightly higher since less daylight component is reflected
back to the luminaire. The dimming level of luminaire k does not increase since it
already reaches the maximum. Note from the Fig. 3.14c that the illuminance at
the workspace under luminaire j is maintained close to the desired levels within
the permissible deadband of 10%. The illuminance at the workspace under luminaire k is also within the deadband for scenarios A, B and C. Afterwards, it
falls slightly below the lower bound of desired level since the luminaire reaches its
maximum dimming level and there is a lower contribution from the neighboring
luminaire.

3.6

Conclusions

We presented a LED luminaire prototype that can provide the dual functionality
of illumination and daylight sensing. The proposed solution avoids the extra cost
and installation complexity involved in current lighting control systems that use
external photodetectors. Two driver protocols for performing daylight sensing
while providing illumination were proposed. Protocol 2 led to only a nominal loss
in light output and was chosen for implementation in the luminaire prototype.
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An open loop control method based on the sensed daylight values and knowledge
of calibration was used to obtain the dimming levels of the luminaires to adapt
to daylight and occupancy changes. The performance of the proposed daylight
sensing lighting control system was compared with a photodetector based system and shown to be more robust in the presence of reflectance changes in the
environment.
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(a) Dimming levels of luminaires in the two zones over time with
changing occupancy and daylight.

(b) Ceiling-mounted photodetector measurements in the two zones
over time with changing occupancy and daylight.

(c) Workspace-mounted photodetector measurements in the two
zones over time with changing occupancy and daylight.

Figure 3.13: Benchmark system performance.
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(a) Dimming levels of luminaires in the two zones over time with
changing occupancy and daylight.

(b) Photovoltage measurements at the two luminaires over time
with changing occupancy and daylight.

(c) Workspace-mounted photodetector measurements in the two
zones over time with changing occupancy and daylight.

Figure 3.14: Daylight sensing luminaire system performance.
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Chapter

4

Unidirectional visible light
communication and illumination with
LEDs∗
Visible light communication (VLC) with light emitting diodes (LEDs)
has attracted interest for interactive and networked lighting control,
and consumer infotainment applications. In this paper, we propose a
LED system for jointly achieving unidirectional VLC while providing
flicker-free illumination. At the transmitter, a redundant run-length
limited encoding scheme and multi-level dimming is considered for
data transmission, with a wide dimming range. The receiver uses
on-off keying (OOK) and uses the OFF periods for VLC reception.
It is allowed to be asynchronous to the transmitter, with a phase
offset within a preset range. A key feature of the proposed system is
that no dedicated devices are used for transmission/reception, with
the LEDs used for these functions. We design a functional prototype
of this system and evaluate the communication bit error rate and
illumination flicker performance experimentally.

This chapter has been published as: S. Li, A. Pandharipande and F. M. J. Willems, “Unidirectional visible light communication and illumination with LEDs”, IEEE Sensors Journal,
vol. 16, no. 23, pp. 8617-8626, October 2016.
∗
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CHAPTER 4. UNIDIRECTIONAL VISIBLE LIGHT COMMUNICATION
AND ILLUMINATION WITH LEDS

4.1

Introduction

Visible light communication (VLC) refers to communication in the visible part
of the electromagnetic spectrum. In VLC, information is transmitted by modulating the light output of the transmitting device to a receiving device that can
decode the information. Given the flexibility with which light emitting diodes
(LEDs) can be controlled, VLC with LEDs has attracted significant attention. A
number of applications in interactive and networked lighting control, consumer
electronics, indoor positioning and connected vehicles [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], have
considered LED based VLC. Many of these applications require low-medium data
rates, with a minimal impact on illumination. In this paper, we consider a system
with a LED transmitter and LED receiver that achieves VLC, while providing
flicker-free illumination. A key feature of the proposed system is that no dedicated light sensors are used for VLC reception; the LEDs provide illumination
and also serve as VLC receivers.
A number of works have considered VLC systems with LEDs as transmitters
and photodetectors as VLC receivers [1], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12]. A dualpurpose LED driver with a constant current source and a buck converter was
proposed in [7] for illumination control and VLC transmission using variable
pulse position modulation. In [1], the performance of an indoor LED lighting
system that provides illumination and VLC with photodetectors was analyzed.
A hybrid VLC scheme to support communication between luminaires and offthe-shelf cameras as well as to photodetectors was considered in [12]. In [8], a
platform for distributed, multi-hop VLC was presented. Full-duplex VLC across
luminaires in an indoor lighting system was proposed in [9], [10], with advanced
signal processing techniques for dealing with self-interference at photodetectors.
The reader is referred to [11] for a recent overview on VLC.
While the property of LEDs as spectrum-selective light sensors has been
known [13], [14], their use for sensing in lighting applications has received closer
attention only recently [15], [16]. The use of LEDs as receivers has been further
explored in [17], [18], [19], [20] to achieve VLC for LED-to-LED communications
in consumer toys and entertainment applications. Due to the nature of these
applications, limited attention was given to illumination constraints. Simple PHY
and MAC layer protocols to enable slotted communications with LED devices
were considered in these works. Fast synchronization schemes with a dedicated
synchronization preamble [17, 18] or idle patterns [19] before each frame were
considered. An improvement was proposed in [20] by considering a physical layer
protocol based on a slotting structure and 2-pulse position modulation for data
transmission. Two dedicated synchronization intervals were used to determine
the direction of phase offset between two devices. To compensate phase offset, the
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duration of the following ON slot was either increased or decreased. An embedded
Linux platform with an opto-electronic transceiver front-end, OpenVLC, was
presented in [21] for LED-to-LED communications with software-based primitives
such as sampling, symbol detection and coding/decoding. Using this platform,
intra-frame bidirectional VLC was presented in [22]. In [23], [24], Manchester
encoding with on-off keying (OOK) was considered for two-way VLC with LEDs
for enhancing the system data rates and synchronization methods were proposed.
The primary function of LEDs is to provide illumination. Given the interest
in LED based VLC applications, we consider the question: can VLC transmission and reception be achieved with LEDs, without using dedicated transmitters/receivers, while providing illumination? We show design feasibility of such a
system in this paper. We consider unidirectional VLC between two LED devices
in a peer-to-peer topology. The two LED devices have identical design. Each
device can be configured with software to serve either as a VLC transmitter or a
receiver. A number of technical challenges arise in such a design.
[i] How should information be encoded at the LED VLC transmitter that
facilitates decoding at the LED receiver?
[ii] How does the decoding mechanism work, given that the LED is used for
both VLC reception and providing illumination?
[iii] How should the LED system be designed to realize reliable VLC and flickerfree illumination?
These challenges are addressed in subsequent sections in this paper. At the
transmitter, data is encoded using a standard run-length limited (RLL) code with
carefully added redundancy bits to facilitate decoding. The encoded data is modulated using on-off keying and added to a pulse width modulation (PWM) signal
waveform, which is then transmitted. The receiver is allowed to be asynchronous,
in particular, with a phase offset locked within a preset range. The receiver is
OOK modulated with 50% duty cycle, and the OFF periods are used for VLC reception. We design a functional single LED prototype transmitter/receiver and
evaluate the performance of the system. The communication performance, in
terms of bit error rate (BER), and illumination flicker performance of the system
are studied experimentally.

4.2

System structure

In this section, we provide an overview of the VLC system structure. The proposed system is illustrated in Fig. 5.1, wherein a transmitter communicates to
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Figure 4.1: System structure and transmitter/receiver block diagrams.
a receiver by emitting an optical signaling waveform. The receiver modulates
its light output in such a way that the transmitted optical signal can be decoded while providing flicker-free illumination using the same LED. The input
of the transmitter is a bit sequence, with the k-th transmission bit denoted
by s[k]. It is encoded using a xByB RLL encoder into a binary codeword
w[k] = (w1 [k], · · · , wy [k]). To aid decoding, we add redundant bits to w[k] and
denote the redundant codeword by w̃[k]. The resulting codeword is OOK modulated into a square waveform m(t) and added to a carrier waveform p(t). Signal
p(t) is a PWM waveform with a duty cycle Q. Further, signal p(t) is fed into the
RLL encoder to aid injection of redundant bits. The superposed waveform y(t)
is the optical signal emitted by the LED. The sensing circuit, analog-to-digital
converter (ADC) and decoder are activated only in receiving mode.
The input of the receiver is a dedicated sensing bit sequence with the kth bit denoted by s⋆ [k]. It is selected such that the corresponding codeword
w⋆ [k] = (· · · , 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, · · · ) is with equal number of 1s and 0s. It is OOK
modulated into a signal m(t) that directly dims the LED with a 50% duty cycle
square wave. The same LED is used to receive y(t) in the OFF periods of
m(t). A sensing circuit is built to convert the photocurrent signal iph (t) into
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Figure 4.2: Transmitter/receiver front-end schematic.
a voltage signal Uph (t), which is sampled and quantized into a sample vector
U [k] = (U1 [k], · · · , UN [k]). A decoder is built to recover s[k] from the partially
received optical signal. The output of the decoder is a received bit ŝ[k]. Further,
the sample vector U [k] is fed into a phase-lock unit that keeps the transmitter
and the receiver asynchronous. Specifically, their phase-offset is locked within
a preset range, which aids correct decoding. The phase-lock unit outputs a
waveform m̃(t) as a shift of signal m(t). The sensing circuit, encoder, decoder
and phase-lock unit are detailed in the following sections.

4.3

Front-end design

The schematic of the transmitter/receiver front-end is shown in Fig. 4.2, including
a LED, a summing amplifier circuit and a sensing circuit. The summing amplifier
generates a multi-level dimming signal y(t) in volt as a weighted sum of the PWM
signal p(t) in volt and the modulation signal m(t) in volt, given by
p(t)
m(t)
R3 + R4 R 1 + R 2
y(t) =
· 1
1
R4
R1 + R2


α
1
= GA1 ·
m(t) +
p(t) .
1+α
1+α

(4.1)

4
The weighting factors are determined by resistors R1 to R4 , among which R3R+R
4
R2
is the op-amp gain GA1 and R1 defines the modulation index α (0 < α ≤ 1).
Due to the non-linear current-voltage characteristic of LEDs, the cathode pin of
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Figure 4.3: LED current-voltage characteristic and its piece-wise linear model.
the LED is reverse-biased to provide the minimum forward voltage µ. This is
better understood with the piece-wise linear model of LED current-voltage I-V
characteristic shown in Fig. 4.3. We assume that signals p(t) and m(t) have an
equal amplitude Vpp and stay in phase. Their frequencies fp and fm are above
twice the mains frequency for flicker-free illumination. There are W number of
xByB RLL codewords carried per PWM cycle. The waveform y(t) is directly
applied to the LED for dimming. Its peak amplitude and the maximum rated
forward voltage Vf,max of the LED satisfy:
GA1 · Vpp < Vf,max − µ.

(4.2)

In addition to dimming, signal y(t) also configures a multiplexer that interfaces
the LED to a sensing circuit. For y(t) > 0, the LED is forward-biased to emit
light. For y(t) = 0, the LED is zero-biased to generate a photocurrent iph (t)
in response to the received optical signals. The sensing circuit implements a
transimpedance amplifier (TIA) and outputs a photovoltage signal
Uph (t) = R5 · iph (t).

(4.3)

The photocurrent iph (t) is linearly related to the incident radiation intensity by
the LED responsivity ℜλ . A noise-reducing capacitor C1 is connected to the
feedback resistor R5 for better stability.
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We now formulate the design trade-off between communication and illumination performance. The dimming level λ (0 < λ < 100%) is determined by
the ratio between the average of y(t) per Tp cycle to the nominal LED forward
voltage Vf,norm minus µ. It is calculated as follows.
1. We first consider Q = 1. Due to DC balance of the RLL codeword, signal
m(t) has a 50% duty cycle and is added to a DC voltage level. The resulting
dimming level is
GA1 · Vpp
1 GA1 · Vpp
1
1
·
+ ·
·
2 Vf,norm − µ 2 1 + α Vf,norm − µ
2+α
· β,
=
2 + 2α

λ(1) =

with β =

GA1 ·Vpp
Vf,norm −µ

(1 ≤ β <

(4.4)

Vf,max −µ
Vf,norm −µ ).

2. We then consider Q = 0. The LED is purely driven by a modulation signal
m(t) with a 50% duty cycle, which results in a dimming level
GA1 · Vpp
1
α
·
·
2 1 + α Vf,norm − µ
α
· β.
=
2 + 2α

λ(0) =

(4.5)

Assume β = 1, for any 0 < Q < 1. We calculate the dimming level by
λ = Q · λ(1) + (1 − Q) · λ(0) ,
2+α
α
=Q·
· β + (1 − Q) ·
· β,
(4.6)
2 + 2α
2 + 2α
2
α
β=1
=
·Q+
.
2 + 2α
2 + 2α
Therefore, the dimming level λ is influenced by the modulation index α. Specifically, a small α has the advantage of a wide dimming range at the cost of reduced
signal-to-noise ratio. Thus, in applications where illumination matters, a transmitter can configure α = 0.1 in order to achieve a wide dimming range between
5% and 95%. For systems where illumination can be traded for reliable communication, the transmitter may configure α = 1 resulting in a dimming range
between 25% and 75%.

4.4

Physical layer protocol

The PHY layer protocol contains mechanisms for redundant RLL encoding/decoding,
semi-synchronization and flicker mitigation.
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Algorithm 1 Redundant encoding scheme
1: Input 1 : any x-bit to y-bit RLL encoder
2: Input 2 : W · x number of transmission bits s
3: Input 3 : the duty cycle Q of PWM signal p(t)
4: Output: a bit sequence w̃ = (b1 , · · · , bz+4 ), z = W · y
5: RLL codewords (w1 , · · · , wz ) ← xByB encoder(s)
Tp
6: p(t) falling edge position I ← ⌊ T · Q⌋
b
7: b1 ← 1
8: (b2 , · · · , bI−1 ) ← (w1 , · · · , wI−2 )
9: (bI , bI+1 ) ← (1, 0)
10: (bI+2 , · · · , bz+3 ) ← (wI−1 , wz )
11: bz+4 ← 0

Figure 4.4: Frame structure and the corresponding waveform.

4.4.1

Encoding scheme and PHY frame structure

We explain the redundant encoder using the pseudo code in Algorithm 1. The
encoder takes a sequence of transmission bits s as input. It first derives a sequence
of RLL codeword bits w = (w1 , · · · , wz ) with length z = W · y bits using an
existing xByB RLL encoder. The encoder then adds 4 redundant bits at certain
positions. Two redundant bits (bz+4 , b1 ) = (0, 1) are added at position of the
rising edge of PWM signal p(t). Another pair of bits (bI , bI+1 ) = (1, 0) are added
at the falling edge position I. As such, there are I − 2 number of RLL codeword
bits transmitted in the ON period of signal p(t), and z −I +2 number of codeword
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Algorithm 2 Decoding scheme
Input: sample vector U [k] at k-th bit duration
D[k] ← ∇U [k]
3: d[k] ←
argmax
|Dn [k]|
1:

2:

Dn [k]∈{D1 [k],D2 [k],··· ,DN −1 [k]}

4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

if d[k] > Γ then
(ŝ[k], ŝ[k + 1]) ← (0, 1)
else if d[k] < −Γ then
(ŝ[k], ŝ[k + 1]) ← (1, 0)
else
if U N [k] > γ then
2
(ŝ[k], ŝ[k + 1]) ← (1, 1)
else
(ŝ[k], ŝ[k + 1]) ← (0, 0)
Output: a pair of received bits (ŝ[k], ŝ[k + 1]).

bits transmitted in its OFF period. The encoder outputs a codeword vector w̃
with a total of z + 4 bits. This codeword vector is still DC-balanced since the
redundant bits are with equal number of 1s and 0s per Tp cycle.
We now describe the PHY frame structure. Fig. 5.3 illustrates two PHY
frames F [0] and F [1]. Each frame consists of a (z + 4)-bit codeword vector w̃
that is output by the encoder. We denote the bits in w with ’X’ and highlight
the redundant bits in w̃. The corresponding modulation signal m(t) is timealigned with the beginning of a PWM cycle and is depicted over cycles. We
assume the PWM cycle Tp is an integer multiple of the bit duration Tb . The
T
ratio κ = Tpb determines the number of levels that the PWM duty cycle Q can
reach. An exemplary signal y(t) that is biased by µ is depicted in Fig. 5.3 for
better understanding of the multi-level dimming scheme.

4.4.2

Decoding scheme

We explain the decoding scheme using the pseudo code in Algorithm 2. The input
of the decoder is an N -dimensional sample vector U [k] = (U1 [k], · · · , UN [k]). We
detect edges in U [k] using its first-order derivative D[k] = (D1 [k], · · · , DN −1 [k]),
which is approximated by the difference between two consecutive samples (current sample minus the previous one). A scalar variable d[k] is assigned with the
derivative that has the maximum absolute value, from which we derive two received bits (ŝ[k], ŝ[k + 1]). The mapping relation is listed in steps 4 to 12 and can
be better understood using the exemplary signaling waveforms shown in Fig. 5.4.
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(a) Decoding of bi-level dimming signal m1 (t).

(b) Decoding of multi-level dimming signal y1 (t).

(c) Failed decoding of multi-level dimming signal y1 (t).

Figure 4.5: Decoding scheme.
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It illustrates an asynchronous communication between a transmitter L1 and a
receiver L2 with a phase-offset θ > 0.
We start with decoding of a bi-level signal m1 (t) as shown in Fig. 4.5a. L1
does not add redundant bits since Q = 0. In the OFF period of m2 (t), L2
measures a photovoltage signal Uph (t) in response to m1 (t). It is highlighted
with the blue dashed curve and is used for decoding in two steps:
1. The decoder first calculates d[k] (step 3 in Algorithm 2). The case d[k] > Γ,
where Γ > 0 implements a band gap option, indicates a rising edge in
response to the transmission of (s[k], s[k +1]) = (0, 1). Similarly, d[k] < −Γ
maps to the transmission of (s[k], s[k + 1]) = (1, 0). If all derivatives fall
into the band gap [−Γ, Γ], the decoder continues with step 2.
2. This step implements thresholding:
(
(0, 0)
(ŝ[k], ŝ[k + 1]) =
(1, 1)

P
, N1 N
j=1 Uj [k] < γ,
, otherwise,

where γ > 0 is a threshold voltage.
Decoding of a multi-level dimming signal requires a threshold that is adaptive
to the signal p(t). Specifically, the receiver uses a larger threshold for 0 < t < QTp
and a smaller one for QTp < t < Tp . An exemplary decoding of a multi-level
dimming signal y1 (t) that is biased by µ is shown in Fig. 4.5b. L2 uses γHI
for thresholding in ON period of p1 (t) and γLO in its OFF period. Therefore,
L2 needs to detect the moment when the signal p(t) switches between ON and
OFF periods, so as to select a proper value of γ for thresholding. We consider
respectively the rising edge and falling edge detection.
1. Rising edge detection: the receiver detects a rising edge of p(t) signal if
d[k] > γHI or an element in U [k] becomes greater than γHI .
2. Falling edge detection: the receiver detects a falling edge if d[k] < −γHI or
an element in U [k] drops close to 0.
This edge detection approach makes use of the redundant bits added at the
edge positions of signal p(t) and can be verified with the signal Uph (t) shown in
Fig. 4.5b. Knowledge of edges of p(t) in turn allows the decoder to remove the
redundant bits.
Redundancy-aided decoding not only correctly relates d[k] to the transmitted
bits (s[k], s[k+1]), but also benefits with an adaptive thresholding that is independent of the modulation index α. Fig. 4.5c illustrates the failure of decoding signal
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y1 (t) without redundancy. Error bits are observed when (s[k], s[k + 1]) = (0, 0)
and (s[k], s[k+1]) = (1, 1) are transmitted at the edge positions of p1 (t). Further,
L2 cannot determine a proper value of γ to compare with in the last two sensing
intervals, especially when the modulation index α approaches 1 (signals m1 (t)
and p1 (t) are with similar amplitudes).
Threshold γ can be derived from a calibration phase, during which a PHY
frame is communicated from a certain distance d. At the transmitter side, we
can derive two voltage levels yHI and yLO (see Fig. 5.3) as


1
1
yHI =
· GA1 · Vpp + µ,
GA1 · Vpp +
2
1+α
α
1
· GA1 · Vpp + µ.
yLO = ·
2 1+α
At the receiver side, we calculate two threshold values
γHI = Φ(yHI (t), d) · ℜλ · R5 ,

γLO = Φ(yLO (t), d) · ℜλ · R5 ,
where Φ{·} relates the LED forward voltage to the light intensity measured from
the distance d. The threshold value is then given by
(
γHI , 0 < t < QTp ,
γ=
γLO , QTp < t < Tp .
The proposed calibration scheme assumes a fixed communication distance
between the two LED devices and that the external light conditions do not change
rapidly. In order to support low mobility scenarios and be robust against ambient
light changes (e.g. slow daylight variations), an adaptive threshold scheme may
be employed. This topic is beyond the scope of the current work and is a topic
of further investigation.

4.4.3

Semi-synchronization scheme

So far, we have assumed a phase-offset θ > 0 between L1 and L2. In practice θ
may decrease to 0 due to the clock drift. Exemplary waveforms corresponding
to θ = 0 are shown in Fig. 4.6a, wherein the receiver L2 detects only one bit per
sensing interval. Consequently, decoding fails when two neighboring transmission
bits are different.
In this section, we describe the phase-lock unit (Fig. 5.1), which implements
a semi-synchronization scheme to achieve a sufficient phase-offset for correct decoding. In Fig. 4.6b, optical waveforms are shown, depicting how a receiver is
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(a) Failure of decoding when L1 and L2 are tightly synchronized.

(b) Semi-synchronization to a bi-level dimming signal m1 (t).

Figure 4.6: Semi-synchronization.

semi-synchronized to a bi-level dimming signal m1 (t). We define a phase-lock
zone that
 is centered at the middle of a sensing interval of the receiver and has
a range T2b − ǫ, T2b + ǫ . The receiver first determines the position of edge d[k]
in D[k] (step 3 in Algorithm 2), χ. Based on the relative position of χ and the
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phase-lock zone, the phase-lock unit outputs a shifted waveform m̃2 (t) given as



m2 (t + ∆θ), χ ∈ (0,

 ǫ)
m̃2 (t) = m2 (t − ∆θ), χ ∈ T2b + ǫ, Tb


m (t),
otherwise.
2

We define ∆θ as the deviation of d[k] from the center of the phase-lock zone and
measure it in second by
N
1
∆θ = |χ − ⌊ ⌋| · ,
2
fs
where N and fs are respectively the sample vector U [k] dimension and the ADC
sampling frequency.
Phase compensation applies only if d[k] drifts out of the phase-lock zone and
is disabled otherwise. Note that there is no synchronization overhead since the
receiver reuses its sensing interval for both decoding and the measurement of ∆θ.
Further, the transmitter and receiver communicate asynchronously for most of
the time, enabled by the 2ǫ-wide phase-lock zone.

4.4.4

Flicker mitigation

In multi-level dimming and PWM dimming techniques, attention should be given
to the flicker that may result. The flicker threshold is influenced by several
factors, including the frequency of the light modulation and modulation depth.
In this section, we evaluate both the visible and non-visible parts of flicker that
is potentially produced by the proposed dimming scheme.
Visible flicker is usually perceived at frequencies below twice the mains frequency f0 (f0 = 100 Hz for a 50 Hz mains frequency and f0 = 120 Hz for a
60 Hz mains frequency). Therefore, to eliminate visible flicker, the frequency of
the PWM signal p(t) is constrained as
1
1
> f 0 ⇒ Tp < .
Tp
f0
Since Tp corresponds to the PHY frame length and each frame consists of (z + 4)
number of Tb slots, an upper bond of Tb is
Tb <

1
1
· , (Q > 0).
z + 4 f0

For Q = 0, y(t) = m(t) and the LED is driven by the modulated square wave
with its OFF period determined by the run-length of 0 bits in the RLL codeword.
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Denote the maximum run-length of 0 bits with Ω0 , we have another upper bond
of Tb for Q = 0 as
1
1
> f 0 ⇒ Tb <
, (Q = 0).
Ω0 · Tb
f0 · Ω0
Evaluation on non-visible flicker is of concern due to its physiological and
stroboscopic effects. We quantify the non-visible flicker produced by the proposed
coding scheme using two metrics: percent flicker and flicker index [25].
Percent flicker
Percent flicker ρ is defined as the difference between the minimum and maximum
light output E during a flicker waveform cycle:
ρ=

Emax − Emin
.
Emax + Emin

Accordingly, we derive ρ within a complete Tp cycle as
ρ(t) =


ρON =

1
Φ{GA1 ·Vpp +µ}−Φ{GA1 · 1+α
·Vpp +µ}

1
Φ{GA1 ·Vpp +µ}+Φ{GA1 · 1+α
·Vpp +µ}
α
Φ{GA1 · 1+α ·Vpp +µ}−0

OFF
ρ
= Φ{GA1 · α ·Vpp +µ}+0 = 1,
1+α

,

0 < t < QTp
QTp < t < Tp ,

where ρON and ρOFF are percent flicker values in the ON and OFF periods of
p(t). The average percent flicker per Tp cycle is therefore the weighted sum
ρ̄ = QρON + (1 − Q)ρOFF .

(4.7)

Flicker index
Flicker index σ is the ratio of the area that lies between dimming signal y(t) + µ
and its average, to the entire area below y(t)+µ during one Tp cycle. The average
flicker index per Tp is given by
H
Φ{y(t) + µ}dt
σ̄ = R Tp
,
(4.8)
0 Φ{y(t) + µ}dt
where the numerator is a line integral of Φ{y(t) + µ} along a curve that shapes
the area between y(t) + µ and its average. Obviously, both ρ̄ and σ̄ are functions
of duty cycle Q. Their relationship is studied experimentally in Section 6.6.
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(a) Side A with a commercial RGBW (b) Side B with MCU, integrated opcolor LED as transceiver front-end.
amps and resistor network.

Figure 4.7: Designed prototypes.

4.5

Experimental Results

In this section, we describe our prototype implementation and evaluate the system performance.

4.5.1

Prototype implementation

The two sides of the designed prototype are shown in Fig. 6.9. Side A consists
of a single CREE XLamp MC-E color LED with individually addressable red,
green, blue and white (RGBW) color LED chips in one package. We select the
red LED chip and drive it with two general purpose input / output (GPIO) ports
of a micro-controller unit (MCU) MSP430F2274 on side B. The rated values for
the red LED chip are Vf,norm = 2.1 V, Vf,max = 2.5 V and µ = 1.8 V. The MCU
integrates two op-amps which implement the summing amplifier circuit and TIA.
An internal feedback resistor network (R3 and R4 in Fig. 4.2) of the op-amp A1
is used to configure its gain GA1 . Since it is difficult to directly provide a negative
voltage −µ = −1.8 V (Fig. 4.2), the LED cathode pin is connected to ground.
To compensate, the MCU programs the op-amp gain GA1 in such a way that
the LED is properly biased. The DC offset µ serves as a design parameter,
which makes the proposed PHY protocol applicable to any LED devices that are
dimmed with either current or voltage signals. For example, if m(t), p(t) and
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y(t) are current signals, the LED light output is linearly related to the amplitude
of signal y(t). Accordingly, we simply set µ = 0. The TIA is connected to a
feedback resistor R5 = 500 kΩ and a noise reducing capacitor C1 = 2.2 pF. It
outputs a photovoltage Uph (t) that is sampled by a 10-bit ADC on the MCU.
The ADC operates at a sampling frequency fs = 200 kHz and converts N = 30
samples per Tb slot. The resulting sample vector U [k] is filtered with a 3-tap
median filter in order to reduce the shot noise. The filter output is fed to the
decoder that is implemented in MCU software.
Two prototypes L1 and L2 are placed at a distance d = 10 cm, communicating
via a line-of-sight (LOS) path. We configure L1 to be the transmitter and L2
the receiver. L1 implements a standard 4B6B RLL encoder and transmits 104
codeword bits to L2. Two 4B6B codewords and four redundant bits form one
PHY frame, which has 16 bits in total. Each frame is carried in one PWM
cycle. We choose Tp = 8 ms and Tb = 500 µs for flicker-free illumination. The
communication and illumination performance trade-off is evaluated using two
configurations of the modulation index: α = 1 and α = 0.1.

4.5.2

Calibration and semi-synchronization

Before communication, we first calibrate the threshold values γHI and γLO using
the above settings. Fig. 4.8 illustrates the waveform of y1 (t) + µ on channel 0
and m2 (t) + Uph (t) on channel 1 of a NI ELVISmx oscilloscope. Three cursors
values Uph (t1 ), Uph (t2 ) and Uph (t3 ) correspond to the peak light intensity when
the transmitting LED is respectively driven by p1 (t) + m1 (t), p1 (t) and m1 (t).
Two threshold values are derived as
(
693 mV,
α = 1,
Uph (t1 ) + Uph (t2 )
≈
γHI =
2
1090 mV, α = 0.1.
Similarly, we derive
γLO

Uph (t3 ) + 0
≈
=
2

(

184 mV,
80 mV,

α = 1,
α = 0.1.

Threshold values γHI and γLO are converted to ADC values and locally stored
at the MCU of L2, which implements the multi-level decoding scheme listed
in Algorithm 2 with a band-gap option Γ = 30 mV. The decoded bits are
communicated to a computer, where the bit error rate is calculated. In order to
better demonstrate the impact of phase offset on communication performance,
the BER value is calculated per 100 decoded bits and is plotted over 100 samples.
The sampling period Ts is around 180 ms.
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Figure 4.8: Waveform depicting threshold calibration (α = 1).

The BER values given by a drifted transmitter and receiver are shown in
Fig. 4.9. About 75 samples are with zero bit error and are replaced by a 10−6
value in the log scale plot. The remaining BER values are in a range between 0.05
and 0.5 due to clock drift between L1 and L2. The peak BER values correspond
to a scenario wherein L1 and L2 are incidentally in phase. Afterwards, BER
values start to decrease as the phase offset accumulates. An ideal eye opening
measurement is at the moment when the edges of y1 (t) are aligned with the
middle of the L2 sensing interval.
In Fig. 4.10, we show the BER values given by a semi-synchronized transmitter and receiver. We chose ǫ = T4b = 125 µs and show the synchronization
frequency and resulting BER values. Again, zero values are replaced by 10−6 in
the log scale plot. A total of 104 data bits are decoded correctly with an average
of 1.66 synchronizations per 100 bits (50 ms).
Detailed waveforms of y1 (t) + µ and m2 (t) + Uph (t) depicting the semisynchronization process are shown in Fig. 4.11, with ǫ = 125 µs. During the
first two sensing intervals (0.5 ms, 1 ms) and (1.5 ms, 2 ms), L2 respectively de92
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Figure 4.9: BER plot of drifted transmitter and receiver (α = 1).

tects a falling edge χ that is within its phase-lock zone and close to the border.
Accordingly, L2 does not implement semi-synchronization until the third sensing
interval (2.5 ms, 3 ms), during which χ drifts out of the phase-lock zone. Consequently, L2 advances signal m2 (t) by reducing the ON period duration starting
around 3 ms. In the fourth sensing interval, L2 observes a edge χ that is aligned
with the center of its phase-lock zone.
Frequent semi-synchronization by changing the ON period duration of signal
m2 (t) will affect the illuminance level of L2. In order to minimize this impact,
L2 would choose a wide phase-lock zone with a theoretical upper bond of 2ǫ =
Tb − f2s . In practice, this bound cannot be achieved due to ringing artifact that
is highlighted in Fig. 4.11 using signal Uph (t) at t ≈ 15.5 ms. It represents the
step response of the TIA and is in the form of an overshoot followed by ringing.
The amplitude and settling time are determined by the received light intensity
Φ{y1 (t) + µ, d} and the bandwidth [26] of the TIA. In our implementation, L2
has a settling time around 50 µs. During this time slot L2 cannot detect χ due
to a high noise level and the semi-synchronization scheme would fail. Filters
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Figure 4.10: BER plot of phase-locked transmitter and receiver (α = 1).
exist to eliminate overshoot and reduce ringing, but at the cost of complexity.
Instead, L2 assigns its sensing interval with Tb + 50 µs and the ON period of
m2 (t) with Tb − 50 µs. At the beginning of each sensing interval, L2 has to
wait for 50 µs before collecting U [k]. This approach ensures a successful semisynchronization at a small 5% illuminance loss. Dimming compensation can be
achieved by driving LEDs with current that is slightly above its nominal value.
We use this approach and study the impact of ǫ on communication performance.

4.5.3

Communication performance

In Fig. 4.12, we demonstrate the impact of the phase-lock zone width on the BER
and semi-synchronization frequency. The x-axis is the normalized ǫ range with
respect to the bit duration Tb , resulting in a range between 0 and 0.5. We chose
1
a step of 14
according to the dimension of sample vector U [k] (N = 30). Again,
the zero values are replaced by 10−6 values in the log scale plot. The BER values
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Figure 4.11: Waveform depicting semi-synchronization scheme (α = 1).
and the semi-synchronization frequency are averaged over 104 decoded bits.
6
Tb , the semi-synchronization
1. We first consider α = 1. As ǫ increases from 0 to 14
frequency decreases from 6.35 to 0.22. Meanwhile, L2 can still achieve zero
bit error rate. In case ǫ = T2b , the phase-lock unit allows χ to drift within
the entire sensing interval Tb . As such, the synchronization frequency drops
to 0. The corresponding BER value increases as a result to 0.022 in this
test.

2. For α = 0.1, L1 and L2 can stay semi-synchronized in a range between ǫ = 0
6
and ǫ = 14
Tb . However, the average BER value is around 10−4 . This is
because the received signal power is 10 times smaller and is comparable to
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Figure 4.12: Impact of phase-lock zone width on BER and semi-synchronization
frequency.
the Johnson noise power from the TIA and the shot noise from the incident
light.
The plot of BER vs communication distance is shown in Fig. 4.13. The xaxis is the LOS path distance d, which is varied from 5 cm to 25 cm in steps
of 5 cm. The threshold values γHI and γLO are calibrated at d = 10 cm. The
3
modulation index α equals 1 and the phase-lock zone parameter is Tǫb = 14
.
During communication, there is a background light level around 50 lux. The
BER value is calculated per 105 received bits at each distance. The zero BER
values are replaced by 10−6 in order to show in the log scale plot. Within a
range of ±5 cm around the calibration distance, unidirectional communication
is achieved with BER less than 10−3 . BER increases above 10−2 at d = 20 cm
due to reduced signal-to-noise ratio. At d = 25 cm, semi-synchronization starts
to fail, which increases the BER. Due to the reduced light power with distance,
the average of the sample vector U [k] decreases and approaches the threshold,
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Figure 4.13: Plot of BER over communication distance.
thereby increasing the BER.

4.5.4

Illumination performance

We now evaluate the multi-level dimming performance using two metrics: flicker
percent flicker ρ and flicker index σ, which are functions of duty cycle Q. The
1
1
to 15
duty cycle Q of transmitter L1 increases from 16
16 at steps of 16 . Receiver
L2 stays in sensing mode and measures the light intensity Φ{y1 (t) + µ, d} at a
distance d = 10 cm. The measurements are collected for one Tp cycle and are
communicated to a PC, where ρ̄ and σ̄ are calculated for different Q values using
(4.7) and (4.8). Their relationship is shown in Fig. 4.14 and benchmarked against
a conventional PWM signal with an amplitude Vpp = Vf,norm .
3
1. Percent flicker: in a range between Q = 16
and Q = 15
16 , we achieve a percent
flicker ρ̄ that is better than the benchmark for both α = 1 and α = 0.1. At
1
, ρ̄ equals 1 as a result of a light output that flashes in short and
Q = 16
15
low-frequency bursts. At Q = 16
, ρ̄ is dominated by the modulation signal
m(t) and approaches 50% for α = 1 and 5% for α = 0.1. The modulation
index affects both the dimming range and the percent flicker. Specifically,
smaller the value of α, the lower the percent flicker and wider the dimming
range.
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Figure 4.14: Relationship between flicker metrics and duty cycle.
2. Flicker index is influenced by both the modulation index α and the PWM
1
9
duty cycle Q. In a range between Q = 16
and Q = 16
, the flicker index
is smaller than the benchmark for both α = 0.1 and α = 1 due to the
existence of signal m(t). As Q increases, the flicker index corresponding
to α = 0.1 approaches the benchmark since the PWM signal p(t) starts to
dominate. On the other hand, the flicker index given by α = 1 is worse
than the benchmark at Q ≈ 1, which is caused by the signal m(t) with a
100% modulation depth.

4.6

Conclusions and discussions

We presented the design and evaluation of a prototype system with two LED
devices for asynchronous communication while also providing illumination. The
devices use the LEDs themselves for data transmission and reception, without
additional dedicated light sensors. The built prototype was evaluated in terms of
BER and illumination flicker performance. We showed that reliable communica98
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tion at a rate of a few kbps was achievable, with illumination flicker comparable
to conventional PWM dimming.
Reliable VLC was demonstrated over a short distance (about 10 cm) is this
paper with a single LED. When scaling to luminaires with hundreds of LEDs
(and possibly high power LEDs), we expect that a VLC range in the order of
meters becomes feasible. To see this, consider a transmitter with M LEDs and
a receiver with Ne LEDs branches in parallel.
It can be shown that the effective
√
VLC range is improved by a factor of M · Ne [23]. As an example, consider
RGB LED strips with 5 tri-color RGB LED chips in series and 24 such branches
in parallel,
√ i.e. M = 5 × 24 = 120 and Ne = 24. This results in a communication
range of 120 × 24 × 10 cm ≈ 536.7 cm.
In the proposed system, there was no acknowledgement (ACK) mechanism.
One way of incorporating an ACK signal is by having the two LED devices timeshare the channel and switch between transmit and receive operations following
a MAC protocol. Yet another possibility is to use bi-directional VLC [24] to
incorporate an ACK signal. The design of ACK mechanisms is beyond the scope
of this paper and is a topic of further investigation.
The proposed VLC system was considered under a scenario of no mobility,
that is, the transmitter and receiver locations were fixed. In some applications,
the devices may have limited mobility. In this case, an adaptive threshold technique may be employed wherein the receiver adapts threshold parameters γHI and
γLO to the incident light power. The design of such schemes and performance
evaluation of such systems are topics of future research.
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Chapter

5

Adaptive visible light communication
and illumination with LEDs∗
Visible light communication (VLC) with light emitting diodes (LEDs)
has attracted interest in different applications like consumer infotainment, interactive lighting and networked lighting control. In this paper, we consider a peer-to-peer VLC system wherein an LED is used
for both VLC transmission and reception, while providing flicker-free
illumination. We specifically propose an adaptive VLC system to extend the reliable communication range and deal with ambient light
changes and LED device portability that can occur in indoor VLC
applications. At the transmitter, a weighted combination of a pulse
width modulation signal and a redundant run-length limited encoded
on-off keying (OOK) signal is used for data transmission. The weights
are adapted to the target dimming level and to enhance the signalto-noise ratio. The LED receiver uses OOK and the OFF periods
therein for VLC reception. An adaptive threshold detection scheme
is proposed for decoding. The communication performance of the
proposed system is evaluated with a prototype implementation and
compared with a non-adaptive VLC system.

∗
This chapter has been submitted to: S. Li, A. Pandharipande and F. M. J. Willems,
“Adaptive visible light communication and illumination with LEDs”, IEEE Journal on Selected
Areas in Communications Special Issue on Localisation, Communication and Networking with
VLC.
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5.1

Introduction

Visible light communication (VLC) refers to optical communication in the visible
part, 375 − 780 nm, of the electromagnetic spectrum. In VLC, the light output of
the transmitting device is modulated to embed information that can be received
and decoded at a receiving device. Given the flexibility with which light emitting
diodes (LEDs) can be controlled, VLC with LEDs has attracted significant attention in applications like consumer electronics, interactive and networked lighting
control [1–5]. Many of these applications require low-medium data rates, with
a minimal impact on illumination. For such applications, there has been recent
interest in the use of LEDs for both VLC transmission and reception [6–11].
This is in contrast to works [12–14] where high data rate VLC systems have been
considered with LEDs and dedicated light sensors. For a recent review on indoor
VLC, see [15].
While the spectrum-selective light sensing property of LEDs as light sensors
has been known for long [16, 17], it has been only recently exploited for indoor
lighting applications like color sensing [18] and daylight sensing [19]. The use of
LEDs as receivers has been further explored in [6–9] to achieve VLC for LEDto-LED communications in consumer toys and entertainment applications, and
in [10,11] to achieve two-way VLC and for unidirectional VLC in [20] while maintaining certain illumination constraints. A key feature of such systems is that no
dedicated light sensors are used for VLC reception; the LEDs provide illumination and also serve as VLC receivers. We consider operational scenarios where
the ambient light levels may vary and the LED devices have limited portability,
thus limiting the effective communication range of such VLC systems. To address
this problem, we consider an adaptive VLC system, with parameter adaptation
at both the transmitter and the receiver.
Simple PHY and MAC layer protocols to enable slotted communications with
LED devices using 2-pulse position modulation were considered in [6–9]. An
embedded Linux platform with an opto-electronic transceiver front-end, OpenVLC, was presented in [21] for LED-to-LED communications with software-based
primitives such as sampling, symbol detection and coding/decoding. Using this
platform, intra-frame bidirectional VLC was presented in [22]. In [10,11], Manchester encoding with on-off keying (OOK) was considered for two-way VLC with
LEDs for enhancing the system data rates and synchronization methods were
proposed.
In [20], unidirectional VLC between two LED devices in a peer-to-peer topology was considered. At the transmitter, data was encoded using a standard
run-length limited (RLL) code with carefully added redundancy bits to facilitate
decoding. The encoded data was modulated using OOK and added to a pulse
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width modulation (PWM) signal waveform, which was then transmitted. The
receiver was OOK modulated with 50% duty cycle, and the OFF periods were
used for VLC reception. The receiver and transmitter were allowed to be asynchronous, in particular, with a phase offset locked within a preset range. The
proposed calibration scheme at the receiver in [20] assumed a fixed communication distance between the two LED devices and that the ambient light conditions
did not change rapidly. Ambient light changes (e.g. slow daylight variations) can
however limit the effective communication range in such a system.
To address this problem, we consider an adaptive VLC system. At the transmitter side, we consider a weighted combination of a PWM signal and a redundant RLL encoded OOK signal. The weights are designed to achieve a target
dimming level and enhance the transmit signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), that in
turn increases the effective communication range. At the receiver, a method for
adaptive threshold detection is proposed to deal with ambient light changes and
device portability. We compare the proposed adaptive VLC system with the nonadaptive VLC system [20] in terms of bit error rate (BER) performance using an
experimental single LED system prototype.

5.2

System structure

In this section, we provide an overview of the VLC system structure. The proposed system is illustrated in Fig. 5.1, wherein a transmitter communicates an
information bit sequence to a receiver, while providing a preset dimming level.
The receiving LED is OOK modulated and receives the transmitted optical signal
when in OFF state.
One input of the transmitter is the information bit sequence s. Every x
bits of s is encoded using a standard xByB RLL encoder into a y-bit codeword
w = (w1 , · · · , wy ). The codeword is DC-balance, with equal number of 1s and
0s. To aid decoding, the transmitter inserts redundant bits into the codeword at
positions that are determined by the duty cycle Q of a PWM dimming signal p(t).
The updated codeword, denoted by w̃, is modulated into a square wave signal
m(t) using OOK. Signals m(t) and p(t) are weighted and summed, resulting in
a voltage signal y(t),
y(t) = cm m(t) + cp p(t).

(5.1)

The weighting factors cm and cp are functions of the modulation index α (0.1 ≤
α ≤ 1). Both the duty cycle Q and the modulation index α are derived from
a lookup table (LUT), whose entry is a target dimming level λ⋆ as another
transmitter input. Signal y(t) is DC-biased, with µ being the LED switch-ON
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Figure 5.1: System structure and transmitter/receiver block diagrams.

voltage. The DC offset µ can be better understood from the LED piece-wise
linear model [23] in Fig. 5.2. We assume that signals m(t) and p(t) are with unit
amplitude and show an exemplary waveform of signal y(t)+µ below the I-V curve
in Fig. 5.2. A scalar voltage value Vmargin determines a range [µ, µ + Vmargin ],
within which the LED can be safely dimmed by applying a forward voltage
y(t)+µ. The final output is a voltage signal y(t)+µ, which drives the transmitting
LED.
The input of the receiver is a dedicated sensing bit sequence s⋆ . It is selected
such that the corresponding RLL codeword w⋆ = (· · · , 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, · · · ) is with
alternating 1 and 0. It is OOK modulated into a signal m(t) that directly dims
the LED at a 0.5 dimming level. The same LED is used to receive optical
signals in the OFF periods of m(t). A transimpedance amplifier (TIA) is used
to convert the photocurrent signal iph (t) into a voltage signal Uph (t), which is
sampled and quantized into a sample vector U = (U1 , · · · , UN ) with a 10-bit
analog-to-digital converter (ADC). An adaptive decoder is designed to recover
s from the partially received optical signal, offering robustness to ambient light
changes within a certain range. The output of the decoder is a received bit ŝ.
Further, the sample vector U is fed into a phase lock unit. It locks the phase106
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Figure 5.2: LED current-voltage characteristic and its piece-wise linear model.
offset between the transmitter and the receiver within a preset range, which aids
correct decoding. The phase lock unit outputs a waveform m̃(t) as a shift of signal
m(t). The phase lock unit has been described in our previous work [20]. In the
following two sections, we explain the adaptive functionality of the transmitter
and the receiver.

5.3

Adaptive VLC transmitter

In this section, we first formulate the trade-off between illumination and communication performance, which motivates the adaptation of modulation index α to
the target dimming level λ⋆ . Then, the proposed adaptive modulation scheme is
described in detail.

5.3.1

Redundant encoder and frame structure

Let W be the number of xByB RLL codewords carried per frame and each frame
is transmitted per PWM period. With xByB RLL encoder, every x information
bits are encoded into y codeword bits. To encode a frame, the encoder takes
a sequence of transmission bits s = (s1 , · · · , sW ×x ) as input. It first derives a
sequence of RLL codeword bits w = (w1 , · · · , wz ) with length z = W × y bits
using an existing xByB RLL encoder. We denote the bits in w with ’X’. We
assume that both the PWM period Tp and its ON period QTp are integer multiple
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Figure 5.3: Frame structure and redundant encoding.

of bit duration Tb , as shown in Fig. 5.3. To aid decoding, the encoder adds 4
redundant bits at certain positions. Two redundant bits (0, 1) are added at the
rising edge of the PWM signal p(t). Another pair of bits (1, 0) are added at the
falling edge position. In Fig. 5.3, the redundant bits in w̃ are highlighted. Each
frame consists of a (z + 4)-bit codeword vector w̃ that is output by the encoder.
Two exemplary PHY frames F [0] and F [1] are illustrated Fig. 5.3. The existence
of redundant bits determines the upper and lower bounds of PWM duty cycle Q,
2
z+2
≤Q≤
.
z+4
z+4

(5.2)

2
, there is no codeword bits transmitted in the ON period of
In case Q = z+4
z+2
PWM signal. Only two redundant bits (1, 1) are carried. In case Q = z+4
, there
is no codeword bits but a pair of redundant bits (0, 0) in the OFF period of
PWM signal.

5.3.2

Dimming support

Assuming signals m(t) and p(t) are with unit amplitude, we define the modulation
index α as the ratio between the amplitude of the weighted OOK signal and the
amplitude of the weighted PWM carrier signal:
α=

cm
(0.1 ≤ α ≤ 1),
cp
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α
Vmargin and cp =
where cm = 1+α
ming level given by

1
1+α Vmargin .

The transmitter achieves a dim-

Qcp + 21 cm
Vmargin
2
α
=
Q+
,
2 + 2α
2 + 2α

λ (Q, α) =

(5.4)

which reflects the trade-off between illumination and communication performance. Specifically, a small α (e.g. α = 0.1) has the advantage of achieving
a wide dimming range at the cost of reduced SNR. For systems where illumination can be traded for reliable communication, the transmitter may increase α
(e.g. α = 1). Given a target dimming level λ⋆ , multiple (Q, α) pairs can satisfy
λ(Q, α) = λ⋆ . Among these solutions, the transmitter chooses the largest possible α in order to enhance SNR. This is realized by the adaptive modulation
scheme.

5.3.3

Adaptive modulation

We propose an adaptive scheme, based on table lookup, to achieve the target
dimming level λ⋆ while increasing the SNR. The lookup table relates an achieved
2
z+2
dimming level range [λ( z+4
, α), λ( z+4
, α)] to a certain modulation index α. The
dimming level range reflects the contribution of PWM signal on illumination
given a certain modulation index. The tables consists of ten entries corresponding
to α ∈ {0.1, 0.2, · · · , 1.0}. For each α, the transmitter achieves a dimming range
2
with a lower bound of λ( z+4
, α). This is because there are at least two bits (a
pair of redundant bits (1, 1)) in the ON period of signal p(t). Similarly, the upper
z+2
bound of a dimming range is determined by λ( z+4
, α), since there are at least
two bits (a pair of redundant bits (0, 0)) in the OFF period of signal p(t). Given
a target dimming level λ⋆ , the transmitter first finds the maximum value of α
from the lookup table that satisfies the constraint
λ(

2
z+2
, α) ≤ λ⋆ ≤ λ(
, α).
z+4
z+4

(5.5)

It then calculates Q using Eq.(5.4) for the selected α and the target dimming
level λ⋆ .
We show an exemplary lookup table in Table 5.1. We select z = 30, i.e. 30
codeword bits are transmitted per frame, so as to achieve a maximum dimming
range between 0.1 and 0.9 when α = 0.1. Let the target dimming level λ⋆ = 0.75.
The transmitter first searches Table 5.1 and determines the maximum possible
modulation index to be α = 0.7. It then calculates the PWM duty cycle to be
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Table 5.1: Lookup table for adaptation of modulation index.
Dimming range
[0.0989, 0.9011]
[0.1324, 0.8676]
[0.1606, 0.8394]
[0.1849, 0.8151]
[0.2059, 0.7941]

α
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5

Dimming range
[0.2243, 0.7757]
[0.2405, 0.7595]
[0.2549, 0.7451]
[0.2678, 0.7322]
[0.2794, 0.7206]

α
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0

Q ≈ 0.9250 using Eq. (5.4). To make the PWM signal period Tp an integer
multiple of bit duration Tb , the ON period of signal p(t) is chosen as
QTp = R{⌈Q(z + 4)⌉}Tb ,
= R{⌈0.9250 × 34⌉}Tb ,
= R{32}Tb ,

(5.6)

= 32Tb ,
where the function R{a} is given by


2,
R{a} = z + 2,


a,

if a < 2,
if a > z + 2,
otherwise.

(5.7)

This limits QTp in a valid range between 2Tb and (z + 2)Tb . The rounding error
is evaluated in Section 6.6.

5.4

Adaptive VLC receiver

At the receiver side, we first briefly introduce the LED sensing front-end, the
phase-lock unit and the decoder. We refer the reader to our previous work [20] for
design details, and primarily focus on the adaptive threshold scheme proposed to
improve the system robustness against ambient light changes and support limited
LED device portability.

5.4.1

LED sensing front-end and phase-lock unit

At the moment a receiving LED is switched OFF (i.e. in the OFF period of
OOK signal m(t)), it is zero-biased to sense the optical signal. Specifically, it
converts the photocurrent signal iph (t) into a photovoltage signal Uph (t) using
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Figure 5.4: Decoding of multi-level dimming signal y1 (t).
a transimpedance amplifier. Signal Uph (t) is sampled and fed to the phase-lock
unit. It locks the phase-offset between the transmitter and the receiver within a
preset range, which aids correct decoding.

5.4.2

Decoder

Waveforms depicting the decoding of a multi-level signal y(t) are shown in Fig.5.4.
We add lower index to signals m(t), p(t) and y(t) in order to differentiate between
transmitter L1 and receiver L2. The receiver L2 measures a photovoltage signal
Uph (t) in response to the transmitted optical signal y1 (t). It is highlighted with
the dashed curve. We define an index, k = 1, 2, · · · , to denote the k-th sensing
interval at receiver L2, i.e. the k-th OFF period of signal m2 (t) in Fig. 5.4. During
the k-th sensing interval, the measured photovoltage signal Uph (t) is sampled and
k ) and is used to decode two
quantized into a sample vector Uk = (U1k , · · · , UN
ˆ
ˆ
transmitted bits (w̃2k−1 , w̃2k ) in two steps:
1. The decoder first calculates sample differences of the sample vector Uk and
finds the one with maximum absolute value, |dk |. The case dk > Γ, where
Γ > 0 implements a band gap option, indicates a rising edge in response to
the transmission of (w̃2k−1 , w̃2k ) = (0, 1). Similarly, dk < −Γ maps to the
transmission of (w̃2k−1 , w̃2k ) = (1, 0). If all differences fall into the band
gap [−Γ, Γ], the decoder continues with step 2.
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2. This step implements thresholding:
(
ˆ2k−1 , w̃
ˆ2k ) = (0, 0)
(w̃
(1, 1)

P
k
, N1 N
j=1 Uj < γ,
, otherwise,

where γ > 0 is a threshold voltage and equals
(
γHI , 0 < t < QTp ,
γ=
γLO , QTp < t < Tp ,

(5.8)

(5.9)

γHI > 0 and γLO > 0 are threshold values in volt. They are used respectively in
ON and OFF periods of signal p(t) for thresholding (Eq. (5.8)). Threshold values
γHI and γLO can be obtained in a calibration phase [20], during which a PHY
frame is communicated at a fixed distance under stable ambient light conditions.
Decoding of a multi-level dimming signal requires a threshold that is adaptive to
the signal p(t). Therefore, L2 needs to detect the moment when the signal p(t)
switches between ON and OFF periods, so as to select a proper value of γ for
thresholding. We consider respectively the rising edge and falling edge detection.
1. Rising edge detection: the receiver detects a rising edge of p(t) signal if
dk > γHI or an element in Uk becomes greater than γHI .
2. Falling edge detection: the receiver detects a falling edge if dk < −γHI or
an element in Uk becomes less than γLO .
This edge detection approach makes use of the redundant bits added at the
edge positions of signal p(t) and can be verified with the signal Uph (t) shown
in Fig. 5.4. Knowing the edges of p(t) in turn allows decoder to remove the
ˆ 1 , resulting in an estimated codeword ŵ1 = (1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1)
redundant bits from w̃
and an estimated information bit sequence ŝ1 = (0, 1, 0, 1).

5.4.3

Adaptive threshold

We propose an adaptive threshold scheme, by which γHI and γLO are adapted
to dynamic ambient light conditions and communication distance changes. We
assume a portability scenario and slow ambient light fluctuation such that the
impact on the receiver measurement can be regarded as a constant offset during
communication of at least one PHY frame. Under this condition, the photovoltage samples that are collected within one PHY frame period can be partitioned
into K clusters. The cluster number K corresponds to the number of different
illumination levels that can be output by the transmitter, and is determined in
Algorithm 3.
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Algorithm 3 Adaptive threshold
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:

Input 1 : a sequence of sample vector U† [n] collected during n-th PHY frame
Input 2 : estimated duty cycle Q̂ of PWM signal p1 (t)
Output: γHI [n + 1] and γLO [n + 1] for decoding of (n + 1)-th PHY frame
2
if Q̂ = z+4
then
K←3
else if Q̂ = z+2
z+4 then
K←3
else
K←4
(c1 , c2 , · · · , cK ) ← κ{U† [n]}
c +c
γHI [n + 1] ← K 2K−1
2
γLO [n + 1] ← c1 +c
2
z+2
if Q̂ = z+4 then
Γ[n + 1] ← cK − γHI [n + 1]
else
Γ[n + 1] ← γLO [n + 1] − c1

The updating rule is describe in Algorithm 3. One input to the algorithm a
vector of the total ADC samples U† [n] collected by receiver L2 when receiving
the n-th PHY frame F [n]. Note that the PHY frame length corresponds to (z+4)
number of bit duration at the receiver side and half of them are sensing intervals.
In each sensing interval, N number of ADC samples are collected. Therefore, the
dimension of U† [n] is 1-by-( z+4
2 N ). Another input is the estimated duty cycle Q̂
of PWM signal p1 (t), by using the decoded redundant bits position. Specifically,
(
2
, if no information bit is received for 0 < t < QTp ,
(5.10)
Q̂ = z+4
z+2
z+4 , if no information bit is received for QTp < t < Tp .
z+2
2
and Q̂ = z+4
, the dimming signal y1 (t) are with only three
In cases Q̂ = z+4
different illumination levels (i.e. K = 3). Otherwise, we assign K = 4. The
function κ{·} implements a K-means clustering algorithm [24] and outputs K
centroid locations in an ascending order, i.e. c1 < c2 < · · · < cK . The threshold γHI is assigned with the average value of the two largest centroid locations,
and γLO with the average of the two smallest centroid locations. The updated
threshold γHI [n + 1] and γLO [n + 1] are used for decoding of a subsequent frame
F [n + 1].
In addition to γHI and γLO , the receiver also adapts the band gap option
Γ per frame using steps 14 to 18 in Algorithm 3. Recall that Γ is used to
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detect the rising / falling edges of signal y(t) in the first step of decoding. As
the communication distance increases, the maximum absolute value of sample
difference |dk | decreases following the inverse square law. As such, Γ must be
adapted to portability for correct decoding. Depending on the estimated duty
cycle Q̂, a receiver updates Γ with two rules.
1. In case no information bits are carried in the OFF period of PWM signal,
z+2
i.e. Q̂ = z+4
, the cluster number K = 3 and the cluster centroid locations
satisfy c1 < c2 < c3 . The receiver applies the first rule to update Γ with
2
the difference between c3 and the updated threshold γHI [n + 1] = c3 +c
2 , i.e.
Γ[n + 1] = c3 −

c3 + c2
c3 − c2
=
.
2
2

(5.11)

2. In case at least one information bit is carried in the OFF period of PWM
signal, the receiver uses the second rule to update Γ with the difference
2
between c1 and the updated threshold γLO [n + 1] = c1 +c
2 (c1 < c2 ), i.e.
Γ[n + 1] =

5.5

c1 + c2
c2 − c1
− c1 =
.
2
2

(5.12)

Experimental results

In this section, we describe our prototype implementation and evaluate the system performance.

5.5.1

Prototype implementation

For the adaptive transmitter, random transmission bits are generated and encoded using 4B6B line code in a Matlab testbench. There are five codewords
plus four redundant bits per PHY frame, which gives x = 4, y = 6, W = 5 and
z = 30. Each frame is carried by one PWM period. We choose Tb = 500 µs
z
and Tp = 17 ms. The achieved data rate is given by T1b × z+4
× ρ ≈ 1176 bps,
2
where ρ = 3 is the 4B6B RLL code rate. The modulation signals m(t), p(t) and
their weighted summation y(t) are realized using the analog output channel of
a NI myDAQ acquisition card. The voltage signal y(t) is fed into a unit gain
buffer, which increases the load current up to 40 mA. The buffer is realized using an integrated operation amplifier (op-amp) of a micro-controller unit (MCU)
TI MSP430F2274. The op-amp output directly drives a single CREE XLamp
CM-E color LED for illumination and optical signal transmission. There are
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individually addressable red, green, blue and white color LED chips on one package, among which only the red LED chip has been used. Its switch-ON voltage
µ = 1.8 V and is output from the same analog channel.
For the adaptive receiver, the sensing bit sequence is locally generated by
another MCU, which further implements the RLL encoding, OOK modulation
and semi-synchronization with its software. The receiving front-end is a red LED
chip of the same type and is driven by the general purpose input/output ports
of the MCU. The TIA is implemented with an integrated op-amp of the MCU,
with a 500 kΩ feedback resistor and a 2.2 pF noise reducing capacitor. Due
to the limited computational resource on the MCU, both decoder and adaptive
threshold algorithm are implemented with PC software. The TIA output is
communicated to the PC using an analog input channel of a data acquisition
card, at a rate of N = 100 samples per sensing slot (one Tb ). Initially, both the
transmitting and receiving LEDs are placed in a dark room, facing each other
via a line-of-sight path.

5.5.2

Dimming support

We now study the adaptive behavior of the proposed system under dynamic
target dimming levels. The stimuli λ⋆ = (0.10, 0.11, · · · , 0.89, 0.90) is loaded into
the Matlab testbench. The communication distance is fixed at d = 15 cm in
dark room conditions. In Fig. 5.5 (a), we show the adaptation of transmitter
parameters, including the modulation index α and the PWM duty cycle Q. As
λ⋆ increases from 0.1 to 0.5, the value of α is increased before Q. This is because
for each target dimming level, the transmitter first selects the maximum possible
α from Table 5.1. It then calculates Q using Eq. (5.4). As λ⋆ approaching
z+2
0.9, PWM duty cycle Q reaches the upper bound z+4
. As such, the transmitter
decreases α to trade SNR for higher illumination level. The difference between
achieved dimming level and λ⋆ is caused by rounding error of Q and is below 3%
for 0.1 ≤ λ⋆ ≤ 0.9.
In Fig. 5.5 (b), we show the adaptation of decoder threshold to modulation
index changes. The value of γHI is inversely proportional to α. This is because
c +c
the centroid position ck−1 is inversely proportional to α, and so is γHI = K 2K−1 .
⋆
The value of γLO is proportional to α for 0.1 < λ < 0.7. This is because the
2
centroid position c2 increases over α, and so is γLO = c1 +c
2 . The value of γLO is
⋆
inversely proportional to α as λ approaching 0.9. This is because Q has reached
its upperbound, which gives a cluster number K = 3 (step 6. in Algorithm 3).
c +c
2
The value γLO = c1 +c
= 1 2K−1 is inversely proportional to α. The relation
2
between Γ and α can be explained in a similar way. There is a spike at the
beginning of γHI , where QTp = 2Tb . According to step 12 in Algorithm 3, the
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(a) Adaptation of modulation index and PWM duty cycle to dimming level.

(b) Adaptation of decoder threshold to dimming level.

(c) BER vs dimming level.

Figure 5.5: Adaptation of the system to dimming level changes of the transmitter.
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(a) Adaptation of threshold voltage to ambient light level changes.

(b) Robustness of adaptive receiver against ambient light level changes.

Figure 5.6: Adaptation of the system to ambient light level changes.

cluster number K = 3 and γHI is lowered by the centroid position of the middle
cluster, c2 . There is another spike near the end of γLO , where λ⋆ = 0.87. From
Table 5.1, it gives α = 0.1. From Eq. (5.4), it gives Q = 31
34 . According to step
13 in Algorithm 3, the cluster number K = 4 and γLO is lowered by the centroid
position c2 .
The BER plot is shown in Fig. 5.5 (c), which is calculated per 104 transmitted
information bits. Zero bit error is replaced by 10−5 in order to show in the log
scale plot. For values α ≥ 0.2, the system achieves unidirectional communication
with BER < 10−3 . BER goes beyond 10−3 only when α = 0.1, due to limited
SNR for the selected communication distance of d = 15 cm.
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Figure 5.7: Plot of BER over communication distance.

5.5.3

Communication performance

We now study adaptation of the receiver to ambient light changes. We fix λ⋆ =
0.5 (which gives α = 1) and the communication distance d = 15 cm. The ambient
light is increased gradually from 0 lux till 500 lux. The plot of adaptive threshold
over time is shown in Fig. 5.6 (a). We select the system presented in [20] as
a benchmark, which implements a static threshold decoder at the receiver and
features α = 1 at the transmitter. Their communication performance is compared
by showing the BER plot in Fig. 5.6 (b). Denote the ambient light level with
Φ, the benchmark system fails to decode at Φ ≈ 260 lux, followed by a loss of
semi-synchronization at Φ ≈ 280 lux. From then on, the decoded bit sequence
is longer than the transmitted one due to the failure of removing the redundant
bits. In this case, the BER value is assigned with 1. In comparison, the proposed
system shows robustness against ambient light changes in a range between 0 and
500 lux.
The same benchmark is used to highlight the robustness of the proposed
system against dynamic communication distance (portability), which is shown in
Fig. 5.7. For the proposed system, we set λ = 0.53 (α = 1). The communication
distance is changed from 5 cm to 15 cm in steps of 5 cm, and in steps of 1 cm
till a distance of 25 cm. At each position, BER is calculated per 105 transmitted
information bits under two configurations of ambient light level: Φ < 50 lux
(dark room condition) and Φ = 500 lux. Compared with the benchmark, the
proposed system extends the communication distance (with BER < 10−3 ) from
15 cm to 20 cm, which is about 33% improvement regardless of ambient light
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changes. At distances greater than d = 20 cm, communication deteriorates
because of small SNR. Considering the communication range scaling analysis
in [20], assuming RGB (red, green, blue) LED strips with 5 tri-color RGB LED
chips in series and 24 such branches in parallel are used as transmitter and
receiver, the communication range increase of 5 cm is scaled to 2 m.

5.6

Conclusions and discussions

We presented the design of a LED based VLC system where the LED is used
for adaptive VLC transmission and reception, as well as for illumination. In the
proposed design, the modulation index at the transmitter as well as calibration
detection thresholds at the receiver are adapted to react to changes in ambient
illumination conditions and limited LED device portability. Using an experimental prototype system, we showed that an increase of almost 33% in reliable
communication distance can be obtained in comparison to a non-adaptive VLC
system.
Under the choice of a single, low-power LED as transceiver, the reliable VLC
range was demonstrated to be 20 cm. If a RGB LED strip with 5 tri-color RGB
LED chips in series and 24 such branches in parallel were to be used as transceiver,
we expect the effective communication range to scale to about 8 m [20] and thus
suitable for low to medium rate indoor applications.
The proposed adaptive threshold scheme in Algorithm 1 can also be used
in two-way VLC system [10], [11], with appropriate parameter modifications.
Performance analysis of an adaptive two-way VLC system is a topic of future
study.
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6

Two-way visible light communication
and illumination with LEDs∗
Visible light communications (VLC) with light emitting diodes (LEDs)
has attracted applications like data communications, lighting control
and light interaction. In this paper, we propose a system by which
two LED devices are used for two-way VLC while also providing illumination. We consider Manchester encoding with on-off keying for
transmission. A reception scheme in which the LEDs themselves are
used as receivers by sensing in the off periods is considered. A synchronization scheme to achieve frame- and symbol-level synchronization is also proposed. A prototype of the proposed system is designed
and the communication performance is evaluated.

This chapter has been published as: S. Li, A. Pandharipande and F. M. J. Willems,
“Two-way visible light communication and illumination with LEDs”, IEEE Transactions on
Communications, vol. 65, no. 2, pp. 740-750, February 2017.
∗
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6.1

Introduction

Visible light communication (VLC) refers to communication in the visible part
of the spectrum. This involves a VLC transmitter that transmits information
by modulating its light output and a receiver that is capable of decoding the
transmitted information. Embedding information by modulating light output
has become easier with the advent of light emitting diodes (LEDs). A number of
applications in lighting control, light interaction and infotainment networking [1],
[2], [3], [4] make use of VLC with LEDs. In addition to being used as transmitters,
LEDs have been recently used as light sensors in different applications [5], [6], [7].
However limited work exists on the use of LEDs as receivers, with the notable
exception of the body of works [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13]. In this paper, we
consider the use of LEDs as transceivers to achieve two-way communication,
while providing basic illumination.
In the proposed system, we use LEDs as both transmitters and receivers in
two-way VLC, without using additional dedicated light sensors as receivers. Twoway VLC refers to two devices transmitting simultaneously using VLC. In our
system, two LED devices transmit information to each other, while additionally
serving as sensors to receive this information and providing illumination. The
design of this new system brings about a number of technical challenges:
[i] how should data encoding/decoding be designed to enable LEDs to transmit/receive for a two-way VLC, while also providing illumination without
perceivable flicker;
[ii] how should the LED devices be synchronized for two-way VLC;
[iii] what are the communication and illumination trade-offs in such a system.

6.1.1

Related work

A number of works have considered VLC systems with LEDs and dedicated light
sensors as VLC receivers [1], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23].
In [1], the performance of a LED lighting system that provides illumination and
VLC with photodetectors was analyzed. The possibility of achieving high data
rates with VLC were shown in [14], [16], [21], [22], [23]. A hybrid communication protocol for mixing camera communication with faster modulation designed
for photodetectors was considered in [17]. In [18], a platform for distributed,
multi-hop VLC was presented. Full-duplex VLC relaying across luminaires in an
indoor lighting system was proposed in [19], [20], with advanced signal processing techniques for dealing with self-interference at the photodetector at the relay
luminaire. For a recent overview on VLC, see [15].
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The use of LEDs as receivers has been explored in [8], [9], [10], [11], [12] to
achieve VLC for LED-to-LED communications in consumer toys and entertainment applications. Due to the nature of these applications, limited attention
was given to illumination constraints. Simple PHY and MAC layer protocols to
enable slotted communications with LED devices were considered in these works.
Schemes were proposed to leave devices unsynchronized and transmit a dedicated
synchronization preamble [8, 9] or idle patterns [24] before each frame. An improvement was proposed in [10] by considering a physical layer protocol based
on a slotting structure. The scheme used 2-pulse position modulation which
supports one-way transmission over an unoccupied channel (with the receiving
device in sensing mode). It utilized two dedicated synchronization intervals to
determine the direction of phase offset between two devices. A stepwise correction was implemented by iteratively changing the subsequent LED ON slot
duration. An open source embedded Linux platform with a LED transceiver
front-end, OpenVLC, was presented in [11] and [12]. A carrier sensing multiple access/collision detection and hidden avoidance MAC protocol was presented
in [12], by which in-band bi-directional transmission was realized in a visible light
network of LEDs. This system results in asymmetric data rate, with the achieved
data rate in one direction being half of the data rate in the other direction. Also,
the illumination level of the receiver depends on its payload and is less than 50%.
In [13], we have proposed a LED system for jointly achieving unidirectional VLC
while providing flicker-free illumination. The receiving LED is OOK modulated
for VLC reception in the OFF periods. It is allowed to be asynchronous to the
transmitter, with a phase offset within a preset range.

6.1.2

Contributions and organization of our work

We propose a two-way VLC system that can support simultaneous communication between two LED devices, without the use of dedicated photodetectors,
and also provide illumination. The two-way channel was first introduced by
Shannon [25] and the achievable rate was analyzed in an information-theoretic
setting. Since then, the two-way channel has been studied in different wireless
communication systems [26], [27]. The performance of two-way VLC systems
has not yet been studied in the literature yet, to the best of our knowledge.
Section 6.2 provides an overview of the proposed VLC system. The VLC system rate and illumination are considered and the combination of Manchester
coding plus on-off-keying (OOK) modulation is shown to achieve the optimum
rate-illumination trade-off. The designed LED transceiver prototype is described
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in Section 6.32 . The physical layer data frame structure, encoding and decoding
schemes are presented in Section 6.4. Our proposed symbol-level synchronization
scheme omits dedicated synchronization intervals and reuses the symbol slot for
phase offset correction. This is in contrast to past works in VLC that used dedicated synchronization preambles [8, 9] or idle patterns [24]. Both the direction
and the amount of phase offset are derived in this way, allowing fast synchronization within one symbol slot. Furthermore, a scheme to compensate for any
illumination loss due to phase correction during the synchronization process is
proposed. The synchronization and illumination loss compensation schemes are
explained in Section 6.5. Experimental results to evaluate the illumination and
communication performance of the designed two-way VLC system are presented
in Section 6.6. The trade-off between VLC system rate and illumination is analyzed in Appendix 6.A by establishing a connection to the two-way channel.
Conclusions are drawn in Section 6.7.

6.2

System structure

The structure of a two-way VLC system with two LED devices is illustrated
in Fig. 6.1. It consists of a dual-mode driver and a LED based transceiver
communicating over the optical free space medium. The signaling waveform
of a LED device is designed such that the transceiver can receive optical signals
during the OFF period of the waveform. The LED driver operates in two modes.
In the emitting mode of the driver circuit, the LED device is forward-biased to
output a constant light level. In the sensing mode, the LED device is switched
off to convert the received light power to a photocurrent signal.
Consider a time slotted structure. During each time slot, the LED device
is either in the emit or sense state. Only when in the sense state can a LED
device decide whether the other one has emitted light or not. Communication
and illumination can be expressed by the system response given in Table 6.1.
In this table, the first two columns list the four possible states of the two LED
devices. For each device, depending on its state, the corresponding transceiver
outputs three types of measurements: ‘light’, ‘no light’ and ’unknown’. Consider
the first row. Both transceivers have output ‘no light’ since these devices are
in sense state and there is no transmission. Now consider the second row as
an example. Transceiver 1 outputs ‘light’ in response to the emit state of LED
device 2, and LED device 1 being in sense state. On the other hand, transceiver
2 outputs ’unknown’ because LED device 2 is in emit state and hence cannot
2

A prototype design for such a LED transceiver has been presented in [28] with redundant
run-length limited coding schemes being considered.
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Figure 6.1: System structure and transceiver block diagram.
Table 6.1: System truth table, describing channel outputs given the inputs, for
each time slot.
LED device 1

LED device 2

sense
sense
emit
emit

sense
emit
sense
emit

Transceiver 1
measurement
no light
light
unknown
unknown

Transceiver 2
measurement
no light
unknown
light
unknown

decide the state of the other device.
Given this system response, we consider the design of data encoding to enable
LEDs to transmit/receive for two-way VLC. We begin by considering the trade-off
between the system rate and illumination in such a system. The first contribution
of this paper is to establish that the combination of the Manchester coding and
OOK modulation achieves optimum system performance in the sense of balancing
the rate-illumination trade-off. This encoding scheme achieves a rate-illumination
quadruple (0.5, 0.5, 50%, 50%). Rates are equal to 0.5 bit per channel use (time
slot) and illumination levels of 50% can be realized, which is optimal. The reader
is referred to the Appendix for a detailed analysis and proof.
Consider one of the LED transceiver blocks in Fig. 6.1. The k-th transmission
bit s[k] is Manchester encoded into a binary codeword w[k] = (w1 [k], w2 [k]). We
apply OOK modulation to represent the digital codeword with a square wave
m(t). During the ON period of the square wave, the LED is forward-biased
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to output a constant light level. During the OFF period of the square wave,
the LED turns off and outputs photocurrent in response to the incident light
power. Switching between the light emitting and sensing modes is realized by the
dual-mode driver. The driver converts the photocurrent to a voltage signal and
outputs a vector of samples U [k]. The demodulation and decoding steps require
tight synchronization between the transmissions of the two devices. As such,
samples are first used in a synchronization scheme to estimate the phase offset
∆t between the two LED transceivers. If the two transceivers are determined to
be asynchronous, we reshape the square wave m(t) to compensate for the phase
error. The resulting square wave is denoted by m̃(t). Upon synchronization, we
extract a binary bit c[k] from U [k] by a demodulation scheme. The decoder then
performs an exclusive-OR (XOR) operation between c[k] and the transmission
bit s[k] to obtain the received bit ŝ[k]. These schemes will be discussed in detail
in the following sections.

6.3

LED transceiver front-end

The LED transceiver front-end is a dual-mode driver circuit that connects the
LED devices with the digital baseband modules. Fig. 6.2 illustrates the block diagram of the LED transceiver with front-end details. The transmitting part consists of a Manchester encoder, an OOK modulator and two configurable generalpurpose input/output (GPIO) ports. A transmission bit s[k] is encoded and
modulated into a square wave m(t). It configures two GPIO ports to switch the
LED device between two modes. In the ON period of m(t), the LED device is
in emitting mode. In the OFF period of m(t), the sensing mode is activated and
the LED device is zero-biased to receive light. A photocurrent Iph (t) is excited
and measured by the receiving part of the dual-mode driver.
The receiving part consists of a trans-impedance amplifier (TIA) and an
analog-to-digital converter (ADC). The TIA converts the photocurrent to a continuous voltage signal Uph (t) that is quantized using the ADC. The resulting
samples U [k] = (U1 [k], · · · , UNs [k]) consists of Ns number of 10-bit ADC words
and are used for demodulation and decoding. The light sensing and voltage
conversion are detailed in Fig. 6.3.
In Fig. 6.3a, we show the current-voltage characteristics of a light sensing
LED that operates in short circuit mode. The corresponding load line is highlighted with a red arrow and indicates a zero load resistance. Therefore, we
directly measure the photocurrent Iph which is linearly related to the incident
light intensity E by the LED responsivity Rλ . The photocurrent equals zero in
a dark environment with E = 0. As such, the Iph measurements are purely at128
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Figure 6.2: Block diagram of LED transceiver front-end.

(a) Short circuit mode.

(b) TIA schematic.

Figure 6.3: Photocurrent to voltage converter using TIA with a light sensing
LED operating at short circuit mode.

tributed to the power of the incident optical signal. This is an advantage over the
photoconductive mode. Measurements of photocurrent Iph are typically implemented with current-to-voltage converters (i.e. a TIA). It makes the temperature
dependence of the output voltage signal much lower and is linearly proportional
to a wide range of incident light intensity [29]. photovoltaic mode.
The schematic of a TIA converter is shown in Fig. 6.3b. A feedback resistor
RF is connected between the inverting input of an operational amplifier (opamp) and its output. This feedback resistor provides gain across the op-amp.
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Figure 6.4: Data frame structure.
For indoor situations where low light levels are possible, a large RF value is
chosen so as to convert a weak photocurrent Iph to a voltage signal within the
sensing range of the ADC. The output voltage is then Uph = Iph × RF . Despite
a high op-amp gain, a large feedback resistor results in a noisy output signal. To
compensate, the feedback resistor connects to a noise reducing capacitor CF in
parallel. The capacitance balances the trade-off between stability and bandwidth
of the TIA converter [30].

6.4

Data transmission

In this section, we introduce the physical layer frame structure and the coding
scheme, followed by the decoding scheme.

6.4.1

PHY frame structure and coding scheme

We structure a frame with one start symbol S, a number of payload symbols and
one stop symbol S̄ that is the bit-wise complement of S. Fig. 6.4 illustrates an exemplary frame structure similar to universal asynchronous receiver/transmitter
(UART) formatting. It consists of one start symbol S =’0’ and eight binary
payload symbols s[1], · · · , s[8] followed by one stop symbol S̄ =’1’. The start
symbol indicates the beginning of a frame and informs the receiver of eight incoming payload symbols. The stop symbol is the last symbol of a frame and is
followed by another frame or idle symbols. An idle symbol is a symbol S̄ (S̄ =’1’
in considered example) that is filled in between two frames and indicates an idle
state. The symbols are Manchester coded and OOK modulated. Therefore, the
LED based device is switched off for light sensing during half-time of each symbol
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Figure 6.5: Optical signaling waveforms of two symbol-level synchronized
transceivers for proposed coding scheme.
duration Ts .discussed below.

6.4.2

Decoding scheme

Fig. 6.5 shows exemplary signaling waveforms depicting the proposed encoding
and decoding scheme. We consider a LED transceiver L1 that is synchronized
to another transceiver L2 and transmits a data sequence s1 = (s1 [1], · · · , s1 [10]).
The modulated optical signal m1 (t) is shown over a duration of 10Ts in this
example. Device L2 stays in idle state and transmits idle symbols as shown by
the modulated optical signal m2 (t). In the sensing period of the k-th symbol
duration (k = 1, 2, · · · , 10), a LED transceiver measures an illumination value
l[k] ∈ {ln [k], ln [k] + Φ(d)},

(6.1)

where ln [k] denotes the illumination level that captures the background noise
when L1 and L2 are switched off, and Φ(d) is the illuminance value measured at
a certain distance d when a LED transceiver is fully ON.
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Signals Uph,1 (t) and Uph,2 (t) are photovoltage signals measured by L1 and L2
at the TIA converter output. The photovoltage signal Uph (t) is linearly related
to the received illumination value l[k] by
Uph (t) = Rλ × l[k] × RF ,

(6.2)

where Rλ is the LED responsivity and RF is the feedback resistor of the TIA converter. In total Ns voltage samples are collected in each Ts duration. The average value of sample vector U [k] = (U1 [k], · · · , UNs [k]) is compared to a threshold
voltage Vθ to derive a binary data c[k] as
(
P s
0 , if N1s N
j=1 Uj [k] < Vθ ,
(6.3)
c[k] =
1 , otherwise.
We explain the decoding process by considering two scenarios. When L1 and
L2 transmit identical symbols (i.e. s1 [k] = s2 [k] = 0 or s1 [k] = s2 [k] = 1), we
can write s1 [k] = s2 [k] ⊕ 0 with ‘⊕’ being an XOR operator. We thus obtain
c1 [k] = c2 [k] = 0 using (2). When L1 and L2 transmit different symbols (i.e.
s1 [k] = 0, s2 [k] = 1 or s1 [k] = 1, s2 [k] = 0). This gives c1 [k] = c2 [k] = 1.
Combining the two cases gives
ŝ1 [k] = s2 [k] ⊕ c2 [k].

(6.4)

ŝ2 [k] = s1 [k] ⊕ c1 [k].

(6.5)

Similarly, ŝ2 [k] is given by
Therefore, the decoder uses knowledge of its transmitted data sequence for retrieving the transmitted bits of the other LED device.
More specifically, it performs an XOR operation between the demodulated
binary data sequence c and the transmission data sequence s. The output is an
estimated binary data sequence ŝ. In Fig. 6.5, L1 and L2 estimate
ŝ2 = s1 ⊕ c1 = 0B1111111111,

ŝ1 = s2 ⊕ c2 = 0B0111001011,

(6.6)

which are respectively the transmitted data sequences.

6.5

Synchronization scheme

In the coding scheme described in Section 6.4, two synchronized LED transceivers
were assumed. In this section, we propose a symbol-level synchronization scheme
which reuses the idle symbol and stop symbol for synchronization. Further, we
propose a frame-level synchronization scheme which allows run-time synchronization during two-way VLC.
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(a) Synchronization scheme with phase (b) Synchronization scheme with phase
offset ∆t ∈ (0, T2s ).
offset ∆t ∈ ( T2s , Ts ).

Figure 6.6: Symbol-level synchronization scheme.

6.5.1

Symbol-level synchronization

Fig. 6.6 illustrates the proposed symbol-level synchronization scheme. Two LED
transceivers transmit symbol ’1’ as shown by the modulated waveforms m̃1 (t)
and m2 (t). Such a symbol is either an idle symbol or a stop symbol. In each
symbolduration Ts , there is a falling edge following Manchester coding. Within
Ts
2 , Ts , both LED transceivers are switched off to sense with measurements
highlighted in red color. Denote the phase offset by ∆t. We implement phase
compensation by considering two cases.
The first case is shown in Fig. 6.6a with 0 < ∆t < T2s . The signal m̃1 (t) is
phase-leading and has to compensate with a ∆t delay before the next symbol.
We derive ∆t from the highlighted pulse width as
∆t = t0 +

Np
,
fs

(6.7)

where t0 , Np and fs are respectively the ADC setup time, the number of samples
that are above the threshold Vθ and the ADC sampling frequency.
The second case is shown in Fig. 6.6b, where T2s < ∆t < Ts . To compensate, a
∆t delay should be inserted before the next symbol of signal m1 (t). Alternatively,
we consider the signal m̃2 (t) being phase-leading the signal m1 (t) by ∆t′ = Ts −∆t
(0 < ∆t′ < T2s ). To compensate, we simply delay the signal m̃2 (t) by ∆t′ which
can be derived from the highlighted pulse width in the sensing period of
 signal
m̃2 using (6.7). In conclusion, phase correction is limited within 0, T2s , which
prevents transceivers from correcting phase offset simultaneously.
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Figure 6.7: Frame-level synchronization scheme.

6.5.2

Frame-level synchronization

The symbol-level synchronization scheme not only aligns transceivers at the beginning of communication, but is also run-time active to compensate for clock
drift. We propose a frame-level synchronization scheme that aligns the transmitted frame with received frame and executes symbol-level synchronization with
the stop symbol of both frames.
Fig. 6.7 illustrates the frame-level synchronization scheme. Consider two
LED transceivers L1 and L2. The transmitted data sequence before Manchester
coding is given in the upper table, wherein the symbol X denotes a payload
bit. Initially, both L1 and L2 are at the idle state and execute symbol-level
synchronization. Subsequently, L1 requests to transmit a data frame F1 [1]. Since
L2 is idle, frame F1 [1] is transmitted immediately. During F1 [1] transmission,
L2 requests to transmit another frame F2 [1] but delays this transmission until
receiving the stop symbol of frame F1 [1]. L1 and L2 first execute symbol-level
synchronization, they then transmit frames F1 [2] and F2 [1] simultaneously. Twoway communication is achieved and a symbol-level synchronization is executed
at the stop symbol of each frame.

6.5.3

Illumination loss and compensation

Symbol-level synchronization scheme inserts delay intervals ∆t between a certain
number of Ts slots. This leads to an illumination loss which is proportional to
the amount of phase offset between two LED transceivers L1 and L2. Within
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(a) Illumination loss caused by symbol- (b) The proposed waveform for illumilevel synchronization.
nation compensation.

Figure 6.8: Illumination loss and compensation.

one frame, the illumination loss η =

f (∆t) =

(

f (∆t)
10×Ts

Ts − ∆t
∆t

× 100% < 5%, where
, if ∆t ∈ ( T2s , Ts ),
, if ∆t ∈ (0, T2s ).

(6.8)

Fig. 6.8a illustrates a worst case scenario wherein a synchronization symbol ’1’
is followed by a start symbol ’0’. We consider a phase offset ∆t that is close
to T2s . Following symbol-level synchronization, L1 delays the start symbol by
∆t. This delay interval, together with the previous T2s sensing period and the
subsequent T2s sensing period, forms a long off interval close to 23 Ts . The decrease
in brightness may cause perceivable flicker. To compensate for the illumination
loss and prevent flicker, we propose an illumination compensation scheme. The
idea is to replace the ∆t delay interval by a square waveform with 50% duty
cycle. As such, the average light output within the ∆t interval achieves 50% and
is same as the illumination level in a complete Ts duration.
Fig. 6.8b illustrates an exemplary waveform for illumination compensation.
During the first ∆t
4 interval, the LED transceiver L1 stays off. In the subsequent
∆t
interval
at
center,
L1 is switched on to emit light. At the last ∆t
2
4 interval,
L1 is switched off. We design such a waveform for two reasons. First, it delivers
a 50% light output for illumination compensation. Second, in response to the
waveform, L2 measurements shape a narrow pulse as highlighted with red color.
It acts as an identifier since it does not match any of the cases illustrated in
Fig. 6.6. Thus, L2 regards it as an illumination compensation behavior of L1
and will not enter the symbol-level synchronization itself.
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(a) Side A with a commercial RGBW (b) Side B with MCU, integrated TIA
color LED as transceiver front-end.
and communication interface.

Figure 6.9: Designed prototypes.

6.6

Experimental results

In this section, we describe the prototype implementation and evaluate the system performance with respect to coding, synchronization, communication rate
and illumination level.

6.6.1

Prototype implementation

Two sides of the designed LED prototype device are shown in Fig. 6.9. Side A
consists of a single CREE XLamp MC-E color LED with individually addressable
red, green, blue and white (RGBW) color LED chips in one package. To illustrate
the concepts presented in this paper, we only use the red LED chip and drive
it with a constant current of 60 mA. This forward current is provided by two
GPIO ports of a micro-controller unit (MCU) MSP430F2274 on side B. The
MCU integrates an op-amp which converts the photocurrent to a voltage signal.
It is then sampled by a 10-bit ADC on MCU and input to the decoder. Both the
decoding and the synchronization schemes are implemented in MCU software.
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Figure 6.10: Transmitted and detected waveforms of L1 and L2.

6.6.2

Coding performance

We consider two LED prototype devices L1 and L2 that are separated by distance d, with side A facing each other. They both implement VLC with Manchester coding and transmit payload data simultaneously. Specifically, L1 transmits a char symbol ’a’ with a binary ASCII code of s1 = (0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1)
and L2 transmits another char symbol ’@’ with a binary ASCII code of s2 =
(0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0). We have a symbol duration Ts = 1 ms and assume a perfect
symbol-level and frame-level synchronization between L1 and L2.
The TIA output signal and the modulated signal of L1 and L2 are shown
in Fig. 6.10. The x-axis is time in millisecond and y-axis is the voltage measurements in volt. The threshold voltage Vθ is assigned with 100 mV and the
starting of first payload symbol is at t = 500 µs. During the subsequent 8 symbol duration, L1 and L2 demodulator outputs are c1 = (0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1) and
c2 = (0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1). We decode the data sequences as
ŝ2 = s1 ⊕ c1 = (0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0),
ŝ1 = s2 ⊕ c2 = (0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1).

(6.9)

The results are consistent with the transmitted data sequence with zero bit error.
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Figure 6.11: Symbol-level synchronization and illumination compensation. Phase
[A]: LOS channel is restored by gradually removing an obstruction between two
transceivers. Phase [B]: symbol-level synchronization plus illumination compensation. Phase [C]: successful symbol-level synchronization.

6.6.3

Synchronization performance

In Fig. 6.11 we show the synchronization of L1 and L2 using the proposed symbollevel synchronization scheme. Initially, both transceivers are asynchronous and
stay at idle state, transmitting symbol ’1’. The distance between the devices is
chosen to be within the sensing range. The line-of-sight (LOS) path is blocked
by a dark object such that synchronization will not be triggered until the object
is removed. At stage [A], around 1 ms, we remove the dark object. In response,
a positive square wave is observed by L1 and L2 during each sensing period. The
square wave amplitude increases as LOS is restored and its width determines the
phase offset between L1 and L2. According to Fig. 6.6, L2 is phase-leading and
will delay to compensate for the phase offset. This happens at stage [B], where
the amplitude of the square wave is beyond a threshold voltage Vθ . In addition,
L2 outputs a narrow square wave at the end of this stage [B]. It corresponds
to the illumination compensation waveform as illustrated in Fig. 6.8b. At the
beginning of stage [C], L1 and L2 are in-phase, as a consequence of the fast
synchronization achieved in one symbol duration.
In Fig. 6.12 we show the synchronization of two transceivers L1 and L2 using
the proposed frame-level synchronization scheme. At stage [A], two transceivers
have been synchronized using the symbol-level synchronization scheme. They
are placed within the communication range and both are transmitting idle sym138
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Figure 6.12: Frame-level synchronization and illumination compensation.
bols ’1’. At the beginning of stage [B], only L1 is scheduled to transmit a frame
(ASCII code of a char symbol ’a’). The corresponding frame symbols are therefore (0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1) and take 10 ms for transmission. During stage [B],
L1 and L2 measure spikes as a consequence of the clock drift. This phase error
accumulates over time. Correction is made by the stop symbol of the frame as
shown at the stage [C]. In this case, L1 is phase-leading and is delayed to compensate for the phase offset. Two narrow pulses are observed around 12 ms. The
upper one with larger amplitude corresponds to the illumination compensation
behavior of L1. The other with smaller amplitude is the L2 response to L1. By
the end of stage [C], L1 and L2 are time aligned at both symbol-level and framelevel. The start symbol at state [D] indicates transmission of a new frame by
L1.

6.6.4

Communication performance

In this section, we evaluate the communication performance with respect to sensing distance, data rate and illumination level. We consider two transceivers L1
and L2 in dark room conditions, communicating via a LOS path at a distance
d. A packet P0 comprising a single physical layer frame is locally stored at each
transceiver and is transmitted 1000 times. The threshold voltage Vθ is preset
at the transceivers to allow a communication range of at least 10 cm. Before
communication, a number of idle symbols (’1’) are transmitted to allow symbollevel synchronization. Afterwards, packets are repeatedly transmitted following
a manner shown in Fig. 6.12. Upon receiving of a complete packet, the decoder
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Figure 6.13: Packet error rate over sensing distance d: duty cycle q = 0.5, symbol
duration Ts = 1 ms.
output is compared with the locally stored packet P0 . The resulting packet error
rate (PER) is the performance evaluation metric applied to three experiments
below. The zero PER value is replaced with 10−4 for plot in log-scale.
Fig. 6.13 shows the impact of sensing distance d on PER. We keep the symbol
duration Ts = 1 ms. The corresponding data rate R = 800 bps, taking into
account one start symbol and one stop symbol as the frame overhead. The ON
duty cycle q of modulated square wave m(t) is assigned with 0.5 such as to achieve
an illumination level of 50%. Sensing distance d is increased from 10 cm till 20 cm
in steps of 2 cm and PER is collected at each position. Since the light intensity
reduces with propagation distance, the average sample vector U decreases over
d. It approaches the threshold Vθ at d = 20 cm, and a much higher error rate
is obtained using the demodulation scheme (6.3). For a luminaire source with α
LEDs and a sensing luminaire with β LEDs branches in parallel,
it can be shown
√
that the effective sensing range is improved by a factor of αβ [28], [31]. Thus
a reliable communication range of a few meters is feasible using luminaires with
hundreds of LEDs.
Fig. 6.14 shows PER values for different values of data rate R. The sensing
distance is fixed at 10 cm and the illumination level at 50%. We change the
symbol duration Ts = 1/R in a range between 200 µs and 1 ms in steps of 200 µs
for the higher data rate scenario and select Ts = 1 ms, 2 ms, 4 ms, 6 ms and 8 ms
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Figure 6.14: Packet error rate over data rate R =
distance d = 10 cm.

1
Ts :

duty cycle q = 0.5, sensing

for the lower data rate case. The largest data rate is achieved at Ts = 200 µs
at the cost of a high PER value due to limited sample number for successful
synchronization and decoding. The PER value drops below 10−2 by choosing
Ts = 400 µs, while providing the highest possible data rate R = 2 kbps. The
lower bound of data rate is found at Ts = 6 ms, beyond which perceivable flicker
occurs. The upper bound of data rate is mainly determined by three factors: the
ADC sampling frequency, the noisy output signal of TIA and the response time
of transceiver.
The transceiver response time dominates among these factors, provided we
have a sufficient sampling frequency at the ADC and a low-noise broadband
amplifier. It is a function of the LED modulation characteristics, in both the
illumination and sensing modes.
1. In diodes used for solid-state lamp applications, the current-injected p-n
junction area is large. The resulting large capacitance limits the maximum
(emit)
modulation frequency, f3dB , [31] by
√
3 ln 9
(emit)
f3dB =
,
(6.10)
π(τr + τf )
where τr and τf are respectively the rise and fall time of the LED and are
functions of the LED resistance and capacitance.
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Figure 6.15: Packet error rate over duty cycle q: symbol duration Ts = 1 ms,
sensing distance d = 10 cm.
2. In sensing mode, the LED modulation bandwidth [32] is
s
GBW
(sense)
,
f3dB =
2πRF (CF + CD )

(6.11)

where GBW, RF , CF and CD are respectively the gain bandwidth of the
TIA, the feedback resistance, the noise reducing capacitance and the LED
equivalent capacitance.
Considering the two scenarios above in which the LED can operate (either sensing
or emitting) gives a lower bound of the symbol duration Ts as
Ts ≥

2
min



(emit) (sense)
f3dB , f3dB

,

(6.12)

which in turn provides an upper bound for the data rate. Note that the numerator
is 2 because there are two slots (one emitting slot and one sensing slot) per symbol
duration.
Fig. 6.15 shows the PER performance with respect to illumination level. The
sensing distance is fixed at 10 cm and the symbol duration Ts at 1 ms. The
illumination level is determined by the ON duty cycle q within a symbol duration
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(a) Goodput increased by payload size.

(b) PER increased by payload size.

Figure 6.16: Packet error rate over payload size: symbol duration Ts = 400 µs,
duty cycle q = 0.5, sensing distance d = 10 cm.

Ts . We change q from 10% to 90% in steps of 10%. Small PER values are observed
for 40% ≤ q ≤ 80%. For any q that is below 40%, the average of measured voltage
signal is always below the preset threshold Vθ . As such, neither synchronization
nor decoding is feasible. For q that is above 80%, only a limited number of
samples per Ts are used for synchronization and decoding, leading to a large
PER.
Due to the overhead of start and stop symbols, the effective data rate (goodput) is lower than T1s . The goodput may be increased by transmitting more bits
per frame. We study the impact of increasing payload size on goodput and PER
in Fig. 6.16. Consider Fig. 6.16a. Let Ts equal 400µs, a goodput of 2 kbps is
achieved by transmitting a 8-bit payload per frame. The goodput approaches an
upper bound of 2.5 kbps as the payload size increases. The trade-off between PER
and payload size is shown in Fig. 6.16b. The PER values are below 10−2 for payload size less than 40 bits. A goodput of 2.381 kbps is achieved in both directions
by transmitting a 40-bit payload. Note that the oscillator frequency difference
between the two transceivers (0.048 MHz in the setup) generates a phase error
which accumulates during the frame transmission. A transceiver corrects the
phase error only once at the stop symbol, using symbol-level synchronization.
When transmitting a 48-bit payload, the decoding fails in the latter part of each
frame. This results in an increase in PER values as shown in Fig. 6.16b.
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6.7

Conclusions and discussions

We presented the design of a two-way VLC system with LEDs used as transceivers
and also for illumination. We showed that for time-slotted VLC, the combination of Manchester coding and OOK modulation achieves the optimum trade-off
between system rate and illumination. This scheme was used for data transmission along with a simple XOR decoding scheme at the receiver. At the receiver,
OFF periods in the signal waveform were used for retrieving the transmitted
information. We implemented a proof-of-concept LED prototype system with
low-power single red LED and showed that data rates in the order of kbps could
be achieved at a distance of a few tens of cm. For luminaires with hundreds of
LEDs, a communication range in the order of a few meters can thus be feasible.
Two-way VLC is feasible between any two LEDs with overlapped emitting
and sensing spectra. The LED material technology determines the spectral characteristics and the LED sensitivity, and as a result on communication performance. A detailed study of the impact of different LED material technologies on
communication performance is beyond the scope of this study and is a subject
of future work.
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Appendix
6.A

Rate-illumination trade-off

We consider the two-way communication channel model [25] in order to analyze feasible rate-illumination pairs. The system response considered earlier in
Table 6.1 in Section 6.2 can be expressed as a system truth table given in Table 6.A.1. In this table, the input indicates whether the LED is in emitting or
sensing mode. The output of the LED is related to the receiving state. For
example, if the LED is in sense input state and the other LED is in emit input
state, the output will be light. In the table, we have replaced the sensing mode
by ’0’ and the emitting mode by ’1’ in the input state. Also, we replaced no light
by ’0’, light by ’1’ and unknown by ’ ?’ in the output state. Inputs are named
x and outputs y. Each transceiver can replace ’ ?’ by ’1’, since it knows that
Table 6.A.1: System truth table.
input1
sense
sense
emit
emit

input2
sense
emit
sense
emit

output1
no light
light
unknown
unknown

output2
no light
unknown
light
unknown

x1
0
0
1
1

x2
0
1
0
1

y1
0
1
?
?

y2
0
?
1
?

y
0
1
1
1

’1’ means ’ ?’ if its input was ’1’. This leads to a two-way OR-channel with a
common output y = x1 ORx2 .
The system performance is characterized by the illumination level and communication rate. Consider a block of N slots. In this block, a message z1 ∈
{1, 2, · · · , M1 } is sent via transceiver L1 to another transceiver L2. Meanwhile,
a message z2 ∈ {1, 2, · · · , M2 } is sent via L2 to L1. Assuming messages are uniform and independent of each other, codewords e1 and e2 are selected to transmit
them.
(x11 , x12 , · · · x1N ) = e1 (z1 ),

(x21 , x22 , · · · x2N ) = e2 (z2 ).

(6.13)
(6.14)

The probability of a 1 in N -bit codeword determines the illumination value. For
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some probability distribution Q, the total illumination values accumulate as


Φ1 = E 



Φ2 = E 

X

X

n=1,N

n=1,N



x1n  ,

(6.15)



x2n  .

(6.16)

The received sequences are decoded at two sides
ẑ2 = g1 (y1 , y2 , · · · , yN , z1 ),

ẑ1 = g2 (y1 , y2 , · · · , yN , z2 ),

(6.17)
(6.18)

where they both use the knowledge about their own message and employ a decoder g(.). The probabilities of error are described by
Pe1 = Pr{ẑ1 6= z1 },

Pe2 = Pr{ẑ2 6= z2 }.

(6.19)
(6.20)

We want to find out how large M1 and M2 can be, in combination with acceptably
small Pe1 and Pe2 , and desired total illumination values Φ1 and Φ2 . We say that
a rate-illumination quadruple (ρ1 , ρ2 , λ1 , λ2 ) is achievable if there exist encoders
and decoders that achieve for all ǫ > 0 and large enough N
log2 M1 ≥ N (ρ1 − ǫ),

(6.21)

Φ1 ≥ N (λ1 − ǫ),

(6.23)

log2 M2 ≥ N (ρ2 − ǫ),

(6.22)

Φ2 ≥ N (λ2 − ǫ),

(6.24)

Pe2 ≤ ǫ.

(6.26)

Pe1 ≤ ǫ,

(6.25)

First we derive an upper bound on the achievable information rates. In the
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derivation F denotes the Fano term.
log2 M1 ≤ H(Z1 ) = H(Z1 ) − H(Z1 |Y N , Z2 ) + F
= I(Z1 ; Y N , Z2 ) + F
= I(Z1 ; Y N |Z2 ) + F
=

≤
≤
≤
Similarly we can show that

N
X

n=1
N
X

n=1
N
X

n=1
N
X

I(Z1 ; Yn |Z2 , Y n−1 ) + F
H(Yn |Z2 , Y n−1 , X2n ) + F
H(Yn |X2n ) + F
P (X2n = 0) + F.

n=1

log2 M2 ≤
Moreover now
Φ1 =
Φ2 =

N
X

P (X1n = 0) + F.

n=1

N
X

n=1
N
X

P (X1n = 1),
P (X2n = 1).

n=1

If a rate-illumination quadruple (ρ1 , ρ2 , λ1 , λ2 ) is achievable, it has to satisfy
1
1
log2 M1 + Φ2 + 2ǫ
N
N
N
N
1 X
1 X
P (X2n = 1) + 2ǫ
P (X2n = 0) + F ) +
(
N
N

ρ1 + λ2 ≤
≤

n=1

n=1

≤ 1 + F/N + 2ǫ.

For ǫ ↓ 0 the term F/N disappears and we obtain that
ρ1 + λ2 ≤ 1, and similarly that
ρ2 + λ1 ≤ 1.
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The Manchester coding plus OOK modulation has achieved ρ1 = ρ2 = 1/2 and
λ1 = λ2 = 1/2, and is therefore optimal in providing illumination and system
rate.
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Conclusions
In this thesis, we explored the use of light emitting diodes (LEDs) as wavelengthselective light sensors, along with providing illumination. This sensing functionality was explored for three applications: color sensing and control, daylight
adaptive control and visible light communication (VLC).

7.1

Color sensing and control

In the RGB (red, green, blue) color space, sensing arbitrary colors requires estimation of primary color contributions. In Chapter 2, we proposed two estimation
algorithms: the sensitivity matrix based color estimation method and the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) based color estimation method. The estimation
was done based on RGB LEDs measurements, without using dedicated optical
filters and light sensors.
As light sensors, RGB LEDs are mostly sensitive to light at slightly shorter
wavelengths than at which they emit. We constructed a 3-by-3 sensitivity matrix
based on the wavelength selectivity of RGB LEDs. Estimation of primary color
contributions was then obtained as a solution to a constrained optimization problem, provided that the sensitivity matrix is well-conditioned. One such example
was the sensitivity matrix S1 in Chapter 2, which characterizes the sensitivity of
a ColorTransporter to the light emitted by a source RGB lamp.
The LED material technology determines the LED wavelength selectivity,
and has an impact on the color estimation performance using the sensitivity
matrix based method. In Chapter 2, we showed that the sensitivity matrix S2 ,
which specifies the sensitivity of a destination RGB lamp to the light emitted by
a ColorTransporter, is ill-conditioned. In this case, the sensitivity matrix based
method cannot be applied. Instead, we used the DWT based method, where
we detected the pulse width modulation (PWM) duty cycle of the emitted red,
green and blue light by analyzing singular points in the RGB LEDs measurements. The singular points correspond to the discontinuities of the RGB LEDs
measurements. Such discontinuities are of type I and can be efficiently detected
with the db1 (Haar) wavelet analysis, which provides the following information:
(i) The location of a singular point, i.e. the time instance. (ii) The type and
amplitude of a singular point, e.g. the global maximum p1 and the global minimum n1 . The above information allows for the duty cycle vector estimation using
Eq. (2.11) and Eq. (2.12) in Chapter 2.
In addition to the color estimation algorithms, in Chapter 2 we also proposed
a dual-mode LED driver design and a sensing and dimming control protocol
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in order to meet the following technical challenges: (i) How to sense without
causing flicker in illumination? (ii) How to maintain the low complexity of an
interactive LED lamp application? We summarize our contributions towards the
first sub-goal of the thesis as follows:
Sub-goal 1: To develop a prototype system that makes use of the LED wavelength selectivity to provide new ways of light interaction, without dedicated light
sensors.
Contributions:
In Chapter 2, we proposed a LED system prototype with source and destination LED lamps and a LED array as a ColorTransporter device. A color sensing
and illumination driver protocol was presented such that the LED lamps could
sense color while illuminating without perceivable flicker. A similar protocol was
used at the LED array transporter device with the additional use of hardware
triggers to have the device operate either in sensing or illumination mode. The
LED operates in the photovoltaic sensing mode, wherein the photovoltage is measured across an extra load resistor with limited hardware modification. Two color
estimation methods were presented to map the measured photovoltage on the red,
green and blue channels to a sensed color. The methods were implemented in
micro-controller unit software, which also implemented digital control of power
conversion in the illumination mode. The proposed color estimation methods
were evaluated using an error metric based on a normalized color RGB model.
Evaluation of the sensitivity matrix based method showed that it is possible to
detect colors efficiently, provided that the sensitivity matrix is well-conditioned.
Efficient detection of colors in the RGB color space using the inherent wavelength selectivity of multi-color LEDs opens up opportunities to save extra color
filters that are otherwise required by: (i) color shift keying modulation in the
IEEE 802.15.7 standard [1]; (ii) wavelength division multiplexing multiple-input
and multiple-output (MIMO) LED-to-LED VLC system.
Evaluation of the DWT based method showed that it is possible to detect
colors efficiently even if the sensitivity matrix is ill-conditioned, with exceptions of monochromatic color. By applying wavelet analysis on the waveform
of monochromatic color, we can find only one singular point. However, it can
also be treated as two overlapped singular points in response to a mix of two
different colors with equal portions. In order to detect monochromatic color, we
may consider a suitable combination of both methods.
The perceivable flicker analysis was conducted with a fixed flicker frequency,
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which was twice the mains frequency. This frequency is above the critical flicker
frequency (CFF) of the human eye for a dynamic luminance level in a range
between 0 and 3000 cd/m2 . As the luminance level goes beyond 3000 cm/m2 ,
we may consider decreasing the sensing slot, td + ts , using an ADC with a high
sampling rate or by taking fewer samples using the same ADC. In practice, flicker
sensitivity also depends on the color of the stimulus (the chromatic flicker) and
the observer (e.g. location of the stimulus on the retina and the size of the
stimulus). Adaptation of the design space to these parameters is a topic of
further research.

7.2

Daylight adaptive control

From Fig. 1.4 in Chapter 1, we know that a blue LED is most sensitive to
ultraviolet A (UV-A) light and its measurements are largely due to the effect of
daylight. Blue LEDs are commonly used to produce white light, with phosphor
coating. Such phosphor-converted white (pc-white) LEDs have been widely used
to provide general indoor illumination. Therefore, they can be reused as daylight
sensors for daylight adaptive lighting control applications, saving extra sensor
cost and commissioning effort.
We considered the integration of daylight sensing functionality of pc-white
LEDs in a daylight adaptive lighting control system. An array of white LEDs was
reused to detect daylight contribution and compensate for it such that the net illumination level meets the desired value. Integration of daylight sensing functionality brought the following technical challenges: (i) How to drive pc-white LEDs
for both daylight sensing and illumination, without causing flicker? (ii) How to
control the dimming level of pc-LEDs, based on pure daylight measurements?
Our contributions towards the second sub-goal of this thesis are as follows:
Sub-goal 2: To develop an autonomously controlled LED lighting system that
can sense and adapt to daylight changes, without dedicated light sensors.
Contributions:
In Chapter 3, we presented a LED luminaire prototype that can provide the
dual functionalities of illumination and daylight sensing. The illumination is determined by controlling a PWM signal. In OFF periods of the PWM signal,
the LED luminaire senses daylight contribution. The sensing mode was added
with limited hardware changes. For daylight sensing, the LED luminaire was
calibrated under daylight conditions. The calibration function relates a photo156
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voltage signal measured in OFF periods of PWM signal to an estimated daylight
level at the workspace under the luminaire. The LED luminaire was controlled
using an open-loop control law. The performance of the proposed daylight sensing lighting control system was compared with a photodetector based lighting
control system and shown to offer more robustness in the presence of reflectance
changes in the environment. The proposed solution saves extra cost and installation complexity involved in current lighting control systems that use external
photodetectors.
The proposed daylight sensing based lighting control system assumed a centralized structure, such that the illumination contribution of one luminaire at
the workspace under another luminaire is known at the central controller (via
a calibration function). For a distributed structure, an exchange of dimming
levels between neighboring luminaires would be required. Such inter-luminaire
communication can be realized using RF modules. Alternatively, an optical link
between LED luminaires can be incorporated using inter-luminaire VLC. Since
a phosphor-converted white LED luminaire is not sufficiently sensitive to the artificial light it emits, a dedicated photodiode is required as a receiver in order to
establish the optical link between neighboring luminaires.

7.3

LED-to-LED visible light communication

LEDs may also be used to receive modulated optical signals coming from VLC
transmitters. A LED-to-LED VLC link is feasible so long as there is an overlap
between the sensing spectrum of receiving LEDs and the spectrum of transmitting
LEDs.

7.3.1

Unidirectional VLC and illumination with LEDs

The visible light from a VLC transmitter is modulated to embed information
(e.g. the luminaire identifier in an indoor positioning system), while providing
flicker-free illumination in a certain dimming range. The receiving LEDs, which
could be the LED screen or LED flashlight on a smart device, can demodulate
the information while providing a steady light output. A number of technical
challenges need to be addressed to realize LED-to-LED VLC and illumination:
(i) How should information be encoded at the VLC transmitter that facilitates
simple decoding at the LED receiver? (ii) How does the decoding mechanism
work, given that the LED is used for both VLC reception and providing illumination? Our contributions towards the third sub-goal of this thesis are now
summarized:
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Sub-goal 3: To provide flick-free illumination and unidirectional visible light
communication between two LED devices, without dedicated light sensors.
Contributions:
In Chapter 4, we proposed the design of a prototype system with two LED devices for unidirectional VLC while also providing illumination. The devices use
the LEDs themselves for data transmission and reception, without additional
dedicated light sensors. At the transmitter, a redundant run-length limited encoding scheme was considered for data transmission. We adopt the standard
4B6B RLL code that is DC-balanced and has the benefit of limiting flicker. The
redundant bits were added such that decoding was realized with a simple threshold detection scheme and edge detection. Multi-level dimming was considered
for illumination, providing a wide dimming range between 0.1 and 0.9 without
causing flicker. The receiver modulates a dedicated sensing bit sequence with
on-off keying and uses the OFF periods for VLC reception. The sensing bit
sequence was with alternating 1s and 0s for flicker-free illumination while providing a steady light output. The built prototype was evaluated in terms of bit
error rate (BER) and illumination flicker performance. We showed that reliable
communication at a rate of a few kbps was achievable, with illumination flicker
comparable to conventional PWM dimming.

7.3.2

Adaptive VLC and illumination with LEDs

The proposed calibration scheme at the receiver in Chapter 4 assumed a fixed
communication distance between the two LED devices. As the receiver moves
further away from the transmitter, the received light power decreases following
the inverse square law or worse. Decoding using a constant threshold would fail
as the average of photovoltage measurements approaches and drops below the
threshold. Further, the initially proposed calibration scheme is not robust against
ambient light changes, e.g. slow daylight variations. In order to support receiver
portability and robustness against daylight fluctuation in the unidirectional VLC
system, the following technical challenges were addressed: (i) How should the
receiver adapt threshold based on the photovoltage measurements? (ii) How
should the transmitter allocate the transmission power for better communication
performance, while providing a desired dimming level within a certain range? Our
contributions towards the fourth sub-goal of this thesis are:
Sub-goal 4: To support external light condition and communication distance
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changes in unidirectional LED-to-LED visible light communication system.
Contributions:
In Chapter 5, we presented the design of a LED-based VLC system where
the LED is used for adaptive VLC transmission and reception, as well as for
illumination. In the proposed design, the modulation index at the transmitter,
as well as calibration detection thresholds at the receiver, are adapted to react to
changes in ambient illumination conditions and limited LED device portability.
At the transmitter side, we considered a weighted combination of a PWM signal
and a redundant run length limited (RLL) encoded on-off keying (OOK) signal.
The weights were designed to achieve a target dimming level and enhance the
transmit signal-to-noise ratio. At the receiver, a method for adaptive threshold
detection was proposed. Using an experimental prototype system, we showed an
increase of almost 30% in reliable communication distance in comparison to a
non-adaptive VLC system in Chapter 4.

7.3.3

Two-way VLC and illumination with LEDs

The dual use of LEDs for illumination and sensing can be treated as being analogous to transmitting and receiving information in a two-way channel [2]. The
two-way channel was first introduced by Shannon [3] and the achievable rates
were analyzed in an information-theoretic setting. Since then, the two-way channel has been studied in different wireless communication systems [4], [5]. The
performance of two-way VLC systems has not yet been studied in the literature.
We considered two-way VLC, where we used LEDs as both transmitters and
receivers, without using dedicated light sensors as receivers. The system allows
two LED devices to simultaneously transmit and receive information through a
bi-directional VLC link. The following technical challenges were addressed to
realize the two-way VLC system: (i) How should data encoding/decoding be
designed to enable LEDs to transmit/receive for a two-way VLC, while also providing illumination without perceivable flicker? (ii) How should the LED devices
be synchronized for two-way VLC? (iii) What are the communication and illumination trade-offs in such a system? Our contributions towards the fifth sub-goal
of this thesis are as follows:
Sub-goal 5: To provide flicker-free illumination and full-duplex visible light
communication between two LED devices, without dedicated light sensors.
Contributions:
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In Chapter 6 we presented the design of a two-way VLC system with LEDs
used as transceivers and also for illumination. We showed that for time-slotted
VLC, the combination of Manchester coding and OOK modulation achieves the
optimum trade-off between system rate and illumination. This scheme was used
for data transmission along with a simple exclusive-or (XOR) decoding scheme
at the receiver. At the receiver, OFF periods in the signal waveform were used
for retrieving the transmitted information. We implemented a proof-of-concept
LED prototype system with low-power single red LED and showed that data
rates in the order of kbps could be achieved at a distance of a few tens of cm.
For luminaires with hundreds of LEDs, a communication range in the order of a
few meters can thus be feasible.

7.4

Recommendations for future research

The focus of this thesis was to explore the sensing functionality of LED in color
sensing and control, daylight adaptive control and VLC applications, along with
providing illumination. To demonstrate the feasibility of each application, we
built proof-of-concept prototypes. In this section, we sketch several potential
research topics and future directions.

7.4.1

Robust color control of multi-color LEDs

The LED sensitivity can be obtained via a calibration phase, as we have shown
with color sensing application in Chapter 2 and daylight sensing application in
Chapter 3. We were assuming the sensing LEDs are operating at room temperature, with a stable current-voltage characteristic during the experimental
tests. In practice, both temperature change the LED lifespan shift the currentvoltage characteristic [6].Therefore, color sensing and control using multi-color
LEDs require feedback mechanisms to compensate for the current-voltage characteristic shift. In the future, robust and low-cost solutions may be explored by
considering:
• built-in sensors that are used to measure the temperature- and aginginduced sensitivity change occurring during operation of the LEDs.
• control methods that jointly address temperature feed-forward and flux
feedback compensations.
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7.4.2

Occupancy sensing with LEDs

In indoor lighting control applications, a luminaire adapts its light output to
occupancy and daylight changes. In Chapter 3, we have shown the designed
prototype of daylight sensing LED luminaires that can self-sense and adapt to
daylight changes, without using dedicated light sensors. However, such a lighting system still requires dedicated occupancy sensors for performing occupancy
adaptive control.
We propose a future research direction on reusing an array of multi-color
LEDs for occupancy sensing over their field-of-view, while providing flicker-free
white light output and daylight sensing functionality. Occupancy sensing is based
on detection of reflectance changes under the LED luminaires that is caused by
user movements. Specifically, we consider RGB LED luminaires. We use part of
the LEDs (e.g. green LEDs) to emit beacons and use the rest (e.g. red LEDs) to
detect changes of the reflected beacon signal. The daylight sensing functionality
could be supported by the blue LEDs, while the combination of RGB LEDs is
used to produce white light for illumination.

7.4.3

MIMO LED-to-LED VLC with multi-color LEDs

In Chapters 4, 5 and 6, we studied the illumination and communication performance of LED-to-LED VLC systems by developing proof-of-concept prototypes
with a single red color LED at the front-end of transmitter and receiver. The
VLC channel is, therefore, single-input and single-output (SISO). Future research
directions could be:
• developing MIMO LEDs-to-LEDs VLC systems with multi-color LEDs at
the front-end of VLC transmitter and receiver, including at least red, green
and blue LEDs;
• evaluation of the illumination and communication trade-offs in MIMO LEDto-LED VLC systems;
• integration of daylight-adaptive control into the MIMO LED-to-LED system with the blue LED channel reused for daylight sensing;
• developing coding and modulation schemes for MIMO VLC transceivers
with which they can provide flicker-free white light for illumination.
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Summary
Sensing, communication and illumination with LED
lighting systems
Lighting is witnessing a major technology shift towards semiconductors with
the adoption of light emitting diodes (LEDs). Nowadays, lighting applications in
homes, offices, and industries are typically equipped with LEDs. LED lighting
outperforms conventional lighting in aspects like long lifetime, energy efficiency
and high switching frequency. In addition to illumination, a LED is capable of
sensing light if its bias is properly chosen. As a sensor, a LED is sensitive to light
with wavelengths that are shorter than the illumination band wavelengths. The
scope of this doctoral research is to study the double functionality of LEDs in
applications that perform both illumination and sensing and to develop prototype
systems that include sensing in addition to illumination.
The advent of LEDs in lamps is bringing about new consumer applications
and products, focusing on innovative ways to control and interact with LED
lamps. Our first sub-goal in this research is therefore: Sub-goal 1: To develop
a prototype system that makes use of the LED wavelength selectivity to provide
new ways of light interaction, without dedicated light sensors.
In Chapter 2, we proposed a LED system consisting of LED lamps and a LED
array, where the LED array is used to sense and pick up the color of a source
lamp. When the distance between the sensing array and the source lamp is within
a certain range, the LED array holds the color of the source lamp and transports
this color to a destination lamp. We present a design prototype of the LED lamps
and the LED array in order to realize the double functionality, color sensing and
illumination. A driving protocol is proposed that realizes color sensing without
causing flicker during illumination. Depending on the wavelength sensitivity of
the LED devices, two methods for color estimation are proposed. Experimental
results are presented to evaluate the performance of the proposed methods.
With LED lighting systems, the light output can be flexibly and easily con163
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trolled. This is especially attractive for daylight adaptive lighting control for
reducing the substantial portion of the electrical energy that is consumed by
lighting. Our second sub-goal in this research is therefore: Sub-goal 2: To develop an autonomously controlled LED lighting system that can sense and adapt
to daylight changes, without dedicated light sensors.
In Chapter 3, we proposed LED luminaires that can perform the double functionality of illumination and daylight sensing, obviating the need of additional
light sensors. We present a daylight sensing luminaire prototype and investigate
two driving protocols for sensing and illumination. Both driving protocols are
based on open-loop control for adaptation to daylight. The proposed system is
shown to be more robust to reflectance changes in comparison to a photodetectorbased closed-loop lighting control system.
Visible light communication (VLC) refers to communication in the visible
part of the spectrum. This involves a VLC transmitter that transmits information by modulating its light output and a receiver that is capable of decoding
the transmitted information. Embedding information by modulating light output has become easier with the advent of LEDs that allow for high switching
frequencies. Assuming overlapped LED emitting and sensing spectra, reception
of optical signals using LEDs is feasible. Our third sub-goal in this research is
therefore: Sub-goal 3: To provide flick-free illumination and unidirectional visible
light communication between two LED devices, without dedicated light sensors.
In Chapter 4, we proposed a LED system for jointly achieving VLC while
providing flicker-free illumination. At the transmitter, a redundant run-length
limited encoding scheme and multi-level dimming are considered for data transmission, with a wide dimming range. The receiver uses pulse-width modulation
and uses the OFF periods for VLC reception. It is allowed for the receiver to be
asynchronous to the transmitter, with a phase offset within a preset range. A key
feature of the proposed system is that no dedicated devices are used for transmission / reception, since the illumination LEDs are used for these functions.
We design a functional prototype of this system and evaluate the communication
bit error rate and illumination flicker performance experimentally.
The proposed calibration scheme at the receiver in Chapter 4 assumed a
fixed communication distance between the two LED devices and that the ambient
light conditions did not change rapidly. Ambient light changes (e.g. slow daylight
variations) can however limit the effective communication range in such a system.
To address this problem, we consider an adaptive VLC system. At the transmitter side, we consider a weighted combination of a PWM signal and a redundant RLL encoded OOK signal, where the weights are designed to achieve a
target dimming level and enhance the transmit signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). At
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the receiver, a method for adaptive threshold detection is proposed. We compare
the proposed adaptive VLC system with the non-adaptive VLC system in Chapter 4 in terms of bit error rate (BER) performance using an experimental single
LED system prototype. The fourth sub-goal in this research is therefore Subgoal 4: To enhance the unidirectional visible light communication performance
between two LED devices.
In Chapter 5, we presented the design of a LED based VLC system where
the LED is used for adaptive VLC transmission and reception, as well as for
illumination. In the proposed design, the modulation index at the transmitter
as well as calibration detection thresholds at the receiver are adapted to react to
changes in ambient illumination conditions and limited LED device portability.
Using an experimental prototype system, we showed that an increase of almost
30% in reliable communication distance can be obtained in comparison to a nonadaptive VLC system in Chapter 4.
Finally, with the goal of improving the system rate, we consider two LED
devices that can provide illumination and simultaneously transmit information to
each other, while additionally serving as light sensors to receive this information.
Our fifth sub-goal in this research is therefore: Sub-goal 5: To provide flickerfree illumination and full-duplex visible light communication between two LED
devices, without dedicated light sensors.
In Chapter 6, we proposed a system consisting of two LED devices that are
used for two-way VLC while also providing illumination. We consider Manchester coding and on-off keying for transmission. A reception scheme in which the
LEDs themselves are used as receivers by sensing in the off periods is considered.
A synchronization scheme to achieve frame- and symbol-level synchronization is
proposed. A prototype of the proposed system is designed and the communication performance is evaluated.
Last but not least, in Chapter 7, the main contributions and conclusions of
this thesis are summarized, and future research challenges are identified.
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